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Preface
Joe Aldrich has written, "The beauty of God's redemptive love is declared in Scripture, is
demonstrated at the cross, and is to be displayed in the body. God has designed the local church
family as the primary context in which the possession of His nature surfaces and becomes an
observable, tangible phenomenon. The church is not only the display case for His love, it is the
beauty parlor. But it cannot display what it does not possess. It cannot illustrate God's unity if it
is marked by divisiveness."*
A great part of discipleship is a knowledge of how to live with fellow Christians. Such is the
theme of this Bible study. Though the Apostle Paul's occasion for writing to the Church of
Philippi may have been as simple as a thank-you note, his correspondence includes many
principles needed for ensuring unity within any ministry or organization. And like Joe Aldrich,
Paul knew that unity and agenda harmony undergird any superstructure attempting to display
beauty. In the case of the Philippian church, beauty through unity would be the catalyst for
attracting others to Jesus Christ. Remember Paul's words: "Let this mind be in you which was
also in Christ Jesus...that at the name of Jesus every knee should bow..." (2:5,10). We wish they
had been our words, because wrapped within them is the essence of the Bible study you have
before you.
As you make your way through this study remember the theme of unity and agenda harmony.
The specific references to unity and agenda harmony are many, while its presence pervades the
entire letter. So think in terms of how you might take the principles found here and translate
them into your everyday affairs within your family, church, and ministry relationships.
Ricki Lee Brooks

________________________
*

Joseph C. Aldrich. Secrets To Inner Beauty: Transforming Life Through Love.
Portland, Or; p. 79, 1977.
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Multnomah Press:

A Note from Ricki
My wife, Vanita, and I spent many hours discussing the truths of Paul’s Letter to the Philippians
and together we labored over the majority of this book. We wanted very much for God’s family
to reap the benefits of its timeless principles since we believed sincerely what Dr. Aldrich has
taught so many. However, in March of 1999, a drunk driver took Vanita’s life. Needless to say, I
put several things aside at that time. One of them was the completion of this book. A few years
later conflict reared its ugly head in the church I now serve. When it did, I thought long and hard
about how gifted Vanita was at implementing the principles of the Philippian Letter. I knew then
the book needed some final editorial work that it might serve the purposes for which she
longed—that God’s people could learn about both the need for unity within the Body of Christ
and how to implement unity within the Body of Christ. If then this work accomplishes that goal
in some measure it will be successful. I know it would please her. I also know it would disturb
her if I gave her credit. She would say, “Not me, Ricki, but Jesus…our precious Lord Jesus.” So,
let me request of you one simple thing: as you use this book to help yourself understand Paul’s
Letter to the Philippian Church keep your eyes on Jesus. He alone deserves credit for anything
worthwhile here, while I deserve blame for any mistakes.
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How To Use This Study
The Bible Study you hold in your hands attempts to interpret Paul's letter to Philippi into
principles useful for the creation of peace and harmony among God's people. The study includes:
The Introduction
This section is designed to provide the background information needed to understand the author
and his readers, the purpose and occasion for the letter, and the theme and outline of the letter. It
includes an exposition of 1:1,2.
The Prayer
In this section we have outlined and commented on the themes and principles of 1:3-11. Paul's
text is broken down and covered, thought by thought, to capture both the details and the big
picture of this section. In it Paul lays a foundation for building agenda harmony in the mission,
relationships and belief systems of the Church. Each study-outline receives support from sections
entitled ACTION STEPS. The ACTION STEPS are designed to foster reading, thinking, and
implementation of the Philippian letter.
The Body
Following the same format as The Prayer, The Body tackles the main part (1:12 – 4:9) of Paul’s
letter to Philippi. In this section of Paul’s letter we learn about some of the really important
things that believers must have in common: preaching the gospel, Christ-like relationships, faith
over legalism, resolving conflict, etc.
The Conclusion
Once again, using the same format, the final section follows Paul's closing comments, from 4:10
to the end, and their significance for us.
So, your initial step should be a diligent, prayerful, worshipful, thoughtful reading of the
Philippian letter. As you soak in God's word, ask Him to lead you thought by thought. Without
Him the reading of Scripture becomes academic. Now academics are fine, but surely they are not
enough. Paul's letter to Philippi constitutes a portion of God's personal word to you. It deserves
far more attention than a text-book, newspaper, or novel.
Your next step should be to familiarize yourself with the background information found in the
Introduction of this study. To enhance your understanding you might also read articles found in
any number of good Bible Dictionaries and Encyclopedias.*
_________________________
*

Unger’s Bible Dictionary. Unger, Merrill F. Moody Press; Chicago, 1957.

*

The Zondervan Pictorial Encyclopedia of the Bible. Editor: Tenney, Merrill C. Zondervan Publishing
House; Grand Rapids, 5 volumes, 1978.
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Next, narrow your attention to the sections on The Prayer, The Body, and the Conclusion by
following carefully the Study-Outlines and Action Steps. Reflection, consideration, meditation,
and discussion concerning Paul's words and the principles found in them will always enhance
your comprehension.
So, have fun. Enjoy your time spent studying God's word. The value gained from your pursuit of
knowing God's truth remains surpassed only by how you implement it in your life. When you
obey His word you draw close to Him...and you can do no better than that. Like Paul, our desire
should be to know Christ and the power of His resurrection, and the fellowship of sharing in his
sufferings, becoming like him in his death.
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Introduction
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Chapter One
Paul's Opening Comments and Historical Background Clues
Philippians 1:1,2

Paul and Timothy, servants of Christ Jesus,
To all the saints in Christ Jesus at Philippi, together with the overseers and deacons:
Grace and peace to you from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ.
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Paul's opening comments serve as an excellent opportunity for delving into some of the
necessary background of this correspondence. Our interests lie primarily with the author and
recipients; their locations and circumstances; the occasion and purpose; and the theme and
outline. So, again, let’s read how Paul started the letter…
Paul and Timothy, servants of Christ Jesus, to all the saints in Christ Jesus at Philippi together
with the overseers and deacons: Grace and peace to you from God our Father and the Lord
Jesus Christ.
Author:
The opening words of this letter name Paul and Timothy as the senders. However, Paul alone can
claim authorship as evidenced by the fact that he writes objectively concerning Timothy in
2:19-24. The fact that Timothy labored and identified so closely with the Apostle warranted his
inclusion in the greeting.
His Location:
Some have argued that the traditional view of Paul writing from a Roman imprisonment appears
unlikely. Two alternatives have been offered: Caesarea and Ephesus. These alternatives were
offered in 1799 and 1900 respectively, whereas the traditional view of Rome carries the weight
of 18 centuries of church scholarship.1 Now while the evidence seems substantial for both Rome
and Ephesus, the probable choice must remain Rome since the arguments in favor of Ephesus
fail to prove strong enough to over-turn the time honored view of church history.
His Circumstances:
While some small question remains as to Paul's location, none exists concerning his
circumstances. A brief reading of chapter one will suffice to point out that Paul was under some
kind of confinement. And, strange as it may seem, his confinement presented some rather
wonderful, if unusual, teaching situations.
Though kept under lock and key—in fact chained, 1:7,13,14,16—the Apostle lost no time in
turning his situation into an opportunity for proclaiming the gospel (1:12-14). And even though
his final outcome remained in doubt—either life or death, 1:19-21—his trust and confidence in
Jesus remained so strong that he even made preparations to visit Philippi (2:24). What would
appear to most as a hopeless situation, the Apostle accepted with thanksgiving, looking always
for an opportunity to share Jesus with others.
Paul and Timothy were adhesively set on turning the world upside down for Jesus. Whether fed
well, hungry, out in the cold, stoned, or pampered, they kept their eyes upon Jesus. Perhaps this
explains Paul's choice of words to describe he and Timothy: servants of Christ Jesus. The word
servant actually refers to a bondslave. It precisely describes Paul's feelings concerning his
relationship to Jesus Christ.
So, to see what we have learned so far about Paul, let's outline the first seven words of verse one.
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The Senders:
a. Co-laborers

Paul and Timothy

b. Chained to Jesus

servants of Christ Jesus

Can we learn anything from this? Sure. Bound as they were to one another and to Jesus, Paul and
Timothy used every circumstance and relationship available for winning others to the Lord Jesus.
Principle: Solid relationships and servant-like attitudes form the basis through which the gospel
advances during hard circumstances.
Receivers:
Verse one also identifies the original readers of this small correspondence: all the saints in Christ
Jesus at Philippi, together with the overseers and deacons. These Christians made up the first
church in Europe.
Their Location:
A quick look at the map below will reveal that Philippi was a southern European city situated
approximately 10 miles from the coast of the Aegean Sea in the Roman province of Macedonia
(see Acts 16:6-10). The province of Macedonia occupied a major portion of northern Greece and
was separated from Asia by the Aegean Sea.

Philippi was a
southern
European city
situated
approximately
10 miles from
the coast of the
Aegean Sea
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Their Circumstances:
Luke recorded some of the detail of Paul's missionary outreach to Philippi in Acts 16:6-40.
Luke's passage is vital to our understanding some of the background to the Philippian letter since
the city of Philippi was—to a certain extent—unique. Notice the following facts concerning this
ancient city.
1.

Philippi was a Roman colony:

Philippi shared a privilege greater than a simple occupation by Rome. As a colony the citizens
enjoyed all the privileges guaranteed to those whose homes were actually on Rome's Italian soil
(see Acts 16:12). As colonists they represented Rome as ambassadors to a foreign land: they
represented Rome's law, its power, and its glory. Such a privilege also carried great
responsibility to act according to Roman law and custom. Paul appealed to this responsibility
after his imprisonment in the Philippian jail (Acts 16:35-40).
Such knowledge and imagery proved useful to the Apostle as he implored the Philippian
Christians to remember that their true roots were no longer in Philippi, a Roman colony, but
rather they were now anchored in heaven (Phil. 3:17 - 4:1).
2.

Philippian town-folk were acquainted with occult practices:

Like many of our own time, some of the Philippians bent their ears to hear the fortune-telling
words of someone under the control of a demon. And, like many of our own time, there were
some who would even take advantage of such a person so as to line their greedy hands with
profit (see Acts 16:16-19).
Again, such knowledge proved useful to Paul as he encouraged the Philippian Church to be an
image of light without fault in a crooked and depraved generation (Phil. 2:15). He also would
use this background to warn them about people whose hearts and minds were sold on darkness.
He said of them: their destiny is destruction, their god is their stomach, and their glory is in their
shame. Their mind is on earthly things (Phil. 3:19).
3.

Philippi was home to a Jewish community:

Acts 16:13-15 records the conversion of Lydia and her household. Apparently a Jewish influence
had been part of Lydia's life since Acts 16:13 reports that she worshiped on the Sabbath. Also, in
Philippians 3:1-11, Paul devotes a good deal of his letter to the problem of Judaistic legalism.*
We may therefore assume that, much like other cities, Philippi benefited from at least a small bit
of knowledge concerning the One True God; and probably more than a "small bit." Perhaps this
gives us a clue about the next two items.

_________________________
*Jewish people who had confessed Christ but were unwilling or unable to give up a legalistic devotion to certain
regulations and rituals.
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4.

Philippi was home to some who were seeking salvation:

This can be observed in the conversions of Lydia and her household (Acts 16:13-15) and the
Philippian jailer and his household (Acts 16:25-34). This phenomenon is not unusual. The
Apostle Paul met some people nearly everywhere he went who almost seemed to be waiting for
the gospel. One is reminded of the words of the late Dr. John G. Mitchell, of Multnomah School
of the Bible, "The Lord brings together those with minds prepared to tell the gospel with those
with hearts prepared to hear the gospel."
5.

Philippi was home to some who opposed the salvation offered through Jesus:

When Paul silenced the possessed girl he and Silas were met with stern accusations concerning
their beliefs. This then led to their incarceration (Acts 16:16-24). This situation was likewise not
unusual. Paul was often met with opposition: ridicule, imprisonment, beatings, and a stoning
were standard fare. In this case, one is reminded of our Lord Jesus' words: If you belonged to the
world, it would love you as its own. As it is, you do not belong to the world, but I have chosen
you out of the world. That is why the world hates you (John 15:19). Some, both Jew and Gentile,
were looking for salvation, but others had their minds and hearts set on darkness. Philippi was
home to both.
Each of these background clues help us to understand the circumstances surrounding the
Philippian Church. These circumstances may best be described by confining them to two
categories: external and internal.
I.

External Circumstances:
A.

Persecution for their belief:

Paul recognized the hostility being vented toward this young church (Phil. 1:27-30), because he
understood so well the prevailing ethos of his times. He had already incurred the wrath of both
Jew and Gentile, and, therefore, appreciated the plight of the Philippian Church as well as their
need to be salt and light in the midst of their adversaries.
B.

Perversion of their belief:

Paul also recognized the inherent dangers present in the false belief systems occupying the
non-christian community of Philippi. Both Judaistic legalism and heathen libertinism* always
posed a threat to infiltrate the pure Apostolic doctrine of the gospel. Hence, the warnings found
in Phil. 3:1 - 4:1. To the Philippians, Paul would warn that Christian maturity would occur only
if the gospel remains free from heresy.

_________________________
*The anything-goes immorality of ungodliness.
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II.

Internal Circumstances:

The prevailing sense of Paul's letter to the Philippians deals with the need for unity among
believers. Apparently the disunity present in the church had grown to dysfunctional proportions.
Paul sought to correct this problem. Again, he could understand and empathize with the
Philippian Christians, since he too was a Roman citizen. He understood the insidious affects of
their social status. To these who lived with rights and privileges the message of
Christ-centeredness and other-centeredness sometimes fell on deaf ears (witness also the
American Church). Such a message must be repeated time after time. Therefore, we can better
understand why Paul spent so much time on the importance of unity.
The Christians of Philippi were not perfect. They weren't too bad either. They had much to learn.
They were also well on their way to maturity. As a church they owed their salvation to the Lord
Jesus Christ. Through Him they would grow into those qualities advocated by Paul in his letter.
This would take some time. Yet, Paul still referred to them as saints. He even recognized their
efforts in church organization when he personally greeted their leaders. It is almost as if he were
saying, "God loves you where you are, but knows also where you can be."
Again, let's summarize what we've learned by outlining the rest of verse one:
The Receivers:
a.

b.

Saints

to all the saints

i.

Positioned in Jesus

in Christ Jesus

ii.

Placed in the world

at Philippi

Leaders

together with the overseers and deacons

So, we ask the question again, can we learn anything from this? Yes. Even though the Philippian
Christians were beset with their own peculiar troubles and short-comings, they were still saints.
In fact, some of them were even given titles of great dignity. Did these folks deserve such
positive descriptions? Had they earned them? No, probably not. Actually, were it not for the
Lord Jesus they would never have been referred to so glowingly. What then? Just this...
Principle: Our relationship to Jesus, not our public position, makes us saints.
Occasion of the Letter:
Paul was most likely prompted to write this letter because Epaphroditus desired so greatly to
know how the Philippians were. He, therefore, wanted to return to them (2:25-30). This also
gave the Apostle an opportunity for waxing eloquent about Epaphroditus' glowing character to
those who would be receiving him. In fact, Paul would say: Welcome him in the Lord with great
joy, and honor men like him (2:29).
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Purpose for the Letter:
Though the occasion for Paul writing to the Philippians may be simply the circumstances
surrounding Epaphroditus, Paul wasted no time in taking advantage of the opportunity, since
other needs and reasons for writing also existed. The following list should prove fairly inclusive:
1.

Paul desired to thank the Philippians for their generous support for him.

In fact, in Paul's opening prayer (1:3-11) he even makes mention of their part in his ministry of
spreading the gospel. Dr. Ed Goodrick, of Multnomah School of the Bible, once pointed out to us
that the famous statement of 1:6, being confident of this, that he who began a good work in you
will carry it on to completion until the day of Christ Jesus, may be no more than a petition before
God that the Philippians will continue in their generosity toward Paul. This "thank you note"
evidence becomes quite clear when we read 4:10-20, in which Paul thanks them directly for their
support of him.
2.

Paul also desired to reassure the Philippians that his own situation was okay.

Even though he had to confirm to them that he indeed was imprisoned, he wanted them to know
about how this too proved useful. Perhaps confinement failed to be his choice of preference, but
it nevertheless could be taken advantage of in the continual proclamation of the gospel (1:12-20).
The fact that his imprisonment required a guard presented the apostle with his own captive
audience. Surely, the Philippians would recall how their own jailor heard the gospel from this oft'
imprisoned apostle (Acts 16:16-40). For the Philippians this letter would enable them to
recapture God's larger perspective on the human trials through which their beloved apostle, as
well as they themselves, had to negotiate.
3.

Paul also took this opportunity to encourage the Philippians to find joy in all things.

He recognized the frailty of their immaturity in Christ and therefore understood how "bad news"
could possibly disrupt their walk of faith. Whether they were pressured by unfortunate news
concerning Paul or Epaphroditus, or frightened by adversity from their unbelieving neighbors, or
confused by inconsistency in doctrinal education, or torn by dissension within their ranks, they
were asked to look beyond the narrow vision of their immediate circumstances to the broader
perspective of God's plan. The Lord intended great things from them and through them. This
would be reason enough to rejoice.
So you too should be glad and rejoice with me (2:18)—even while we iron out our
differences...
Finally, my brothers, rejoice in the Lord (3:1)—even in the midst of faulty teaching...
Rejoice in the Lord always. I will say it again: Rejoice (4:4)—even as we labor through
the inevitable conflicts which crop up within church ministries...
Be joyful brothers and sisters... even when... even if... even though... even in... even...
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4.
Paul likewise took this opportunity to instruct, admonish, encourage, and motivate
concerning the great need for agenda harmony within their corporate structure.
At some point during the communication between Paul and the Philippian Church, which seems
to have traveled on the legs of Epaphroditus (2:25-30; 4:10-20), the apostle became aware of
some strife within their fellowship. In fact, as we've pointed out earlier, the need for unity
appears to be the central theme that ties the entire letter together. Let's then take some additional
time and space to enlarge our understanding of this major theme.
Theme of the Letter:
As would be expected, Paul desired to see not only strength of Christian character among the
Philippian believers, but strength of Christian character that led to godly productivity. Their
perseverance, their humility, their holiness, their knowledge, and their zeal needed to be
harnessed into one finely tuned organization that, on account of its inherent beauty, purpose, and
altruistic drive, would, by its very nature, attract people to its leader—the Lord Jesus Christ!
Whether the smaller issues concerned motives and techniques in evangelism, or the fostering of
loving relationships between believers, or the choice of avenues toward Christian growth, or the
development of church ministry and administration, the larger issue of being all that God desired
of them required their willingness to work with one another rather than contend with one
another.
This theme threads its way through the entire substance of Paul's letter. From the statement of
1:10, so that you may be able to discern what is best, which R.P. Martin defines as the "the
things which really matter"2, to 2:3, do nothing out of selfish ambition or vain conceit, but in
humility consider others better than yourselves, which will enable believers to develop and
utilize a common system of values, to the personal note of 4:2, I plead with Euodia and I plead
with Syntyche to agree with each other in the Lord, which cuts to the specific heart of Christian
rivalry, Paul plays out the tune "United We Stand, Divided We Fall." Perhaps this can best be
seen through the following outline demonstrating how unity either relates to or stems from so
many aspects of the church.
BUILDING A BEAUTIFUL CHURCH THROUGH AGENDA HARMONY
A Thematic Overview of Philippians
Introduction: 1:1,2
I.

The Senders vs. 1a
Principle: Solid relationships and servant-like attitudes form the basis through which the
gospel advances during hard circumstances.

II.

The Receivers vs. 1b,c
Principle: Our relationship to Jesus, not our public position, makes us saints.
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III.

The Greeting vs. 2
Principle: Our relationship to God is His free gift of spiritual life to us.

Prayer: 1:3-11
I.

Prayer of Thanksgiving vss. 3-8
Principle: The advance of the gospel depends largely upon the unity of Christians.

II.

Prayer of Intercession vss. 9-11
Principle: The advance of the gospel will be greatly enhanced if we pursue the
development of a more mature love.

Body: 1:12 - 4:9
I.

II.

Agenda harmony in advancing the gospel creates a beautiful church. 1:12-30
A.

If we savor the advance of the gospel we must focus our attention on it rather than
our circumstances and motives. 1:12-18

B.

If we savor the advance of the gospel we must focus our attention on Jesus rather
than ourselves. 1:19-26

C.

If we savor the advance of the gospel we must focus our attention on one another
rather than ourselves. 1:17-30

Agenda harmony in building solid Christian friendships creates a beautiful church. 2:1-30
A.

If we desire to build solid Christian friendships we need to begin with a common
reference point. 2:1-4

B.

If we desire to build solid Christian friendships we need to develop Christ-like
minds. 2:5-11

C.

If we desire to build solid Christian friendships we need to work out our
differences together. 2:12-18

D.

If we desire to build solid Christian friendships we must be willing to deflate our
own aspirations. 2:19-24

E.

If we desire to build solid Christian friendships we must allow ourselves to
become vulnerable. 2:25-30
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III.

IV.

Agenda harmony in how we approach Christian maturity creates a beautiful church.
3:1-4:1
A.

Should we long for Christian maturity we must steer clear of legalism. 3:1-7

B.

Should we long for Christian maturity we must walk by faith. 3:8-11

C.

Should we long for Christian maturity we must focus our attention on what we
will become. 3:12-16

D.

Should we long for Christian maturity we must guard ourselves against unbridled
appetites. 3:17-4:1

Agenda harmony in how we conduct church ministries creates a beautiful church. 4:2-9
A.

In order to conduct our ministries effectively our behavior must rise above our
personal differences. 4:2-7

B.

In order to conduct our ministries effectively our thinking should dwell upon the
excellent things of life. 4:8,9

Conclusion: 4:10-23
A.

Paul's example to the Philippians vss. 10-13

Principle: When Christ rules every portion of our lives every situation becomes a roaring
success.
B.

Paul's appreciation for the Philippians vss. 14-19

Principle: Our testimony for God will flow as we become a people who share both our
goods and needs.
C.

Paul's closing words to the Philippians vss 20-23

Principle: True beauty in the church begins and ends with the saints praising their
gracious God.
Perhaps next to Jesus and His apostles, Francis Schaeffer best defines the sentiments of unity in
his book "The Mark of the Christian" when he writes, "...we cannot expect the world to believe
that the Father sent the Son, that Jesus' claims are true, and that Christianity is true, unless the
world sees some reality of the oneness of true Christians."3
He warned us too of the tragic mistake of missing the mark of unity when he wrote, "The world
looks, shrugs its shoulders, and turns away. It has not seen even the beginning of a living church
in the midst of a dying culture. It has not seen the beginning of what Jesus indicates is the final
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apologetic—observable oneness among true Christians who are truly brothers in Christ. Our
sharp tongues; the lack of love between us—not the necessary statement of differences that may
exist between true Christians—these are what properly trouble the world. How different this is
from the straightforward and direct command of Jesus Christ to show an observable oneness
which may be seen by a watching world!"4
We cannot take these words lightly! The truth made evident through Paul's letter to Philippi
concerning Christian unity must be implanted in the hearts of those who wish to "turn the world
upside down for Christ!" It was true then, it remains true today. Shall we add our names among
the "RECEIVERS" of Paul's letter to Philippi? If we take his message seriously, we can.
But why? Why this out-pouring, this cajoling for the cause of unity? The answer is simple. What
we as Christians have received from God should be shared with others—with unbelievers. We
too were once counted among the lost. We were once goats, not sheep. We once belonged to the
kingdom of darkness, not light. So, should we not want to share what we know of God's grace
with others since in the final analysis we deserve nothing good from the Lord? Yet, here we
are—if we trust in Jesus—the recipients of eternal life. Out of pure gratitude we ought to be
driven toward unity—if unity will attract the lost to Him.
Verse two of chapter one closes Paul's brief greeting and introduction and neatly sums these
truths all up for us. So, let's see them outlined also:
The Greeting
a.

Unmerited wholeness

Grace and peace to you

b.

Divinely delivered

from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ

Is there a principle here? Yes.
Principle: Our relationship to God, which brings us spiritual health, is His free gift to us.
Let's hope and pray that what we've learned and what follows about unity and God's grace and
reaching the lost helps develop Christ-like maturity where it's really needed—deep within our
hearts.
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________________________
1.
Hiebert, D.E.
The Letter To The Philippians: as found in The Zondervan Pictorial Encyclopedia of the
Bible. The Zondervan Corporation; Grand Rapids, Michagan; Third Printing, 1978; vol. 4, pp. 762-767.
2.

Martin, R.P. The Epistle Of Paul To The Philippians: Vol. 11 of "The Tyndale New Testament
Commentaries." Eerdman's Pub. Co.; Grand Rapids, Michigan; 1981, p. 66.

3.

Schaeffer, F.A. The Mark of the Christian: Vol. 4 of "The Complete Works of Francis A.
Schaeffer, A Christian Worldview." Crossway Books; Westchester, Illinois; 1982, p. 189.

4.

Schaeffer, F.A., p. 195.
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The Prayer
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Chapter Two
Paul’s Prayer of Thanksgiving
Philippians 1:3-8

I thank my God every time I remember you. In all my prayers for all of you, I always pray with
joy because of your partnership in the gospel from the first day until now, being confident of this,
that he who began a good work in you will carry it on to completion until the day of Christ Jesus.
It is right for me to feel this way about all of you, since I have you in my heart; for whether I am
in chains or defending and confirming the gospel, all of you share in God's grace with me. God
can testify how I long for all of you with the affection of Christ Jesus
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Theme: The advance of the gospel depends largely upon the unity of Christians.
Comment: While Paul informs the Philippian believers about how he prays for them, the Holy
Spirit allows us to see how Paul’s connection to the Philippian Church served to advance the
cause of Christ. They were partners in the gospel. This was not Paul’s way of flattering his
readers, but a true declaration of how the gospel can be launched and sustained: Christians
working in concert with one another.
By looking carefully at Paul’s prayer we can discern at least four principles that helped Paul and
the Philippian believers establish true agenda harmony. First, Paul saw the Philippians as true
gifts. Second, he knew the power of any good work came from God. Third, Paul gained strength
just from thinking about how good the Philippian Church had been to him. Finally, fourth, he
knew that the bond they had together would last.
Let’s break them down...
I.

The reality of Christian unity can only flow from a people who see themselves as gifts to
one another. 3-5
I thank my God every time I remember you. In all my prayers for all of you, I always pray
with joy because of your partnership in the gospel from the first day until now

Comment: The implication in Paul's statement, I thank my God every time I remember you, is
that he remembers each one of them. When Paul thought of the Philippians and their financial
and prayerful partnership with him in the advance of the gospel, he was filled with joy. These
were a people through whom Paul was blessed. He loved them. They loved him. Together they
accomplished a great deal on behalf of God. This would not have been the case if they had failed
to see each other as blessings or gifts from God.
II.

The reality of Christian unity lies in the power of God. 6
being confident of this, that he who began a good work in you will carry it on to
completion until the day of Christ Jesus

Comment: Paul possessed a settled knowledge that the efforts of the Philippian believers on
behalf of God's ministry through him would continue. The good work to which Paul made
reference implies not only that personal work God was doing on their behalf, but also (and most
likely primarily) their ministry to Paul through the provision of financial resources (see 2:25-30
and 4:10-20).
The unity of purpose shared by Paul and the Philippians on this account was a direct result of the
intervention of God. God began their partnership and God would fulfill their partnership.
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III.

The reality of Christian unity is enhanced by the strength we gain from one another. 7
It is right for me to feel this way about all of you, since I have you in my heart; for
whether I am in chains or defending and confirming the gospel, all of you share in God’s
grace with me

Comment: While Paul endured a time of house arrest, he did not endure a time of despondency.
Instead of focusing on his troubles he chose to think about them. They were in his heart. They
were a part of him. His thoughts concerning the Philippian Church and their love for him gave
him strength and confidence to proclaim the gospel. Paul recognized their very real part in his
defending and confirming the gospel. This bond that existed between Paul and the believers of
Philippi clearly models a much needed emphasis within the Body of Christ today—a response of
the heart toward oneness in all that we are and all that we do whether we are together or apart
geographically.
IV.

The reality of Christian unity creates a bond not easily broken. 8
God can testify how I long for all of you with the affection of Christ Jesus

Comment: With God bearing first hand testimony, Paul declared that his longing for them was
an intense desire tantamount to Christ Himself longing in him. This kind of feeling runs deeper
than a momentary tug upon our chemistry and vibrations. This is, instead, a very real,
Christ-centered response of mature Christian love. This kind of affection withstands the
onslaught of everything the world might toss our way, whether 1st century house arrest or
present-day ridicule. Real unity—not uniformity—creates this kind of love, this kind of a bond.

Action Steps
1.
Reading Step: Read through Philippians again. Now re-read 1:1-30 several more times.
Notice the emphasis on the advance of the gospel?
2.
Thinking Step: Paul's love for the Philippians is evident throughout this short passage,
isn't it? It is interesting to note that the apostle considered the Philippians as partners with him in
the great task of advancing the gospel. In verse five he says that he thanks God for their
partnership in the gospel from the first day until now and in verse seven he says to them, you
share in God’s grace with me. One can hardly miss the joy he feels as he remembers this
connection. In fact, the unity Paul shares with the Church of Philippi is largely responsible for
the continued success of his ministry. In remembering the Philippian Christians, Paul was
encouraged and strengthened.
Can the same be said of our connection to other believers? How important is unity to us? A few
more questions may be asked, but first read John 13:34,35 and John 17:20-26.
Like Jesus, and like Paul, is love for and unity with other Christians a top priority?
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Can you actually say that you see other Christians as gifts from God?
Are there some "gifts" you would just as soon exchange? Can you identify them?
3.
Moving Out Step: If you found that the above questions led to some surprising answers,
don't feel too alone. It is probable that every believer has had some problem with unity at one
time or another. But don't stop here.
Take a piece of paper and a pencil: write down some specific names of brothers and sisters that
present a problem for you personally. Now just between you and the Lord, begin praying for
these individuals daily. Perhaps your prayer may consist more of requests on behalf of your own
attitudes than for these folks, but so be it. What you want to accomplish is nothing less than a
genuine Christ-like love for these people.
Thought: Love and unity will go a very long way in the goal of evangelizing the world.
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Chapter Three
Paul’s Prayer of Intercession
Philippians 1:9-11

And this is my prayer: that your love may abound more and more in knowledge and depth of
insight, so that you may be able to discern what is best and may be pure and blameless until the
day of Christ, filled with the fruit of righteousness that comes through Jesus Christ—
to the glory and praise of God
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Theme: The advance of the gospel will be greatly enhanced if we pursue the development of a
more mature love.
And this is my prayer: that your love may abound more and more
Comment: Remember…in Philippians, chapter one, Paul was clearly dealing with the advance
of the gospel. It is this overall intention that provides the subject of our theme (i.e. “The advance
of the gospel”). When we turn our attention to this smaller segment (1:9-11), we see that the
main idea in Paul’s prayer is his hope that love would abound more and more in the Church of
Philippi. This main idea in 1:9-11 provides the predicate of our theme (i.e. “will be greatly
enhanced if we pursue the development of a more mature love”). You see, even though Paul
recognized and appreciated just how much the Philippian Church cared for him and just how
much their love was evident, he also knew trouble was stirring within their ranks. He knew that
if they failed to grow in their capacity to truly love, they would run the danger of failing as a
church.
As we will see in a few moments, Paul, in this prayer, sowed the seed thoughts for a diplomatic
discussion that would help the Philippian Church to mature in the midst of their own difficulties.
He wanted them to know that a love that abounds more and more goes a long way toward
increasing and maintaining a church's ability to function in unity and humility. So, he turned his
attention to three concepts that defined and described just how he wanted their love to grow. The
first is this…
I.

Developing a more mature love requires the ability of mature comprehension. 9
in knowledge and depth of insight

Comment: The direction Paul wanted to see the Philippians love increased was in knowledge
and depth of insight. The word knowledge involves a full recognition of an issue. It is insightful,
mature understanding. The phrase depth of insight involves the ability to discriminate between
right and wrong. It is the ability to choose what is ethically and morally right. When we enact
truly mature decision making in spiritual matters we also enact love.
Now this was vitally important for the Philippians since they were beginning to experience
difficulties in their church. They were starting to drift from what was really important to matters
of less substance.
II.

Developing a more mature love enables us to validate the really important matters. 10
so that you may be able to discern what is best

Comment: When love grows up within the church people are better able to examine and to
determine the value and worth of all things. Paul's statement here is an encouragement for the
Philippian believers to apply the knowledge and depth of insight of verse nine in such a manner
that enables them to consider and decide upon the really vital things pertaining to their church.
When Paul added so that you may be able to discern what is best, he was describing how he
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wanted his prayer answered. He wanted them to be able to see the truly important things.
We cannot afford to miss these two principles (i.e. I. and II.). They set the stage for everything
else to come in Paul’s Letter to the Church of Philippi. So, let’s follow his reasoning:
He knew they were beginning to experience trouble.
Whatever that trouble was it threatened to derail what was otherwise a super church.
Their new-found squabbles could only lead to agenda disharmony, confusion, and
conflict.
Agenda disharmony, confusion, and conflict usually lead to division and sin.
Division and sin lead to dysfunction.
And dysfunction would leave their church ineffective and, perhaps, even defeated.
Therefore, Paul knew that God wanted him to help the Philippian believers rediscover what was
truly most important. So, this prayer serves two purposes: it describes for them how he is praying
for them; and it forecasts what is to come in the rest of the letter. If the Philippians were having a
hard time remembering what was truly important, Paul would remind them. The really important
things were not their individual whims, needs, ideas, or desires, but the advance of the gospel
(1:12-18); possessing and demonstrating real unity and love (2:1-4); taking on the attitude of
Jesus, which is humility (2:5-11); building one another up and considering one another more
important than oneself (2:3, 12-18); living out faith not legalism (3:1-11); and working together
not against one another (4:2-9).
So, remember…the context of Philippians chapter one is clearly about advancing the gospel and
1:9-10a previews how this can be made to happen.
And this is my prayer:
that your love may abound more and more (main idea: theme)
in knowledge and depth of insight, (I.)
so that you may be able to discern what is best (II.)
III.

Developing a more mature love enables us to live godly lives. 10b-11
and may be pure and blameless until the day of Christ, filled with the fruit of
righteousness that comes through Jesus Christ—to the glory and praise of God

Comment: When love grows up so that a church is able to get on with the truly important things
a beautiful process takes shape and transforms lives. Love grown up produces godliness. This is
what Paul had in mind when he added and may be pure and blameless. Mature love creates
sincerity—a genuine pureness. Mature love overcomes offensiveness—freeing the church of any
stumbling block for which it could be blamed. Mature love produces the fruit of righteousness—
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the visible expression of right relationships with God. And, in the end, mature love ensures that
God is glorified, because such transformations are his work. The fruit of righteousness is by
Jesus Christ, to the glory and praise of God. They are not of the believers’ own creation to the
glory and praise of the church.

Action Steps
1.
Reading Step: Read through Philippians again. Now re-read 1:1-30 several times. Read
also 1 Corinthians 13.
2.
Thinking Step: Did you notice how the love Paul prays the Philippians will see increase
has little to do with "chemistry and good vibrations" and everything to do with sound knowledge
and godly behavior? If not, would you please read verses 9-11 again.
Now look ahead to chapter four, verses two and three. Euodia and Syntyche seem to be having
some disagreement that causes Paul no small alarm. How will the development of a more mature
love enable these ladies to find unity in the midst of their disagreement?
Thought: If love is truly Christian it will be perfectly okay to agree to disagree on things not
essential.
3.
Moving Out Step: Open your Bible to 1 Corinthians 13. This chapter, as is fitting, usually
goes by the title, "The Love Chapter." Read it a few times and allow its beauty and brilliance to
soak in.
Now, just for the exercise, in your own words, complete the following by using descriptions
found in 1 Corinthians 13.
Love is…

If you have completed the exercise then you have probably noticed what you have written is just
about a paraphrase of 1 Corinthians 13. Now substitute the name Jesus for the word love. Get the
message? If you truly desire to fulfill a portion of advancing the gospel you must start to develop
a love for others patterned after our Lord Jesus.
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The Body
Paul’s In-depth Instruction
Philippians 1:2 – 4:9
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Part One of the Body

Agenda Harmony In Advancing the Gospel
Creates A Beautiful Church
1:12-30
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Chapter Four
Putting the Gospel First
Philippians 1:12-18

Now I want you to know, brothers, that what has happened to me has really served to advance
the gospel. As a result, it has become clear throughout the whole palace guard and to everyone
else that I am in chains for Christ. Because of my chains, most of the brothers in the Lord have
been encouraged to speak the word of God more courageously and fearlessly. It is true that some
preach Christ out of envy and rivalry, but others out of goodwill. The latter do so in love,
knowing that I am put here for the defense of the gospel. The former preach Christ out of selfish
ambition, not sincerely, supposing that they can stir up trouble for me while I am in chains. But
what does it matter? The important thing is that in every way, whether from false motives or
true, Christ is preached. And because of this I rejoice.
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Theme: If we savor the advance of the gospel we must focus our attention on it rather than our
circumstances and motives.
I.

The advance of the gospel must receive greater attention than our circumstances. 12-14
Now I want you to know, brothers, that what has happened to me has really served to
advance the gospel

Comment: While Paul alluded to his present circumstances (what has happened to me: i.e.
physical confinement), he did not dwell upon them in a negative sense. Rather, he informed the
Philippians that his circumstances, though less than favorable, were actually having a positive
effect in his advancement of the Lord's good news. His confinement had turned out to be a
blessing in disguise. As would be expected with a man on a mission, Paul continued to tell
people about his Savior regardless of his house arrest.
A.

Advancing the gospel regardless of poor circumstances causes people to listen.
As a result, it has become clear throughout the whole palace guard, and to
everyone else that I am in chains for Christ

Comment: The hidden blessing Paul found in his confinement was that those who were given
charge over him and those who were aware of his situation were in fact a captive audience. The
whole palace guard quickly heard from Paul that there was a special reason for his being
confined—namely, his testimony for the Lord Jesus Christ. There may well have been other
formal charges, like sedition, etc., but everyone was keenly aware of the real reason behind his
arrest. It could not have been otherwise. With Paul's faith in Jesus being what it was, it caused
him to give public testimony no matter his circumstances. Such faith demands to be heard...so
people listened.
B.

Advancing the gospel regardless of poor circumstances also stimulates other
Christians to share their faith.
Because of my chains, most of the brothers in the Lord, have been encouraged to
speak the word of God more courageously and fearlessly

Comment: When Paul said the brothers had been encouraged to speak the word of God more
courageously and fearlessly he meant they were now persuaded and convinced. Timidity no
longer ruled the day, but rather encouragement, stimulation, and excitement had moved the
believers round about Paul to share the task of evangelism. It's one thing to verbally encourage a
brother or sister that he or she should be about the business of evangelism, but when they see it
happening through us—especially in the face of rotten circumstances—they really begin to sit up
and take notice. As a result, many will follow our lead.
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II.

The advance of the gospel must receive greater attention than motives. 15-17
It is true that some preach Christ out of envy and rivalry, but others out of good will. The
latter do so in love, knowing that I am put here for the defense of the gospel. The former
preach Christ out of selfish ambition, not sincerely, supposing that they can stir up
trouble for me while I am in chains. But what does it matter? The important thing is that
in every way, whether from false motives or true, Christ is preached. And because of this
I rejoice. Yes, and I will continue to rejoice

Comment: Wow! Now there’s an interesting concept—someone preaching the gospel from a
sense of rivalry. Yet, that’s precisely what Paul wrote. Read those lines again:
It is true that some preach Christ out of envy and rivalry
The former preach Christ out of selfish ambition, not sincerely, supposing that they can
stir up trouble for me while I am in chains
The idea here is that someone, whom Paul was aware of, failed to proclaim the gospel for the
right reasons and instead did so from some misguided sense of competition. Incredible!
On the other hand, others proclaimed the good news out of good will (i.e. with all the proper
motives). As for the former—those with wrong motives—Paul indicated their reasons for
preaching Christ stemmed from their desire to accumulate some kind of personal gain. Godly
ambition did not drive them, but selfish ambition did.
We are not sure about the exact nature of this envy and rivalry. Some Bible students believe that
Paul had in mind a group of folks who were directing their efforts straight at him. Others have
reasons to believe these folks were preaching Christ as a means of preaching against the Jews
(who were presumably responsible for Paul's confinement). Still others see this as a group of
Juddaizing Christians seizing an opportunity to proclaim their legalistic brand of Christianity.
While still others feel it was a group of believers attempting to goad the public authorities
through hostility.
We may never be absolutely sure just who these folks were, but we are sure of Paul's feelings
over the whole affair. Clearly he recognized the impropriety of preaching Christ out of selfish
and pretentious motives, but he also rejoiced that Jesus Christ was indeed preached regardless of
reasons. Notice his words:
But what does it matter? The important thing is that in every way, whether from false
motives or true, Christ is preached.

Action Steps
1.

Reading Step: Read through Philippians again. Now reread 1:1-30 several times.
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2.
Thinking Step: Did you notice how Paul dwelled not so much upon his imprisonment
(circumstances) in verses 12-18, but rather upon how this led to Christ being preached? This
speaks rather well of the apostle. We cannot question the fact that Paul's concerns centered more
around advancing the gospel of Jesus Christ than around his own unfortunate condition.
Have you considered whether you actually put the gospel above your daily circumstances?
Think about something you recently complained about...work, family, neighbors, creditors, etc.
Now then, what about that situation monopolized your thoughts? Was it "self" or "gospel"? A
giant step in becoming a really healthy member of the body of Christ is discovering that the
gospel of our Lord deserves more attention than our personal circumstances. Don't feel offended.
Instead, consider altering your perspective.
Thought: Circumstances and motives are secondary to proclaiming the gospel.
3.
Moving Out Step: If you keep a journal use the following exercise there. If not, use a
3X5 card or a small tablet, etc.
First: write down some particular situation that seems disturbing to you.

Second: write down a few of your feelings about the situation.

Third: write down a suggestion or two on how you may turn the situation into an opportunity for
upholding the gospel.

Fourth: commit yourself to praying diligently about this situation.
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Chapter Five
Putting Our Lord First
Philippians 1:19-26

Yes, and I will continue to rejoice, for I know that through your prayers and the help given by the
Spirit of Jesus Christ, what has happened to me will turn out for my deliverance. I eagerly expect
and hope that I will in no way be ashamed, but will have sufficient courage so that now as
always Christ will be exalted in my body, whether by life or by death. For to me, to live is Christ
and to die is gain. If I am to go on living in the body, this will mean fruitful labor for me. Yet
what shall I choose? I do not know! I am torn between the two: I desire to depart and be with
Christ, which is better by far; but it is more necessary for you that I remain in the body.
Convinced of this, I know that I will remain, and I will continue with all of you for your progress
and joy in the faith, so that through my being with you again your joy in Christ Jesus will
overflow on account of me.
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Theme: If we savor the advance of the gospel we must focus our attention on Jesus rather than
ourselves.
Comment: This section of Paul’s letter contains a very well known statement of his: For to me,
to live is Christ and to die is gain. This alone is sufficient to let us know that putting Christ first
is probably the central thought of the section. Yet, we cannot forget to tie it into the overall flow
of Paul’s thinking in this part of the letter (i.e. advancing the gospel).
It is also important to note that Paul’s famous statement found in verse twenty-one was not the
only way he described the centrality of Jesus Christ both in his life and in his mission. In verse
twenty, Paul declared his hope that he would not be ashamed, but that instead he would exalt
Christ. And, in verse twenty-three, he even said he would prefer to leave this world and be with
Christ in heaven.
It is this focused attention on Jesus that enabled Paul to not only advance the good news, but to
also live above his trials and tribulations. The following principles will demonstrate the point.
I.

Focusing our attention on Jesus will, in the end, see us through our trials. 19,20
for I know that through your prayers and the help given by the Spirit of Jesus Christ,
what has happened to me will turn out for my deliverance. I eagerly expect and hope that
I will in no way be ashamed, but will have sufficient courage so that now as always
Christ will be exalted in my body, whether by life or by death

Comment: In getting hold of the big picture (i.e. that Christ should always be magnified in our
lives), Paul found his reason for living. But he also recognized his own lot in this whole affair.
Paul was not so "heavenly minded" that he could not be practical. When he referred to his
deliverance he had in mind his present situation, not his eternal destiny. In other words, he was
confident that whatever the outcome of his situation it would result in the triumph of his
faithfulness to Jesus Christ.
Whether the end result of his upcoming judicial hearings proved positive or negative (whether by
life or by death), Christ would be magnified. And this remained all that Paul needed to
understand in order for him to consider that all was well. A trial need not result in travail if one
has this kind of attitude.
Toward this end, Paul knew of three strengths that would combine to see him through. First, he
knew that his present situation could glorify Jesus, because the Philippians were praying for him
(through your prayers). Prayer on behalf of another's attempt to focus on Jesus—in the midst of
difficult circumstances—remains a constant necessity within the body of Christ. Second, he
knew that his situation could ultimately focus attention on the Savior because the Holy Spirit of
God was enabling him (the supply of the Spirit of Jesus Christ). Paul always recognized his need
for depending upon the leading and strengthening of the Spirit. He could not do his work alone.
God never expected it of him. And, third, he knew Christ could be exalted in his situation
because of his own determination. Paul could say I eagerly expect and hope that I will in no way
be ashamed. Rather than shame, Paul’s desire was that he would have sufficient courage to exalt
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Christ. The word exalted is very instructive. It means to magnify. In modern speech we might
say that Paul wanted to give Christ the spotlight and glory. He was, in fact, boldly determined to
make Jesus appealing to unbelievers.
Not a bad combination are they...prayer, dependence upon the Holy Spirit, and an inner resolve
or determination. Together they create a formidable arsenal as we seek to advance the gospel—to
tell the world about the life-changing message of Jesus Christ.
II.

Focusing our attention on Jesus ensures that he alone will receive glory and honor and
praise. 21
For to me, to live is Christ and to die is gain.

Comment: If in the last section we learned that the Apostle Paul was not so heavenly minded
that he could not be practical, we learn here that he was not so earthly minded that he could not
be spiritual. It could not be otherwise. Paul lived to glorify the Lord Jesus. All that Paul did, all
that he said, all that he longed for (his work, his travel, his study; anything and everything) fell
under the heading "TO LIVE IS CHRIST."
Paul had no great fear of living in his present situation. It presented just one more opportunity for
bringing others to Jesus Christ. On the other hand if death lurked in the near future, that too
would be fine, because then would come the perfect joy of residing in the presence of God in
heaven. Either way, Paul recognized every reason for joy, and no reason for a pity party.
Attitudes like these bring honor to the Savior. We might wonder if there is not enough of this
going round within the Body of Christ at the end of the 20th century and the beginning of the 21st.
III.

Focusing our attention on Jesus will keep our call to commitment on track. 22-25
A.

Our call to commitment will remain on track even if we are caught between
competing benefits.
If I am to go on living in the body, this will mean fruitful labor for me. Yet what
shall I choose? I do not know.

Comment: In this brief passage, Paul begins to wax back and forth with some personal thoughts.
Two different benefits looked very promising: living on or going to heaven. Which would he
choose? His initial reaction was, I do not know.
B.

Our call to commitment will remain on track even when we face difficult
decisions.
I am torn between the two: I desire to depart and be with Christ, which is better
by far; but it is more necessary for you that I remain in the body

Comment: From one perspective, Paul longed for death to usher him into the very presence of
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his Lord. From another perspective, continued life in this sphere meant further benefit for the
Church. He was caught between desire and duty. He recognized the struggle and tension
generated by these competing interests.
While being with Christ in heaven would be far better, Paul realized that he still had more to do.
It was not time to throw in the towel. It was a sacrifice to forego that desire.
When someone’s heavenly hope is this strong a holy jealousy exists in the soul. It causes its
bearer to yearn for heaven. When active in the heart of a believer, that believer actually
experiences a tinge of jealousy when another believer passes away. It becomes a difficult
decision to stay on earth and help others—not only willingly, but also eagerly. Yet, like Paul, if
we keep our focus on Jesus rather than self, we can readily subject that inclination to
responsibilities toward others.
This was a difficult decision to face. However, the outcome need not also be difficult. Violating
our emotions to do what is right should always be within grasp. And it will be if we keep our
commitment to Christ in focus.
This kind of selfless commitment enables us to truly help others. That is what Paul had in mind
when he considered his friends in Philippi…
C.

Our call to commitment will remain on track so that we may continue to establish
one another.
Convinced of this, I know that I will remain, and I will continue with all of you for
your progress and joy in the faith

Comment: What was Paul confident about? He was sure that indeed he would remain (i.e. he
was going to continue living). As stated earlier, his staying on earth would be to their benefit. His
continued ministry would be a boon to their spiritual maturity. Their progress and joy in the faith
would be their continued growth in their relationship with God, one another, and the fallen
world. This would lead to deeper maturity, greater joy, and stronger faith.
When, by keeping our focus upon Jesus, we keep our commitment on track, we, like the Apostle
Paul, place ourselves in the position of being able to truly strengthen others. When two or more
enter this process together the Church begins to keep itself in the process of establishing
progress and joy in the faith.
IV.

Focusing our attention on Jesus ultimately creates a church filled with joy. 26
So that through my being with you again your joy in Christ Jesus will overflow on
account of me

Comment: Paul's focus on the Lord Jesus ultimately convinced him that he would be able to see
the Philippian church again. In fact, in 2:24, we see that he hoped a reunion would not be too far
in the future. If indeed he could visit them again, their joy would be magnified. They would
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celebrate. But notice the sphere within which this joy would flourish:
So that through my being with you again your joy in Christ Jesus will overflow…
Once again, the focus is not simply upon the anticipated reunion, but the focus is narrowed so as
to recognize that without the Lord Jesus there would be no joy.
We can learn from this. When we, too, keep our thoughts, motives, goals, intentions, and hopes
in perspective, by focusing first upon our Lord Jesus, then we also will celebrate. We too will
magnify our joy.

Action Steps
1.

Reading Step: Read through Philippians again. Now please re-read 1:1-30 several times.

2.
Thinking Step: In this section did you notice Paul's earnest emphasis upon the person of
our Lord Jesus rather than upon himself? Paul knew that the gospel would only advance so long
as he (and churches like that in Philippi) magnified Jesus.
Think about Principle II. This principle stems from Paul's famous statement, For to me, to live is
Christ and to die is gain. Now ask yourself, "How Christ-centered is my life right now?" It goes
without saying that a Christian wants Jesus to receive all the glory and honor and praise; but too
often he does not, because we're too quick to focus our attention on ourselves—our
circumstances, our frustrations, our needs, our wants—rather than on the wonderful name of
Jesus. It's true for us. Is it true for you?
3.
Moving Out Step: Your mission (should you choose to accept it) is to determine week by
week, day by day, even moment by moment (if need be) to repeat these famous words, For to
me, to live is Christ and to die is gain!
However, don't stop there. Saying it will not be enough. Let's see if we can move our knowledge
into the attitude and behavior realms of our lives. On the next page you will find an example
chart. We want to encourage you to make a similar chart. The increments of time may be marked
off according to your liking. Perhaps daily will be enough for you. Perhaps hourly will be even
more help. The idea is simply to create a workable, consistent tool in your attempt to allow Jesus
his rightful place in all of your life—the big things and the little things, the joys and the sorrows.
The concept behind this tool is a matter of trust. If we can learn to trust God for all the short
periods of our lives, then we will by necessity trust Him for the whole of our lives. So, you need
simply to start each of your time periods with prayer. Something like this: "God, without you, I
cannot seem to gain victory over sin. But I know that you delight in bringing glory to yourself by
transforming weak lives such as mine. God, you love me and for that I am thankful. So, Holy
Spirit, lead me and guide me now. Keep me from falling. Help me to be like Jesus. Father, in the
great name of Jesus, keep me from sin and lead me to holiness during the next (five minutes,
half-hour, or whatever)."
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Of course, if we should choose to do this over the stretch of monthly time periods, our success
rate will probably be rather low. Shorten the time periods, however, and success becomes a truly
viable possibility. Hourly increments usually work for us (thus, the increments in the chart
provided), yet during certain times of stress or temptation, moment by moment becomes
necessary. The idea is not to create a new law, but to find a helpful process. In the final analysis,
we want to be able to look back over our chart and see far more time periods of spiritual victory
than defeat.
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Instructions:
1.
Do not feel that you must be restricted to this particular schedule. Find one that works
best for you.
2.

Create your own table. Make enough copies to last a long time

3.

Begin each time period with prayer.

4.
Before each new time period, quickly evaluate the one just ending. If sin gained a
foothold, leave the box empty. If Jesus received most of your attention, rather than yourself, if
holiness increased while sin decreased, if you saw in yourself normal Christian victory, then put
a check mark in the box for that time period.
Note: Perhaps you have been told that you will always stumble, that sin will always plague you,
that the normal Christian life is a constant struggle between sin and holiness. If you understand
this battle to be 50-50, then you are most likely doomed to live with it. However, the Bible does
not teach us such things. Take a look at Romans 6:15-23:
What then? Shall we sin because we are not under law but under grace? By no means! Don’t you
know that when you offer yourselves to someone to obey him as slaves, you are slaves to the one
whom you obey—whether you are slaves to sin, which leads to death, or to obedience, which
leads to righteousness? But thanks be to God that, though you used to be slaves to sin, you
wholeheartedly obeyed the form of teaching to which you were entrusted. You have been set free
from sin and have become slaves to righteousness.
I put this in human terms because you are weak in your natural selves. Just as you used to offer
the parts of your body in slavery to impurity and to ever-increasing wickedness, so now offer
them in slavery to righteousness leading to holiness. When you were slaves to sin, you were free
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from the control of righteousness. What benefit did you reap at that time from the things you are
now ashamed of? Those things result in death! But now that you have been set free from sin and
have become slaves to God, the benefit you reap leads to holiness, and the result is eternal life.
For the wages of sin is death, but the gift of God is eternal life in Christ Jesus our Lord.
Through the grace of God and by His continued grace in our lives the normal Christian life is one
of holiness. Victory is a very real possibility; and should become the most probable format of the
Christian's life. This is not a plea for present perfection—that's a pipedream—but rather a call for
accepting God's ability to overcome our inability. When we depend upon Him the following line
graph should become true in our lives:

SIN

HOLINESS

4.

Praise God and thank God for the check marks.

5.

Use the chart as long as you need or until the process becomes second nature.
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Chapter Six
Putting One Another First
Philippians 1:27-30

Whatever happens, conduct yourselves in a manner worthy of the gospel of Christ. Then,
whether I come and see you or only hear about you in my absence, I will know that you stand
firm in one spirit, contending as one man for the faith of the gospel without being frightened in
any way by those who oppose you. This is a sign to them that they will be destroyed, but that you
will be saved--and that by God. For it has been granted to you on behalf of Christ not only to
believe on him, but also to suffer for him, since you are going through the same struggle you saw
I had, and now hear that I still have.
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Theme: If we savor the advance of the gospel we must focus our attention on one another rather
than ourselves.
Comment: In verses twelve through eighteen, Paul focused his attention upon the advance of the
gospel in the face of negative circumstances. In verses nineteen through twenty-six, he placed
emphasis upon the great privilege of having Jesus Christ at the center of his every breath. In
these present verses, twenty-seven through thirty of chapter one, Paul directs the Philippians to
focus their attention upon one another rather than their own personal plights or individual
circumstances.
Paul's words were these: Whatever happens, conduct yourselves in a manner worthy of the
gospel of Christ. Then, whether I come and see you or only hear about you in my absence, I will
know that you stand firm in one spirit, contending as one man for the faith of the gospel (vs. 27).
Paul recognized, that like himself, the Philippians were facing their own brand of troubles. Still,
if the gospel was going to advance through them, they would need to work together, or, as Paul
put it, they would need to conduct themselves in a manner worthy of the gospel of Christ…in one
spirit, contending as one man. This meant they had to stand side by side. They would need to see
and listen to one another rather than their own individual concerns, worries, or fears.
The phrase conduct yourselves means to behave as a citizen and to abide decently among people.
Worthy means appropriate and godly. Taken together they clearly indicate that Paul desired of
the Philippian Christians that their lives be marked by corporate holiness so their actions and
attitudes would provide a public testimony for the Lord Jesus Christ. The net result would be an
impact upon their society. Unity in their other-centered conduct would result in evangelism. The
lack of it would hamper evangelistic attempts.
Like the Church of Philippi, the church of today needs this kind of encouragement. The
principles that follow may help.
I.

Focusing our attention on one another must begin right now. 27-28a
Whatever happens, conduct yourselves in a manner worthy of the gospel of Christ. Then,
whether I come and see you or only hear about you in my absence, I will know…

Comment: With the words, Whatever happens, conduct yourselves in a manner worthy of the
gospel of Christ. Then, whether I come and see you or only hear about you in my absence, Paul
points out the need that they not wait for him. They needed to get busy working together and
focusing upon one another regardless of whether or not he came. His presence should not have
been needed in order for them to get motivated in this direction. Procrastination could only create
stagnation. Holiness left to a back-burner would be only hollowness.
As the Philippians wondered if Paul would ever return to them, they were in danger of putting
themselves on hold. Nothing could lead to more frustration—and Paul knew the damage that
could come of it. His exhortation to them was a gentle nudge—a shove to excel. They needed to
pursue living for one another in a society calling for self-preservation and gratification.
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Paul recognized three areas important to this issue. Not only should they focus on one another
immediately, but they should do so in three specific ways. Their need was to create a common
purpose, to stand together with the gospel, and to unite in the face of darkness. In all these
aspects success hinged on how devoted they were toward one another.
A.

Right now is the time to cultivate a common purpose.
I will know that you stand firm in one spirit,

Comment: Some take this reference to one spirit to be an exhortation to live together in the Holy
Spirit, but all of our major translations fail to capitalize spirit. The accepted interpretation figures
this to mean a common purpose, a community effort, togetherness. Paul's message is simple. It
means
work together (don’t pursue hidden and selfish agendas)
set goals in like fashion (cooperate, don’t frustrate one another)
steer the same course (be accountable to corporate vision).
And what is that common purpose? It is the advance of the good news about our Lord Jesus
Christ.
B.

Right now is the time to stand shoulder to shoulder proclaiming the full council of
the gospel.
contending as one man for the faith of the gospel

Comment: The faith of the gospel is the sum total of real, valid, reliable, historical Christianity.
It is our faith anchored in the person of Jesus Christ. It is not a watered down and neutralized
gospel created by the meandering of modernism. It is a message of redemption heralded through
the incarnate Son of God, Jesus Christ, who died upon the cross of Calvary to atone for our sins.
There is no philosophy or working here. There is just simple faith—characterized with
repentance—that Jesus is who he says he is and that he has accomplished the work the Bible says
he did. This is historical Christianity—the Son of God, Jesus Christ, crucified, dead, buried,
resurrected, and ascended. Ours is the task of devoting ourselves together to the advance of this
great news.
C.

Right now is the time to face darkness together.
without being frightened in any way by those who oppose you

Comment: The Church of Philippi, like most of the first century churches, endured the blunt
onslaught of a world grown angry toward the True God. Having cast him aside, men had chosen
to worship idols of stone and flesh propped up by Satan. Thousands of false religions and
numberless ways of pleasing the ego and gratifying the lusts had sprung up to occupy the time
and pursuits of man. Philippi was a typical city in these respects.
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Into such a world came Jesus to announce the presence of the Kingdom of God. Self would no
longer rule, but serve. The ego would submit itself to the Spirit of God. Self-fulfillment would
come in fulfilling others. A narrow way indeed; and hated by men. The few who awoke from
their death like slumber to trust Jesus would, in the end, face the same darkness he faced. Theirs
too would be a spiritual battle. Paul encouraged the Philippian Church not to tremble in the face
of this aggression.
Ours too is a world filled with adversaries who stand against the message and the Man behind
the gospel. Into such darkness we need to stride together, side by side with the light of the
gospel. Listen to the words of an evangelist turned prophet, as Billy Graham speaks to this issue:
"I also have become more deeply convicted about the
responsibility those of us who are Christians have to declare and
live the gospel and to fight against both individual and corporate
evil" (Approaching Hoofbeats: The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse. Word Books; Waco, Texas; 1983, p.11).
God spoke to the Philippian Church through the Apostle Paul and said:
Now is the time to cultivate a common purpose!
Now is the time to stand shoulder to shoulder proclaiming the full council of the gospel!
Now is the time to face darkness together!
God wants us to hear the very same message. Our circumstances may be different than the
Philippians, but our objectives remain the same. We need to stand with light and love against
darkness and hatred.
II.
Focusing our attention on one another creates evidence to support the claims of our
proclamation. 28b,c,d
This is a sign to them that they will be destroyed, but that you will be saved—and that by
God.
Comment: What did Paul mean when he wrote, This is a sign to them? Of course, this refers
back to what he had just written. The togetherness of the Philippians would be a sign to those
who oppose them. Their focus upon one another, rather than selfishness, would be a living object
lesson concerning the validity of the life-changing news about Jesus Christ.
You see, the questions often asked by non-christians when confronted with the proclamation of
the gospel run something like this…
"Why should I believe that mumbo-jumbo?”
“Christians haven't given me any reason to believe it, have they?”
“Oh, sure you talk a good line, but I fail to see any evidence from the church."
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Indeed, the "walk that equals the talk" is far too often nowhere to be seen.
However, there are two groups of people who need to see such evidence. The first, of course, are
those who do not know Jesus. The second group, surprisingly enough, is the church. The former
need to see their danger. The latter need to see their assurance of ever-lasting life.
A.

Evidence supporting the claims of the gospel proclamation points unbelievers
toward their ruin.
This is a sign to them that they will be destroyed

Comment: The Philippians could, by demonstrating the truth of the gospel in their daily lives,
point unbelievers toward the fiction of any system opposed to Jesus Christ. The principle is
clear—if we want to convince someone of our message, our own convictions better be
convincing. They won't be if they are spouted, but not practiced.
The phrase will be destroyed means ruin or demise. The truth of the gospel in the lives of
Christians will help the lost to see how utterly futile and without hope their way of life remains.
They can be drawn to reconsider their position. Carry this evidence with us to work or school,
maintain this evidence in our homes and neighborhoods, be who we say we are—by focusing on
others rather than self—and people will pay attention, people will see the futility of their
darkness. Play the hypocrite (be self-centered while saying otherwise) and people will laugh and
scorn us. Play the hypocrite and God's heart will be torn.
B.

Evidence supporting the claims of the gospel proclamation points the church
toward her destiny.
but that you will be saved—and that by God

Comment: Whereas Christ-likeness, in support of our verbal message, points the lost to their
ruin, it points us to our heavenly hope. Practicing our convictions in the face of hostility is one
way of demonstrating the truth of our salvation. This leads us to an experiential knowledge of
that truth. To be assured of our final salvation remains among the sweetest of comforts. It
provides encouragement during times of sorrow, it gives perspective in times of grief, it sooths
the soul in times of anger, and it fosters joy in times of suffering. What Paul indicated was true
for the Philippians can be true for us as well.
III.

Focusing our attention on one another demonstrates our recognition of God's love for us.
29,30
For it has been granted to you on behalf of Christ not only to believe on him, but also to
suffer for him, since you are going through the same struggle you saw I had, and now
hear that I still have.

Comment: It has been granted... These are words that imply an honor. On behalf of Christ...
These are words that imply privilege. Now sometimes that which is an honor and privilege may
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also be tough—as we shall see—but it is nonetheless wonderful. It is a gift that indicates the
recipient is trustworthy, dependable, and reliable.
In the context of verses twenty-nine and thirty, Paul provides a powerful reason for what he has
said in verses twenty-seven and twenty-eight. The Philippian believers were to focus their
attention on one another—as a matter of habit and in support of the claims of the gospel—
because, like Paul, they were not only granted the honor and privilege of believing in Jesus
Christ, but also to suffer for his sake. The same is true for all Christians anywhere and anytime.
This is just the opposite of what most people believe or want. Most believers think coming to
Christ will eradicate every problem. They fall into the trap of thinking that if God loves us, he
will not allow us to endure suffering. Untrue.
He knows that the earth is filled with hostility toward him. Jesus said to his disciples, If the world
hates you, keep in mind that it hated me first. If you belonged to the world, it would love you as
its own. As it is, you do not belong to the world, but I have chosen you out of the world. That is
why the world hates you. Remember the words that I spoke to you: 'No servant is greater than
his master.' If they persecuted me, they will persecute you also. If they obeyed my teaching, they
will obey yours also (John 15:18-20).
This is not God mistreating us, but loving and honoring us. He adopts us into his family and
gives us all the rights and responsibilities that come with family membership.
Sometimes families laugh and relax together.
Sometimes they cry and struggle together.
And, sometimes, they face very tough times together.
We need to remember that in each case family members are demonstrating their love and
commitment to one another. This is true also with our relationship to God. Sometimes he cradles
us. Sometimes he allows trouble. In both cases he is with us.
Perhaps a personal illustration may help to illuminate this point. One night, back when Ricki was
sixteen, a strange noise was heard downstairs. He said to his parents, "I'll go check it out," and
began walking down the stairs. The family had no idea what or who might be making the noise
downstairs. It could have been creaking in the walls, the dog uncharacteristically getting into
something, or even a burglar—which could mean danger.
As he began the descent, he heard his mother say to his father, "Maybe you should go with him."
His father then replied, "He can handle it, Honey, don't worry.” Whatever the outcome, Ricki's
father had confidence in him to represent the family. On the other hand, his mother was
concerned. Father preferred to trust his son's judgment and allow him to face the unknown.
Mother would have preferred to cradle her son with protection. Both were expressions of love.
Both were legitimate and right. Ricki's mother and father never knew he had overheard their
words. And they never knew how much those words meant to him.
God does this in many ways. Two of them are pointed out in this context: first, we are allowed to
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believe in Christ; second, we are allowed to suffer for Christ. The first is the ultimate in
protection. The second is the ultimate expression of confidence. For the Philippians, these were
personal honors given them by God. You see, they would remember how Paul had been
mistreated when he came to their city (Acts 16). They would remember, too, how he not only
endured but also flourished in the face of that mistreatment. And, in receiving this letter, they
would be keenly aware of his present predicament. They would know that these were
instructions penned from a kindred spirit. It meant that, like Paul, they could withstand pain,
questions, and ridicule with one joy and one purpose. They could do so, because it was a
privilege to consider Jesus ahead of self.
The same can be said of us if we believe and accept Paul's premise. Should we choose to do so,
we not only will demonstrate that we savor the advance of the gospel, that we are determined to
stand shoulder to shoulder, and that we are living examples of Christ's life-changing message,
but that we recognize just how much God loves us. He loves us so much that he even allows us
to partake in suffering that will prove our allegiance to the Savior.

ACTION STEPS
1.

Reading Step: Read through Philippians again. Now re-read 1:1-30 several more times.

If you have been reading Philippians as much as we’ve suggested, something great is
more than likely beginning to occur. The very words of Paul’s Letter to the Philippians are
beginning to be etched in your memory. Don’t short-circuit this process. Keep reading the text
over and over. Let God’s word be hidden away in your heart.
2.
Thinking Step: In the last section, we learned that if we savor the advance of the gospel
we have to focus our attention upon Jesus before ourselves. In this section we learned that
others too must come before "self" should we truly like to see the gospel advance. So, the
old saying is Biblically accurate, "Jesus first, others second, me last."
The issue here, of putting one another first, seems to have a specific purpose. That
purpose involves the demonstration of a united body of believers. It strengthens us and
impresses the world. To accomplish such agenda harmony we must think less of our personal
ambitions and more of the collective ambitions and goals of the Body of Christ. Remember the
apostle's words, that you stand firm in one spirit, contending as one man for the faith of the
gospel...
3.
Moving Out Step: What tangible evidence exists that you are fulfilling a "team member
role" in the Body of Christ? Are you working side by side others in your family and church
or is it possible that you are functioning like a maverick?
Make it a point to meet with someone you respect a great deal in order to discuss and
evaluate your present and future roles in the evangelistic and discipleship ministries of your
family and church. Take serious the following questions:
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Am I living for self or others?
Am I more productive in gratifying my ego or in fulfilling a part of the Great Commission
(Matthew 28:18-20)?
When was the last time I conceded an argument over methodology to someone with whom I
disagreed?
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Part Two of the Body
Agenda Harmony in Building Solid Christian Friendships
Creates A Beautiful Church
2:1-30
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Chapter Seven
Developing A Common Reference Point
Philippians 2:1-4

If you have any encouragement from being united with Christ, if any comfort from his love, if any
fellowship with the Spirit, if any tenderness and compassion, then make my joy complete by
being like-minded, having the same love, being one in spirit and purpose. Do nothing out of
selfish ambition or vain conceit, but in humility consider others better than yourselves. Each of
you should look not only to your own interests, but also to the interests of others.
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Theme: If we desire to build solid Christian friendships we need to begin with a common
reference point.
Reference Point: a fixed position from which we direct our thoughts and actions. For the
Christian this reference point is the Lord Jesus Christ—the second person of the Trinity.
Comment: The first portion of Paul's letter to the Philippian Church dealt with the need for
advancing the gospel. Paul used his own circumstances (imprisonment) to demonstrate the point,
because, like Paul, the Philippian believers were up against some difficulties—some external,
some internal. However, they could not allow these circumstances to divide them or lead them
astray. Instead, they needed to stand together in their desire and effort to live out the life of
Christ in their midst.
When we move into chapter two of the Philippian Letter, we see a distinct shift in Paul's
emphasis. All that he would like to have seen them accomplish would require that they dwell
together in humility. It would require that they consider one another’s needs. Thus, his emphasis
shifted from the direct proclamation of the gospel to the building and maintaining of good
Christian relationships. And, once again, they would learn that Jesus Christ must be there all in
all—their common reference point—if they had any notion of fulfilling the apostle's instructions.
It’s true for us, too. Why? Well consider for a moment that beside the fact that turmoil within the
ranks of Christ's people blurs the evangelistic message, it also drains our spiritual vigor. The
result of poor relationships within the church can only be a weakening of our ability to combat
the real foe—Satan and his henchmen. Believers really only have just so much time. The more of
it we waste with internal worry and squabbles, the less of it we have for fighting the real battle.
Conversely, the more time spent fighting the real battle, the more delighted we will be in
partaking of great fellowship.
So, when Paul began this second section, he focused the Philippians attention upon the necessity
for finding enough reason in their relationship with Christ to foster an atmosphere within their
church that would lead to acceptance and love of one another even in the face of differences. If
Jesus was their common reference point it made little sense to allow that old ghost named "Self"
to rear his ugly head any longer.
I.

To begin with a common reference point depends upon the authority we invest in our
beliefs. 1
If you have any encouragement from being united with Christ, if any comfort from his
love, if any fellowship with the Spirit, if any tenderness and compassion,

Comment: The question here is this: "Do we really live according to our beliefs about Christ or
are our beliefs about Christ merely an intellectual game?" Theology must enter our living
quarters. Sure, probably the last thing the Philippians (or, for that matter, us) would want to do in
the middle of a heated battle was to stop long enough to consider some important theology. Yet,
that is precisely what Paul directed them to do. In verse one alone, he gave them four theological
truths that had to demand their full investment if they were really serious about living as Christ
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would toward one another. If these four things are true, then what is to come in verses two
through four will naturally follow. So, let’s look at all four of them…
A.

We must invest great authority in the fact that our beliefs are centered in our
Savior.
If you have any encouragement from being united with Christ

Comment: The word encouragement can also be translated as exhortation. Notice the three
renderings of this phrase in the following translations:
Moffit: so by all the stimulus of Christ;
Godspeed: so by whatever appeal there is in our relation to Christ;
Williams: so if there is any appeal in our union with Christ.
The idea is simply this: if we consider our place with Christ of any importance at all, then what
Paul said in verses two through four must apply.
B.

We must invest great authority in the fact that our beliefs demand an active love.
if any comfort from his love

Comment: Here the word comfort refers to encouragement and consolation. It means to come
alongside another with help or to prop them up. So, if there is any encouragement, consolation,
or comfort that comes from real Christian love then, again, verses two through four must apply.
Sometimes when hearts grow angry or frustrated the only thing that will soften them remains the
love of another individual. The very thought of real love can turn the tide of bitter feelings. In
fact, it takes a real tough cookie to remain hardened if a five minute time-out is taken and these
thoughts are reflected upon: God loves the person with whom I am having difficulty; I love the
person with whom I am having difficulty; and others love the person with whom I am having
difficulty.
C.

We must invest great authority in the fact that our beliefs include a Spirit filled
fellowship.
if any fellowship with the Spirit

Comment: The Church, as a community within which the Spirit of God dwells, ought to
recognize the sheer folly of an existence that does not reflect a fellowship with the Spirit. Guided
and controlled by the Spirit of God, Christians—and thus the church—can transcend the flesh,
the snares of the devil, and the pull of our present world system. If, in their conversation with
one another, the Philippian believers learned to fellowship on both planes—vertically with God
as well as horizontally with one another—they would go along way toward preventing strife and
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promoting harmony. Ditto for us.
D.

We must invest great authority in the fact that our beliefs require outward
expressions of inward compassion.
if any tenderness and compassion

Comment: The question to ask here is this: "When it comes to dealing with other people, what is
more important, my perspective or my having compassion?" Tenderness refers to the kind, inner
response of one's feelings. Compassion refers to the outward manifestation of one's inner
response toward kindness. Thus, in the face of personal differences with another, the believer
must always remember that the true Christian attitude of tenderness should give rise to a
behavioral act of compassion.
Note: In this first verse of Paul's second section, the word "if" has occurred four times. The
meaning does not imply that these four qualities may or may not exist, but rather because they
exist we should act in specific ways. One might use "since" instead of "if" to catch Paul's
intention.
In other words, since there is ...encouragement from being united with Christ ...comfort from his
love ...fellowship with the Spirit...tenderness and compassion then what follows in verses two
through four must apply to the Christian life.
So, okay, we accept the premise of verse one. We invest these truths with great authority. As a
result, we intend to act upon them. The next three verses will tell us how. They can be
summarized in the following principle…
II.

To begin with a common reference point helps us realize the needs of the many
out-weigh the needs of the one. 2-4
then make my joy complete by being like-minded, having the same love, being one in
spirit and purpose. Do nothing out of selfish ambition or vain conceit, but in humility
consider others better than yourselves. Each of you should look not only to your own
interests, but also to the interests of others

Comment: The theological underpinning of verse one meets the construction of the daily grind in
the next three verses. Doctrine is extremely important, but then the Christian must put this truth
into action. Understanding the full implications of the four pillars of verse one will go for naught
if believers fail to build upon them with moment-by-moment application.
In Paul's present discussion, the application in mind is how to best build and maintain beautiful
Christian relationships. Of primary importance to such application is the need for each individual
believer—Philippian and modern day alike—to get outside of him or herself for the sake of
others.
Take a look at the following eight principles and notice how Paul instructed the Philippian
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believers along these lines.
A.

The needs of the many are best met by relating to one another according to one
purpose.
then make my joy complete by being like-minded

B.

The needs of the many are best met by uniting together in true love.
having the same love

C.

The needs of the many are best met by sharing common sentiments.
being one in spirit

D.

The needs of the many are best met by giving our thoughts to common goals.
and purpose

E.

The needs of the many are best met by refraining from activity that creates selfish
factions.
do nothing out of selfish ambition

F.

The needs of the many are best met by refraining from activity that leads to
swelled heads.
or vain conceit

G.

The needs of the many are best met by humbly considering others more important
than self.
but in humility consider others better than yourselves

H.

The needs of the many are best met by aiming to fulfill others.
each of you should look not only to your own interests, but also to the interests of
others

Will you notice how these words of the Bible, penned originally for the Philippians but, in the
providence and wisdom of God, also for every Christian throughout time and culture, differ from
the ego-centric self-talk of men. The fallen nature of man tells us to actualize ourselves by
finding ourselves by loving ourselves by pampering ourselves by being all we can be to
ourselves. The word of God says something all-together different. In fact, Jesus said, whoever
finds his life will lose it, and whoever loses his life for my sake will find it (Matthew 10:39).
The Apostle Paul, here, in verses two through four, tells Christians that real maturity is
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demonstrated in other-centeredness, not self-centeredness. This does not mean that we have no
worth, no significance, or no security. Rather, it means that our worth, our significance, and our
security must be found in Christ. In Christ we are fulfilled. In ourselves we are empty and
impoverished.
When we accept this truth we can move on. If God loves us this much, need we worry too much
about ourselves. No. In fact, when we come to terms with this truth then real character begins to
take shape in the form of humility. It is not a "woe is me mentality", but an acceptance of who
we are in Christ and a willingness to move on with confidence into the realm of servanthood.

Action Steps
1.
Reading Step: Read through Philippians again. Now re-read 2:1-30 several times.
Notice the shift from evangelism to personal relationships.
2.
Thinking Step: Did you notice that the Apostle Paul launched chapter two (which
concerns personal relationships within the church) quite the same way as he ended the first
chapter—with a focus upon being like-minded. The truth of the matter is that when we begin
with a common reference point in our friendships we establish a firm foundation upon which we
may build for the future. That reference point, as we have said, is Jesus Christ. When we invest
the biblical doctrine of the person and work of our Lord Jesus with great authority than we
become willing and anxious to function submissively one with another. If we fail to invest such
truth with this authority we merely bulldoze ahead like any other disjointed mob. It can well be
said that a group of believers who build their friendships in the manner prescribed by the Apostle
Paul will be going a long way in their effort to maintain unity within the church.
3.
Moving Out Step: How about sharing what you've learned with someone else? Sit down
with someone very important to you and discuss how the two of you are building your friendship
with Jesus Christ as your common reference point. Do you talk to one another about your
relationships with Christ? Do you actively pursue opportunities with one another to share Jesus
with others? Are you remembering to share with one another what great things Jesus is doing in
your lives? Go ahead, give it a try. You'll be blessed.
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Chapter Eight
Developing A Christ-like Mind
Philippians 2:5-11

Your attitude should be the same as that of Christ Jesus: Who, being in very nature God, did not
consider equality with God something to be grasped, but made himself nothing, taking the very
nature of a servant, being made in human likeness. And being found in appearance as a man, he
humbled himself and became obedient to death – even death on a cross! Therefore God exalted
him to the highest place and gave him the name that is above every name, that at the name of
Jesus every knee should bow, in heaven and on earth and under the earth, and every tongue
confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father.
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Theme: If we desire to build solid Christian friendships we need to develop Christ-like minds.
Comment: In verses 1-4 of Philippians chapter two, Paul urged the Philippian believers to build
their relationships with Jesus Christ as their common reference point. He knew that if they would
each consider Jesus and others before self they would have every chance of building one another
up, rather than allowing difficulties to begin the slow process of erosion in their relationships.
Unity in their midst was his desire. It would come about when they shifted their focus from their
problems to their common values.
Such a lifestyle requires a true surrender of self. And the only way to do that is to become more
like Jesus Christ. We need to have the same attitude toward life that Jesus possessed. He was not
greedy. He did not consider it essential to bask in the glorious limelight along with the Father
and the Holy Spirit. This he could forego. But he did not give up his deity. Rather he took upon
himself humanity. And in so doing, he laid aside the visible manifestation of deity's glory. In all
reality he was God—being in very nature God—and in all reality he was man—taking the very
nature of a servant, being made in human likeness. And being found in appearance as a man.
Through the incarnation, the second person of the Trinity is forever God, forever man; the
perfect representative of what both are and should be.
God inspired Paul to take this great doctrine and bring it to bear upon our relationships. God the
Son demonstrated humility in order to bridge the gap between God and man. In a similar fashion,
we must demonstrate humility if we are to build and maintain great friendships. It’s why Paul
said, Your attitude should be the same as that of Christ Jesus.
So, how does one develop a Christ-like mind? How does one get to the point that his or her
attitude is the same as the Lord’s? We do it by learning and applying the following principles…
I.

To develop a Christ-like mind we need to give up any desire for the spot-light. 5,6
Your attitude should be the same as that of Christ Jesus: Who, being in very nature God,
did not consider equality with God something to be grasped

Comment: Paul here gave the Philippian Church great and powerful truth concerning Jesus
Christ. The phrase being in very nature God means that Jesus Christ was and is God: the
Almighty, the Creator of heaven and earth and all that is, the Eternal One, the First and Last, the
Sovereign and Personal Lord of the Universe. This phrase actually informs us as to the
manifestation of the Lord's most intrinsic being. Look at how several translators render the
phrase…
Phillips: who has always been God by nature
Knox: His nature is, from the first, divine
Twentieth Century New Testament: the divine nature was his from the beginning
New King James: who, being in the form of God
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American Standard Version: who, existing in the form of God
New American Standard Version: he existed in the form of God
Wuest: who has always been and at present continues to subsist in that mode of being in which
he gives outward expression of his essential nature, that of absolute deity.
Paul could not have been more precise—Jesus Christ was, is, always has been, and always will
be God.
However, this great doctrinal truth comes home to roost in the phrase did not consider equality
with God something to be grasped. The phrase simply means that Christ Jesus—the second
person of the Godhead—did not covet his turf. He was more than willing to lay aside his public
glory and his universal exaltation at the throne of heaven. In his translation, Knox rendered the
phrase like this, and yet he did not see, in the rank of Godhead, a prize to be coveted. Phillips put
it this way, did not cling to his prerogatives as God's equal. The Apostle Paul wanted the
Philippian believers to see that even God could forego his own privileges and rights. If anyone
deserves the spot-light, it is the Lord Jesus Christ, but he did not, nor does he now, seek it.
The punch line came early, in verse five: Your attitude should be the same as that of Christ
Jesus. A Christ-like mind, an attitude reflective of the Lord, begins with humility—a true lack of
desire for the spot-light. Like John the Baptist, we need to delight in saying, He must become
greater; I must become less (John 3:30).
II.

To develop a Christ-like mind we need to serve others rather than seek a reputation. 7
but made himself nothing, taking the very nature of a servant, being made in human
likeness

Comment: This verse, along with six and eight, is among the most significant of New Testament
passages concerning the doctrine of Christ. Often referred to as the KENOSIS passage (kenosis
means to empty, i.e. made himself nothing), this passage reveals much about the incarnation of
Jesus Christ.
The issue involved here is what the pre-incarnate, eternal Son, the second person of the Trinity,
actually did to become a human being. The phrase in verse seven—but made himself nothing —
is plainly explained in the following text. There we find the phrases taking the very nature of a
servant and being made in human likeness. Neither in these statements or elsewhere in the
passage does Paul say that Christ emptied himself of deity or that he excluded himself from the
fellowship of the Godhead.
Rather these phrases teach that he took it upon himself to become a man. So, we must speak in
agreement with the Creed of Chalcedon (AD 451) when in it we read this concerning Jesus
Christ:
"perfect in Godhood and also perfect in manhood; truly God and truly man, of a
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rational soul and body; coessential with the Father according to the Godhood, and
coessential with us according to the manhood".
Thus, the phrase made himself nothing does not mean the Savior ceased to be God, but rather he
took upon himself the nature of man. Taking the very nature of a servant means that he became a
real and true bondslave. He did not pretend to be human. He truly became a human... a human
who was willing to serve instead of seek a reputation.
However, beyond this great doctrinal truth lie Paul's practical intentions. Notice verse five again.
Paul wants the reader to give up any desire for recognition and reputation in order that he or she
be able to take upon him or herself the same humility Christ had when he covered his glory with
the humble frailty of humanity. This kind of humility is characterized by selflessness. It will
compel its possessor to live for the benefit of others and to disregard any need of personal
aggrandizement. (Pretty tall order, huh?)
III.

To develop a Christ-like mind we must be willing to sacrifice ourselves for the benefit of
others. 8
and being found in appearance as a man, he humbled himself, and became obedient to
death—even death on a cross

Comment: The phrase being found in appearance as a man deals with the humanity of the Lord
Jesus. Some false views would distort this phrase to imply that Jesus was some sort of phantom.
However, this cannot be. The word appearance translates a term that means the outward,
external state. To see him in person was to see his true human condition.
In the phrases, he humbled himself, and became obedient to death, even death on a cross, we are
introduced to the totally self-sacrificing nature of God. In verse seven, Jesus humbled himself by
becoming human. Here his humility is in his humanity. But, once again, notice the implications
of this great doctrine for our everyday existence. While the crucifixion of Jesus Christ was the
ultimate theological statement of God's sacrificial character, Paul wanted to point believers past
the fact of it to the practice of it. Every Christian should reproduce the self-abandoning life-style
of Jesus—your attitude should be the same as that of Christ Jesus. So, when next we decide that
our way is the only way, our desire the only desire, we should reflect upon Christ and adjust our
attitude accordingly.
IV.

To develop a Christ-like mind we must be willing to wait for God's rewards. 9-11
therefore God exalted him to the highest place and gave him the name that is above every
name, that at the name of Jesus every knee should bow, in heaven and on earth and under
the earth, and every tongue confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the
Father

Comment: On account of the Savior's great willingness to humble and sacrifice himself, God the
Father has elevated him high above all others. This passage teaches that he has been raised to the
highest status, loftiest position, greatest rank, and strongest power, not with respect to his nature,
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but regarding his public acclaim. He never gave up his deity. He simply covered it with
humanity. Now, once again, his glory was displayed.
Jesus was in no hurry. He had a work of sacrifice and humility to accomplish…and because he
did God the Father restored him to that place of universal applause. If our attitude is to be the
same as that of Christ Jesus, we too will need to be willing to wait upon the Lord rather than
demand recognition.

Action Steps
1.
Reading Step: Read through Philippians again. Now re-read 2:1-30 several more times.
Also read John 13:1-17, John 17:20-26, and 1 John 3:16-18.
2.
Thinking Step: God may wait. God may bring down. God may magnify. It should not
matter to us. If we are seeking to please him, we will not worry too much about it.
3.
Moving Out Step: Have you checked your servanthood schedule lately? Below you will
find five empty lines. Upon each one record a truly selfless service that you perform regularly for
your family, friends, church, co-workers, neighbors, strangers, etc.
A.

__________________________________________________________________

B.

__________________________________________________________________

C.

__________________________________________________________________

D.

__________________________________________________________________

E.

__________________________________________________________________

How would you rate your servanthood status?
_____Good? _____Poor?

_____Not Sure?

No matter which one you checked, there is still room for improvement. Right? How can any of
us say that we have arrived at Paul's statement: "Your attitude should be the same as that of
Christ Jesus"? We cannot. Right? Hmmm? Right? So, consider now where you may be of
service tomorrow.
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Chapter Nine
Working Out Our Differences
Philippians 2:12-18

Therefore, my dear friends, as you have always obeyed—not only in my presence, but now much
more in my absence—continue to work out your salvation with fear and trembling, for it is God
who works in you to will and to act according to his good purpose. Do everything without
complaining or arguing, so that you may become blameless and pure, children of God without
fault in a crooked and depraved generation, in which you shine like the stars in the universe as
you hold out the word of life—in order that I may boast on the day of Christ that I did not run or
labor for nothing. But even if I am being poured out like a drink offering on the sacrifice and
service coming from your faith, I am glad and rejoice with all of you.
So you too should be glad and rejoice with me.
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Theme: If we desire to build solid Christian friendships we need to work out our differences
together.
Comment: Let's take a quick review. In chapter one of Philippians, Paul focused on the need for
unity concerning the advancement of the gospel. In chapter two, he shifted his emphasis toward
building solid Christian relationships. Both are prerequisites for building a beautiful church and
both are prerequisites for impacting the world on behalf of Jesus Christ.
He began his second chapter (2:1-4) by asking the Philippian Church to stick with a common
reference point—Jesus Christ. He let them know that nothing else will qualify. Hobbie horses,
petty interests, ego trips, whatever, all fail to produce solid Christian friendships. In verses five
through eleven, he turned to Jesus Christ for an example of his point. Developing a Christ-like
mind, which is characterized by a humble spirit, enables the believer to do what Christ did—put
others ahead of self. As a result, solid relationships develop.
In this present segment (2:12-18), he continued to press his point by dealing with the urgent need
to work out personal differences rather than allowing them to erupt into arguments and fights.
The insight we gain from this segment can help us greatly in our own struggles to become better
managers of conflict. So let’s take another look at what Paul wrote....
Therefore, my dear friends, as you have always obeyed—not only in my presence, but
now much more in my absence—continue to work out your salvation with fear and
trembling, for it is God who works in you to will and to act according to his good
purpose. Do everything without complaining or arguing, so that you may become
blameless and pure, children of God without fault in a crooked and depraved
generation, in which you shine like stars in the universe as you hold out the word of
life—in order that I may boast on the day of Christ that I did not run or labor for
nothing. But even if I am being poured out like a drink offering on the sacrifice and
service coming from your faith, I am glad and rejoice with all of you. So you too should
be glad and rejoice with me.
Comment: You can quickly see that Paul has turned his attention to the need within the
Philippian Church for rising above personal differences. For one reason or another there had
been ongoing difficulty which gave rise to complaining or arguing. The New King James
translation used murmuring and disputing to render this phrase. This in-fighting could never
serve the purpose of creating and maintaining a church beautiful enough to be a witness for Jesus
Christ in a crooked and depraved generation. How could it? If believers cannot develop
friendships among themselves that are fun to be a part of, why would anyone else want to join
the pity party.
The answer then for differences within a church is not fighting. Neither is it to cover them over.
Rather differences should be mutually worked out until a sound resolution is found. The
principles that follow will draw this out in more detail. The beauty of it all is this: these
principles are trans-cultural. They apply to the church, the marriage, the family and any other
relational organism. They were applicable in the first century and they are applicable today. They
will work in the Orient and they will work in the West. They help the rich, the poor and everyone
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in between. They know no limits as to sex, age or race. From the heart of God, through the pen
of an apostle, to your conflict situation and ours, they are required tools in any strategy of
conflict management designed to foster and maintain solid relationships.
I.

We need to work out our differences until we reach quality resolutions. 12,13
Therefore, my dear friends...continue to work out your salvation

Comment: You may be asking, “Why jump from my dear friends to continue to work out your
salvation?” The reason is based on the grammer. The main clause is actually Therefore…
continue to work out your salvation. The phrases my dear friends, as you have always obeyed,
not only in my presence, and but now much more in my absence all modify the main clause. If
one was to diagram the sentence it might look like this:
Therefore…………………………………………………….continue to work out your salvation
my dear friends
as you have always obeyed
not only in my presence
but now much more in my absence
Seeing this structure is very important since we must be sure to derive our main principles from
the main clauses of the text (not subordinate clauses). Why? Well a basic premise of grammer is
that main clauses contain the main idea or point, while subordinate clauses contain supporting
material and/or ideas.
So, with this little diversion in mind, what did Paul have in mind? The word continue clearly
indicated that he wanted them to stick to something. The words work out indicated that he
wanted them to either solve something or develop something. Therefore we know that he wanted
them to remain steadfast in their attempts to either resolve or develop something. But what?
What was he referring to when he used the words your salvation?
Of course, we’ve already provided the answer in principle I. stated above. Paul wanted the
Philippians to remain steadfast in finding resolutions to their conflicts. However to demonstrate
this a little commentary is in order concerning the term salvation in verse twelve. Generally,
when we hear this word we immediately think of our eternal position with God. This thinking
leads us to the issue of whether or not we are saved. Salvation in this aspect refers to the fact that
only through faith in our Lord Jesus can redemption from sin and the gift of eternal life be
received. So is this what Paul had in mind when he said work out your salvation?
No. Instead, Paul was referring to the care and attention that should be given toward internal
problems facing the Philippian Church. But does the term salvation lend itself to this
interpretation?
Yes. The Greek word translated as salvation, can also (depending on the context) be rendered as
deliverance or preservation. One can be saved, delivered or preserved from danger, illness,
circumstances, distress, sin, or hell itself. The meaning one assigns to the word must always be
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determined by the context. This is a fundamental rule of biblical interpretation: always interpret
according to the context. Here both the immediate and surrounding contexts of this passage deal
with the internal unity of the body of believers in the city of Philippi—not the personal and
eternal salvation of individual believers. Thus, it seems best to understand this passage as being
consistent with the apostle's flow of thought: if the Philippians planned to maintain a united
church through the development of solid Christian relationships they would, by necessity, need
to maintain their internal peace and harmony through a willingness to work together at solving
their problems. Or, put another way, their salvation experienced in Christ needed to have a public
dimension which created an environment of tranquillity and togetherness.
W.E. Vine, in his Expository Dictionary of New Testament Words, supported this view when he
drew attention to the various meanings behind this word. Included in his exposition is the
following concerning one of the New Testament usages of the word salvation: "...the present
experience of God's power to deliver from the bondage of sin, e.g., Phil. 2:12, where the special,
though not the entire, reference is to the maintenance of peace and harmony."*
Therefore, the sense of salvation in this passage is defined by the lack of unity in the Philippian
Church and the context of verses 14-18. The issue under Paul's scrutiny was their bickering.
Therefore he desired of them a more Christ-like attitude toward one another. This was the
dilemma from which they needed to be saved.
If then there is always a need to work out our differences until we reach quality resolutions, what
basis do we have for accomplishing the task? Paul helps us here also with four subordinate
thoughts that qualify and clarify our first principle...
A.

Working out our differences until we reach quality resolutions should become a
matter of habit.
Therefore, my dear friends, as you have always obeyed—not only in my
presence, but now much more in my absence—continue to work out your
salvation with fear and trembling, for it is God who works in you to will and to
act according to his good purpose

Comment: Paul preferred that the Philippians go forward with their problem solving...rather than
waiting for him to return. His presence was not necessary for either motivation or mediation.
They did not need him to get them started. Instead, he wanted them to accomplish this task
willingly, freely, and without hesitation. In fact, reaching quality resolutions through love and
kindness, according to the apostle, should have been second nature for them.
Likewise, if we, as with the Philippian believers, need an outside stimulus to prod us toward this
end then we are still in great need of work in this area. We cannot allow fear or apathy to prevent
us from developing conflict resolution skills.

____________________
*

Vine W.E Vine's Expository Dictionary of New Testament Words. MacDonald Pub. Co.:
McLean, Virginia; p. 998.
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B.

Working out our differences until we reach quality resolutions will come through
an attitude of humility.
Therefore, my dear friends, as you have always obeyed—not only in my presence,
but now much more in my absence—continue to work out your salvation with fear
and trembling, for it is God who works in you to will and to act according to his
good purpose

Comment: The word fear is typical of that emotional state wherein anxiety and tension are
elevated due to some presence. The word trembling describes the behavioral manifestation of
fear. Together they graphically describe someone who is not terribly impressed with his or her
own abilities. The reverential awe we should experience in the presence of God is a good
illustration of this fear and trembling. In essence we call it humility.
When we are marked by a deep sense of humility both in the presence of God and in the
presence of others we are prepared to work toward quality resolutions. When humility floods our
soul we begin to think less of ourselves and more of others. This is not low self-esteem. It is not
a worm-view of man. Instead it is a high view of the value of others. Fear and trembling
describe an attitude that sees relationships as far more important than some personal interest.
C.

Working out our differences until we reach quality resolutions requires
dependence upon God.
Therefore, my dear friends, as you have always obeyed—not only in my presence,
but now much more in my absence—continue to work out your salvation with fear
and trembling, for it is God who works in you to will and to act according to his
good purpose

Comment: God himself desires to see his people work out their troubles. He therefore has
purposed to empower us toward that end. In doing so, he can both create within us the will to
resolve our differences and provide the way to do so.
D.

Working out our differences until we reach quality resolutions ultimately creates
an environment of good-will.
Therefore, my dear friends, as you have always obeyed—not only in my presence,
but now much more in my absence—continue to work out your salvation with fear
and trembling, for it is God who works in you to will and to act according to his
good purpose

Comment: The good purpose that God intends to produce for himself is that pleasure that comes
as a result of seeing his people in harmony through fruitful fellowship. When we work out our
differences and difficulties among ourselves on a routine basis with an attitude of humility it
produces a loving environment of good-will for us and God is well pleased concerning us.
One must wonder…can there be a greater reward than knowing that God takes pleasure in us?
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II.

We need to work out our differences without destroying one another. 14-18
do everything without complaining or arguing

Comment: Whatever our differences, they must be worked out through gentleness and love.
Contrary to some popular notions, it will never do to allow the fervor of our emotions or
convictions to step roughly upon those who disagree with us. This is what Paul had in mind
when he wrote do everything without complaining or arguing.
The everything Paul had in mind included the very life of the church: the activities, the functions,
the relationships, etc. The word complaining literally means to grumble, mutter and murmur. It is
the act of talking negatively in hushed and secretive tones. The word arguing means to question
and to deliberate. In our present context, it involves that ugly kind of questioning and
deliberation that seldom finds favor and often finds fault in others. Taken together a clear picture
of dissension and argument develops. These quarrels were not directed at those outside the
family of God, but rather at others within the family of God. All this would accomplish was the
emotional destruction of one another as believers in the Church of Philippi.
There were reasons Paul wanted them to work out their differences without destroying one
another. These reasons involve the stability of the church's public testimony and the safeguarding
of the apostles doctrine. So, once again, we find supporting qualifiers for our second principle...
A.

Working out our differences without destroying one another enables the church to
be a positive testimony in the world.
Do everything without complaining or arguing, so that you may become
blameless and pure, children of God without fault in a crooked and depraved
generation, in which you shine like stars in the universe as you hold out the
word of life

Comment: One of the by-products of a beautiful church—a church moving in harmony—is its
attractiveness to the lost. When people see real love in action within the church, even in the
details of our differences, they will be impressed, intrigued and interested by our testimony. It’s
this that Paul had in mind when he wrote so that you may become blameless and pure, children
of God without fault in a crooked and depraved generation, in which you shine like stars.
Paul provided the Philippian Church with three items that, when practiced diligently, could help
establish them as this kind of church. They are not only practical, but brilliant.
1.

To remain a positive testimony in the world our public behavior must be
above reproach.
so that you may become blameless and pure, children of God without fault

Comment: Blameless means living so as not to receive any negative criticism. Pure means
harmless and without worldly contaminates. Paul desired of the Philippians that they trade in
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their ungodly attitude and behavior, characterized by their complaining and arguing, for the
godly attitude and behavior associated with being above reproach. Rather than strife, turmoil and
backbiting, they needed peace, selflessness and kindness. So do we.
The phrase children of God without fault is indicative of the new family roots from which
Christians stem. The lineage of the Philippian Church (as well as every born again church) is no
longer from the Family of Man, but from the Family of God. The former can afford family
fights, the latter cannot. This is the high calling to which every believer is summoned. Think of it
the next time conflict is in need of resolution.
2.

To remain a positive testimony in the world we must not separate
ourselves from the world.
in a crooked and depraved generation, in which you shine like stars in the
universe

Comment: The sphere of operation for the Church, whether in Philippi or anywhere else, is in
the midst of a crooked and depraved generation. We cannot shine as stars in the universe if we
withdraw from the world. Saints must be resolved to stalk the streets of darkness not simply walk
within the halls of sanctuary.
3.

To remain a positive testimony in the world we must firmly hold to the
truth of the gospel.
as you hold out the word of life

Comment: The phrase the word of life is another way of saying the truth of the Gospel. Only as
the Philippian Christians grasped the eternal fact of Jesus Christ crucified, dead, buried,
resurrected and ascended, and its related life-liberating truths, would they remain witnesses.
From this comes solid testimony. Without a commitment to the historical gospel of Jesus Christ
we might just as well quit!
B.

Working out our differences without destroying one another enables us to uphold
the apostolic witness.
in order that I may boast on the day of Christ that I did not run or labor for
nothing. But even if I am being poured out like a drink offering on the sacrifice
and service coming from your faith, I am glad and rejoice with all of you. So you
too should be glad and rejoice with me.

Comment: The Apostle Paul was faithful in proclaiming the good-news concerning Jesus Christ.
Never would he tolerate another gospel. Never would he slouch in its presentation. Would the
Church of Philippi uphold this great and awesome undertaking? Would they stand firm with Paul
in the preservation of God's life saving good-news? If they would then they had to refrain from
destroying one another with their bickering and fighting. It is no different for us.
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The apostle looked forward to a time—the day of Christ—in which he would be filled with joy
on account of the perseverance of the Philippian believers. Through godly internal harmony they
could prove that his work among them was for real. They could uphold his apostolic witness.
They could demonstrate that the message of the gospel had indeed been accepted. They could be
confident that Jesus Christ was indeed their Lord and Savior.
The same is true for believers of any city, any time. When we act the way Christians should act
we demonstrate the reliability of our Lord's work for us and within us. In doing so we uphold the
validity of the historical and apostolic truth of the gospel. However, when we react toward one
another with strife and quarreling we are in effect tearing down the gospel. We are as much as
saying, "What we talk, we will not walk, because really we do not believe it."
Paul was a realist. He knew what could easily befall him in the not too distant future—death. It
was his hope that if he was to be poured out like a drink offering it would be for good cause. He
wanted his gospel work among the Philippians to have been effective. The worst thing he could
think of was that he might have run or labor(ed) for nothing. These were words and thoughts of
great motivation. It was the diplomatic way of saying, "Listen, you Philippian believers, did you
or did you not believe in and accept Jesus Christ as your Savior when I told you about Him? If
you did, then please act toward one another accordingly." What about us?

Action Steps
1.

Reading Step: Read through Philippians again. Now re-read 2:1-30 several more times.

2.
Thinking Step: Of course, any movement in the direction of this chapter on our part will
directly depend upon whether or not we live up to everything Paul wrote. The question for each
of us then is who or what deserves priority: self, personal motives and circumstances; or Jesus,
others and the well-being of our relationships? If it’s the former, turn to prayer. If it’s the latter,
praise God and review and practice these foundational principles until they become second
nature.
3.
Moving Out Step: Take a mental stock of any differences standing between you and those
you love. This may require some good ol' fashioned pondering, but go ahead. Take about thirty
minutes of quiet time and mull the whole issue over.
If you find that there are indeed some differences standing between you and someone else
consider whether the gulf between the two of you is in fact worth it? Now keep in mind we're not
referring to basic Christian doctrines that separate believers from unbelievers, but to those
opinions, emotions, methods and preferences that so often divide marriages, families, friendships
and churches.
So how do we begin to bridge the gulf? Look back at the above outline. These principles are the
least we can do if reaching quality resolutions is our true desire. You will need to make sure your
priorities match those from Philippians 2:12-18. In a few moments, you might want to complete
an exercise that may help you determine how well you match up to these principles. But first
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consider the following questions:
Do your differences exist due to your own unfulfilled expectations?
Do your differences exist due to variant philosophies?
Do your differences exist due to laziness or cowardice on your part (i.e. are you unwilling to
work toward a resolution)?
Do your differences exist due to a struggle over control (i.e. who is going to have the final say)?
Answering questions like these can often expose the self-centeredness of our human nature. If
we find that our own egos continue to cause conflict we need to check in with God. Time alone
with him for some serious soul searching is probably in order.
Finally, utilize the exercise on the following pages to determine where you stand with regards to
these principles for conflict resolution. You may discover some strengths and weaknesses that
have gone undetected. Improving on your strengths and overcoming your weaknesses can take
some time. It can also be a continual act of worship.
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Principles for Conflict Resolution: A Personal Evaluation

On a scale of 1 to 5—1 being poor, 5 being good—take a shot at evaluating yourself on these
conflict resolution principles.

Do you typically work out differences
until you reach a quality resolution?

1 2 3 4 5

Are you committed to reaching quality
resolutions as a matter of habit?

1 2 3 4 5

Are you usually characterized by a
humble attitude as you work toward quality resolutions?

1 2 3 4 5

Are you dependent upon God through
prayer as you work toward quality resolutions?

1 2 3 4 5

Do you typically work out differences
without causing others any harm?

1 2 3 4 5

Are you recognized as someone who
maintains a solid testimony of Christian
faith during conflict resolution?

1 2 3 4 5

Are you recognized as someone with
impeccable integrity even in the midst of conflict?

1 2 3 4 5

Are you recognized as someone who
does not retreat from society in the midst of conflict?

1 2 3 4 5

Are you recognized as someone with
a firm grip on the truth of the gospel
and its implications for life?

1 2 3 4 5

Now to the difficult task. Ask someone else to make the same evaluation for you.
Find someone. Remove or photocopy the following page and give it a go.
After you receive the evaluation back, compare it to your own evaluation. Consider the contrasts.
Pray about any weak areas. Thank God for your strengths.
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Principles for Conflict Resolution: An Interpersonal Evaluation
On a scale of 1 to 5 — 1 being poor, 5 being good — please make a sincere attempt of evaluating
________________ with the following questions. (This is a non-scientific interpersonal tool used
only for the benefit of personal growth.)

Does ________________________ ...
typically work out differences until he/she reaches a quality resolution?

1 2 3 4 5

Is _________________________ ...
committed to reaching quality resolutions as a matter of habit?

1 2 3 4 5

usually characterized by a humble attitude while working toward
quality resolutions?

1 2 3 4 5

dependent upon God through prayer while working toward
quality resolutions?

1 2 3 4 5

Does _________________________ ...
typically work out differences without causing others any harm?

1 2 3 4 5

Is _________________________ ...
recognized as someone who maintains a solid testimony of
Christian faith during conflict resolution?

1 2 3 4 5

recognized as someone with impeccable integrity even in the
midst of conflict?

1 2 3 4 5

recognized as someone who does not retreat from society
in the midst of conflict?

1 2 3 4 5

recognized as someone with a firm grip on the truth of the
gospel and its implications for life?

1 2 3 4 5

Thank you very much. Please return this evaluation as soon as possible.
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Chapter Ten
Ambition or Service: Which Do You Prefer?
Philippians 2:19-24

I hope in the Lord Jesus to send Timothy to you soon, that I also may be cheered when I receive
news about you. I have no one else like him, who takes a genuine interest in your welfare. For
everyone looks out for his own interests, not those of Jesus Christ. But you know that Timothy
has proved himself, because as a son with his father he has served with me in the work of the
gospel. I hope, therefore, to send him as soon as I see how things go with me. And I am confident
in the Lord that I myself will come soon.
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Theme: If we desire to build solid Christian friendships we must be willing to deflate our own
aspirations.
Comment: Notice how Timothy demonstrated the very qualities for which Paul had been
advocating in 2:1-18. His character was proven. He was willing to put aside his interests, his
desires, his ideas, in order to serve, with Paul, the Lord Jesus. Verse 21 says, For everyone looks
out for his own interests, not those of Jesus Christ. Not so with Timothy. Timothy was more
than willing to deflate his own aspirations for the sake of his service to Paul, the Philippians, and,
ultimately, to Christ.
Timothy's thoughts and actions were completely other-centered. The results of such living were
tremendous. The Philippians were encouraged, Paul was encouraged, and Timothy remained true
to his Lord. Remember what Jesus once said: For I have given you an example, that you should
do as I have done to you (John 13:15). Therefore, with relationships being key in chapter two of
Paul's letter, it is not too difficult to see that the example set by Timothy is desired of every
Christian. For, in the final analysis, Timothy's example is much the same as that of our Lord
Jesus. The deflation of personal aspirations is sometimes required of servants.
I.

By deflating our own aspirations we allow ourselves to become encouragers. 19-22
I hope in the Lord Jesus to send Timothy to you soon, that I also may be cheered when I
receive news about you

Comment: Paul, being imprisoned, could not go to Philippi, so, instead, he intended to send
Timothy. The plan was for Timothy to make the trip, minister to the Philippian believers, see
how they were doing, and then return with his report. But notice the statement that I also may be
cheered when I receive news about you. Timothy's willingness to serve upon Paul's request
would end with two significant achievements: both the Philippian believers and Paul would be
encouraged.
Here was a young man capable of great and mighty ministry. In another setting, under different
circumstances, perhaps he too could have been the key leader of a great missionary work. Maybe
he would have been a very successful businessman. Or, perhaps, he simply could have been like
so many others and spent his days and years in self-fulfillment. However, as we've seen before,
Timothy was willing to deflate his own aspirations for the sake of others. As a result, others were
encouraged and cheered up.
We need to pay attention to men and women like this, because we too can become great sources
of encouragement by serving others. But how? What attitude, what quality lies behind this
willingness to deflate personal ambition for the sake of others? Commitment and character are
two key words. Let's see.
A.

Becoming an encourager grows out of a very deep commitment to Christ and His
people.
I have no one else like him, who takes a genuine interest in your welfare. For
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everyone looks out for his own interests, not those of Jesus Christ
Comment: Paul's terminology—I have no one else like him—gives us a sense of exclusiveness.
A more literal translation of this phrase is I have no one like-minded. Two words comprise the
original for like-minded. Those words were equal and soul. The normal word for "mind" is not
used here. Instead, for Paul, Timothy was a man with an equal-soul. Timothy alone seems to
have shared an interest and concern for the Philippians as deeply as Paul. We can, perhaps,
detect some inflated speech here since in verses 25-30 Paul speaks just as glowingly about
Epaphroditus. However, Paul's intention must not go unnoticed. Timothy was deeply and
legitimately concerned and anxious about the Philippians. This was motivational to the point of
selfless service. Though he was just a "young whipper-snapper" (1 Timothy 4:12), and
apparently weak (1 Timothy 5:23), and rather withdrawn (1 Corinthians 16:10), he still was
spiritually mature—mature to the point of having a deep-seated, Christ-like concern for others.
Timothy was truly a humble, obedient, selfless, committed servant of the Lord Jesus Christ.
Others may look out for their own interests, but Timothy would seek only those of Jesus Christ.
The word to describe this is commitment. It must be given to our Lord Jesus and to people if we
are to encourage others as we deflate our own aspirations on behalf of our service to them.
B.

Becoming an encourager demonstrates the character of our Christian life.
But you know that Timothy has proved himself, because as a son with his father
he has served with me in the work of the gospel

Comment: While commitment forms the motivation for a ministry of encouragement, becoming
an encourager demonstrates the depth of our Christian character. Paul told the believers in
Philippi that they already knew about Timothy's proven character. The word proved means to
have been under fire, to have gone through trials and testing, and to have come through
approved, qualified, and sanctioned. In fact, the Philippians would know this well since Timothy
was part of Paul's missionary team during his visit to their city (Acts 16). We can learn
something valuable from this: when commitment leads us into service toward others the depth of
our Christian character begins to surface. It is not for our aggrandizement. This is simply the way
of things.
When Paul wrote, as a son with his father he has served with me in the work of the gospel, he
informed the Philippian believers as to Timothy's credentials. Remember, Acts 16:1-3 tells us of
the impact Paul had on Timothy's life. 2 Timothy 2:1-13 informs us of how Paul continued to
help Timothy "grow up." Thus, the phrase son with his father is given in the ideal sense. Here
was a "son" who actually listened to and followed his "father's" counsel. Here was a "son" ready
to work. And here was a "son" worthy of praise. Like Paul, Timothy was enslaved (served) to the
proclamation of the good news concerning our Lord Jesus Christ (in the work of the gospel).
That is character.
II.

By deflating our own aspirations we allow ourselves to become servants. 23,24
I hope, therefore, to send him as soon as I see how things go with me. And I am confident
in the Lord that I myself will come soon.
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Comment: There is really little difference between someone who encourages others and
someone who is a servant. The former grows out of the latter. However, something of unusual
importance can still be seen in this text. Consider the facts:
Paul was imprisoned.
He desired to see the Philippians.
Yet, he could not know for sure about the final outcome of his detention.
So, he planed to send Timothy in his place.
When that might happen was open to speculation. Paul said as much when he wrote I hope,
therefore, to send him as soon as I see how things go with me. While Paul waited, Timothy
waited. When the final verdict would come was unknown. Still, Timothy patiently stood by. He
wanted to serve both Paul and the Philippians. This is the heart of a servant. Would that we could
see more of this.
We can if we are willing to deflate our own aspirations, to lay aside our own ambitions, to put
off our own little kingdom for the greater Kingdom of God. We can if we are ready for the role
of a servant. Like Jesus. Like Paul. Like Timothy.

Action Steps
1.
Reading Step: Read through Philippians again. Now please 2:1-30 several more times.
Read also Matthew 23:1-12; Mark 10:35-45; John 13:1-17; and John 15:9-17.
2.
Thinking Step: The world has known many selfless people down through the ages, like
Hosea the prophet of Old Testament fame, the widow who impressed Jesus by giving all that she
had, or the beautiful Mother Teresa. Perhaps secretly we all hope that someday we too will be
thought of like this. It would be nothing short of awesome to be thought of by someone the way
Paul thought of Timothy.
So, what about it? If loved ones in our family or church were to pen a letter, in which we were
mentioned, what might they write about us? Would they be able to quote Paul's words about
Timothy in reference to us? Would they be willing to say, "I know of no other with a mind and
heart so sold out to the Lord Jesus." Would they?
Here are a few more questions:
In the past week has my life brought encouragement to someone else?
Thinking about the last "Good Samaritan" act I engaged in, was it motivated by selflessness or
was I hoping to gain something from it?
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Would I be willing to stand by another's side, playing the role of cheer-leader, servant,
encourager, supporter, while he or she received all the credit?
Are these tough questions for you? They are for us. They are not meant to ridicule, but rather to
incite us toward growth. If they stir us up to the point of checking in our egos and pride for the
sake of humility, then they will have done their work.
3.
Moving Out Step: Think of some particular situation in which you can forego your own
aspirations in order to encourage and serve others. It may be as simple as allowing others in your
family to choose where to eat out or as complex as holding your tongue during the next
congregational meeting of your church.
Be specific. Write your situation down. Pray often about it. When you succeed in becoming an
encourager and servant in this situation choose another and begin again.
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Chapter Eleven
Vulnerability or Survival of the Fittest?
Philippians 2:25-30

But I think it is necessary to send back to you Epaphroditus, my brother, fellow worker and
fellow soldier, who is also your messenger, whom you sent to take care of my needs. For he
longs for all of you and is distressed because you heard he was ill. Indeed he was ill, and almost
died. But God had mercy on him, and not on him only, but also on me, to spare me sorrow upon
sorrow. Therefore I am all the more eager to send him, so that when you see him again you may
be glad and I may have less anxiety. Welcome him in the Lord with great joy, and honor men like
him, because he almost died for the work of Christ, risking his life to make up
for the help you could not give me.
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Theme: If we desire to build solid Christian friendships we must allow ourselves to become
vulnerable.
Comment: Epaphroditus was another of Paul's co-workers. He too cared greatly about serving
Jesus Christ. While Timothy demonstrated a great capacity for encouraging others through his
unfailing commitment to servanthood, Epaphroditus demonstrated a deep willingness to expose
himself to vulnerability for the sake of Christ and others. We see this in what Paul wrote about
him: For he longs for all of you and is distressed because you heard he was ill. Indeed he was ill,
and almost died…because he almost died for the work of Christ, risking his life to make up for
the help you could not give me (2: 26,27a,30). Most people live within a shell of self-protection.
Epaphroditus, however, placed his life on the line—literally. In referring to Epaphroditus like
this, Paul taught believers another quality that helps produce agenda harmony and team building
within relationships… vulnerability.
In doing so, he gave us three key principles concerning vulnerability that enhance and strengthen
relationships. By using Epaphroditus as an example, he teaches the church that vulnerability is
released (1) through teamwork in the ministry of the gospel, (2) through taking responsibility for
the well being of others, and (3) through radical discipleship.
I.

When we decide to co-labor with others we allow ourselves to become vulnerable. 25
But I think it is necessary to send back to you Epaphroditus, my brother, fellow worker
and fellow soldier, who is also your messenger, whom you sent to take care of my needs.

Comment: Let's consider for a moment the identity of Epaphroditus. We know that he was a
member of the Philippian church. Paul's words make this clear: who is also your messenger,
whom you sent to take care of my needs. We also know that he was a member of Paul's
missionary team. Again Paul's words make this clear: my brother, fellow worker and fellow
soldier. He was also the person who delivered gifts to Paul from the Church in Philippi (4:18).
And, it is safe to presume, the person who brought news to Paul concerning the affairs and
condition of the Church in Philippi. The word messenger translates the same Greek term that is
in other contexts translated as apostle. It simply means "one sent forth." By implication we can
assume it means one sent forth with a message to convey. It is likely, then, that Paul learned of
the growing conflict within the Philippian Church because of Epaphroditus’ travels back and
forth.
Yet, there is more we can learn from Epaphroditus than there is to learn about him. In verses
twenty-six through thirty, we see that Epaphroditus had become very ill—in fact, he almost
died—as he served Christ faithfully. In verse thirty, Paul even wrote to the Philippians, he almost
died for the work of Christ, risking his life to make up for the help you could not give me. From
where did this selfless life style erupt? Perhaps the answer can be found in the words Paul chose
to describe Epaphroditus as a companion and coworker in the work of delivering the gospel: my
brother, fellow worker and fellow soldier.
Brother, worker, soldier—these are descriptions that call up images of common purpose,
common labor, and common danger. Epaphroditus, no less than Paul or Timothy, was driven by
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the same desire to serve Christ. He understood the costs. He recognized the risks. He realized the
difficulty. Yet, he plunged right in. He joined the team. In doing so, he allowed himself to be
vulnerable. And, through his willingness to be vulnerable, he became a great servant of God.
II.

When we consider those around us as our responsibility we allow ourselves to become
vulnerable. 26-28
For he longs for all of you and is distressed because you heard he was ill.

Comment: There is a second general truth about vulnerability demonstrated in the life and
service of Epaphroditus. We do not only open ourselves up when we decide to become coworkers in the ministry of the church, we also open ourselves up when we begin to consider
ourselves responsible for the well-being of others. Epaphroditus had heard that the Philippians
had learned of his illness. He correctly assumed they would worry. This propelled him to want
them to be put at ease. In fact, his sense of responsibility for their well-being was so strong that
Paul told the Philippians that he longs for all of you and is distressed because you heard he was
ill. This was not simply homesickness, but rather a true desire to quiet their fears concerning
him. The word distressed is translated in the King James Bible as full of heaviness. It is the same
word used to describe the Lord's sorrow in the Garden of Gethsemane (Matthew 26:37) just
before he was arrested and in anticipation of the crucifixion. Epaphroditus had a very troubled
heart over the anxiety at work in the minds of his fellow believers.
Talk about being vulnerable...here was a guy who was deathly ill, yet he stressed his mind and
body all the more by focusing his attention on others rather then himself. Paul had two
subordinate thoughts concerning this whole thing. They too can be articulated as principles.
A.

Considering those around us as our responsibility will demand self-sacrifice.
Indeed he was ill, and almost died.

Comment: Like Epaphroditus (or Timothy, or Paul, or especially Jesus), should we choose to
consider those around us as our responsibility, we will need to place sacrifice high upon our list
of priorities. The Apostle Paul spelled this out by teaching the Philippians (and now us) about the
Lord's willingness to sacrifice (2:5-11), he pointed it out by describing Timothy's selfless
character (2:19-24), and, in our present passage, he seized upon the opportunity to use
Epaphroditus as another example. If we move even further back in Paul's Letter to the
Philippians we might recall that he too was a great example of self-sacrifice (1:12-26).
B.

Considering those around us as our responsibility motivates us to relieve their
pain.
But God had mercy on him, and not on him only, but also on me, to spare me
sorrow upon sorrow. Therefore I am all the more eager to send him, so that when
you see him again you may be glad and I may have less anxiety.

Comment: Earlier we saw how Epaphroditus longed for the Philippians because he was
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distressed over their anxiety about his illness. Here we see that Paul also wanted them to be
relieved of their fears. He, therefore, wrote I am all the more eager to send him, so that when you
see him again you may be glad and I may have less anxiety. Remember, things were probably
worse for Paul than they were for the Philippians. What was a little anxiety over the physical
condition of a friend compared to imprisonment? Paul could certainly have benefited by
Epaphroditus' on-going presence. Nevertheless, he, like Epaphroditus, wanted to care for those
he loved. As he considered his responsibility toward them, he was motivated to relieve their pain
and anguish.
III.

When radical discipleship invades every facet of our lives we allow ourselves to become
vulnerable. 29,30
Welcome him in the Lord with great joy, and honor men like him, because he almost died
for the work of Christ, risking his life to make up for the help you could not give me.

Comment: A third over-riding principle concerning vulnerability that was at work in
Epaphroditus' life stemmed from his all out engagement of total discipleship. Notice what Paul
said of Epaphroditus in his concluding remarks about him (2:30): because he almost died for the
work of Christ, risking his life to make up for the help you could not give me. For the work of
Christ this young man was willing to give heart and soul, life and limb. That is radical
discipleship. That is being fully devoted to the Savior. Epaphroditus had actually been risky in
his gospel adventures. He had put aside any inclinations toward self and placed himself on the
altar of Christ's service. This is very interesting and very instructive. When this mindset, this
heartfelt drive invades every part of our lives, we will do whatever is best for the sake of Christ
and others often in violation of our own emotional and physical strength.
There are also two subordinate principles that can be derived from radical discipleship. One has
to do with how others end up seeing us. The other has to do with the outcome of radical
discipleship.
A.

Radical discipleship on our part draws respect from others.
Welcome him in the Lord with great joy, and honor men like him

Comment: Paul was really asking the Philippians to see Epaphroditus as Paul himself saw him. If
they had any false notions that his mission had not been a complete and total success, they were
to let them rest. Actually, they were to honor Epaphroditus.
While seeking honor or respect should never be the motivation behind radical discipleship,
honor and respect are often the prize of radical discipleship. Think of someone you know who
lays it all on the line for Jesus without being obnoxious, conceited or self-seeking. Now is it not
true that people usually speak well of such a person? Indeed, is such a person not often the
recipient of others praise? And, in the final analysis, even if honor in this life is never
forthcoming, does not Jesus himself promise to honor the radically committed with the greatest
words anyone will ever hear—"Well done, good and faithful servant!—when the radically
committed stand before him in heaven.
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B.

Radical discipleship demonstrates itself in fulfilled ministry.
to make up for the help you could not give me.

Comment: This is not a negative comment about the Philippians. Paul is simply stating the
obvious facts. Paul and the Philippians were separated by many, many miles. They had not been
able to minister to him directly. Epaphroditus was their representative. What they could not do
for him as a whole church, Epaphroditus could do as a member of the church. In fact, someone
had to make the journey from Philippi to Paul's place of arrest—someone who had enough love
for both Jesus Christ and others that he or she would be willing to risk everything.
It is this kind of discipleship that sees ministry through to the end. The tenacity necessary for
fulfilling gospel work cannot be conjured up through pep talks and emotional manipulation.
Neither can it be sustained when someone is simply employed by the church. The tenacity
necessary for fulfilling gospel work comes only through selfless, radical discipleship. It is born
from a love for Jesus Christ and a hope for the redemption of lost souls.
It is this kind of vulnerability that will stem the tide of conflict. It will pave the way for great
relationships. Why? It will do so, because people who are willing to give it all for the sake of
Christ and others will also be willing to forsake their own little idiosyncrasies. They will not be
consumed with a drive to have their way all the time. They will be willing to concede their
hobby-horse for the greater good.
So, what will it be? In your effort to either build or maintain solid relationships will you be a
survivalist at all costs or will you become vulnerable?

Action Steps
1.

Reading Step: Read through Philippians again. Now re-read 2:1-30 several times.

2.
Thinking Step: Like Timothy, Epaphroditus demonstrated the selfless qualities
advocated by the Apostle Paul and exemplified in our Lord Jesus (2:1-11). In verse 26, Paul said
Epaphroditus longed to see his Philippian friends. Some have taken this to mean he suffered a
certain amount of homesickness. But the next phrase could hardly warrant such an interpretation.
Paul wrote that (Epaphroditus) is distressed because they had heard he was ill. We may only
guess as to the nature of Epaphroditus' sickness. Yet we do know it was on account of his
Christian service (vs. 30). His full-out desire to serve Jesus and to serve the church had left him
vulnerable to affliction. Gene Getz states that, "...few of us ever experience real inconvenience
because we have given to help the work of Christ—either financially or through human effort."1
Ronald Reagan has said, "We will never learn the true value of our own lives until we
acknowledge the value of others.”2 The ability to create relationships that last, that are
meaningful, and that are reciprocal blossoms when vulnerability awakens within us.
So, think seriously now. Are you a vulnerable person? Or, have you barricaded your inner self
with material and psychological defense systems? Are you protecting your emotional and
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physical resources to the point that no one can get really close? Have you shut yourself off to the
great potential and possibilities that God may have in store for you? If not, praise the Lord and
take a break by skipping the Moving Out Step. If so, then spend some time on the Moving Out
Step.
Thought: Greater love has no one than this, than to lay down one's life for his friends. (Jesus in
John 15:13)
3.
Moving Out Step: Read again verses 29 and 30. How deeply did you consider that part
that read because he almost died for the work of Christ, risking his life? Is that something you
can see yourself doing? Even more, may we ask you to take the plunge? Perhaps you have seen
the need for a specific ministry. And, perhaps, you have been reluctant to meet the need. Is it
possible that one or more of these thoughts have passed through your mind:
I'm too shy...too young...too old...too...
What would people think?
I haven't got the training, talent, resources, charisma, or time...
What if it doesn't fly?
That stuff belongs to people "called" to the ministry.
Or, perhaps, none of these have passed through your mind, but a thousand others just like them
have. In any event here is the challenge: Read Matthew 28:16-20; Acts 1:8; Romans 12:1-8; and
Ephesians 4:7-16. Now notice principle III. B. on the study outline.
So, what are you waiting for?

_________________________
1.
Getz, Gene. The Measure of a Christian—Studies in Philippians. Regal Books, A Division of GL
Publications; Ventura, California.
2.

Reagan, Ronald. Abortion and the Conscience of the Nation. Thomas Nelson Publishers: Nashville; 1984,
p. 38.
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Part Three of the Body

Agenda Harmony In How We Approach Christian Maturity
Creates A Beautiful Church
3:1 – 4:1
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Chapter Twelve
Steering Clear of Legalism
Philippians 3:1-7

Finally, my brothers, rejoice in the Lord! It is no trouble for me to write the same things to you
again, and it is a safeguard for you. Watch out for those dogs, those men who do evil, those
mutilators of the flesh. For it is we who are the circumcision, we who worship by the Spirit of
God, who glory in Christ Jesus, and who put no confidence in the flesh—though I myself have
reasons for such confidence. If anyone else thinks he has reasons to put confidence in the flesh, I
have more: circumcised on the eighth day, of the people of Israel, of the tribe of Benjamin, a
Hebrew of Hebrews; in regard to the law, a Pharisee; as for zeal, persecuting the church; as for
legalistic righteousness, faultless. But whatever was to my profit
I now consider loss for the sake of Christ.
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Theme: Should we long for Christian maturity we must steer clear of legalism.
Comment: As we turn our attention to this new segment, let's consider where it stands within the
overall framework of what we call Chapter Three in Paul's Letter to the Philippians. If you recall,
in Chapter One of the Philippian Letter, Paul dealt specifically with the need for unity
concerning the advancement of the gospel. In Chapter Two, he turned his attention to the need
for unity concerning the maintenance of solid Christian relationships. In this new section,
Chapter Three, we can quickly see that Paul turned his attention to the issue of growing up in
Christ. The goal is Christian maturity. The means, of course, is always Jesus...not some idol,
system, or set of regulations. These are merely man made legalisms that forever fall short.
Through out his career Paul confronted the heresy of legalism that stated, rather simply, that
Jesus was not enough. The heresy said, "Sure, Jesus is the Savior, but believers must also follow
some tedious regulations produced by the will of man." In this particular case, Paul had in mind
the legalism of first century Judaism.
We cannot be sure whether Paul had in mind Jews or Christians converted from Judaism who
were maintaining Jewish regulations. Both groups created severe stumbling blocks for someone
wanting to live by faith in Jesus Christ. The former simply rejected Christ completely. The latter,
while acknowledging Jesus Christ as the Savior, insisted on importing many of the man made
rules of Judaism into their walk with Jesus. Whichever group Paul had in mind, we can be sure
they were dyed in the wool legalists trusting in their moral and religious rituals rather than true
Christian faith. Ritualism parades itself in public. Faith is established from the inside out.
Legalism stems from the work of self in that we fabricate an outward appearance. The result is
personal pride and ineffective testimony. True Christian maturity stems from the work of Christ
both at the initial moment of salvation and throughout the process of sanctification. The result is
personal humility and effective testimony.
On this tremendously important concept, Paul wanted the Philippian Christians to be united.
They had come to Christ by faith. They could not afford to descend back into the pit of selfinduced righteousness. Neither could they afford to be divided on this issue. So Paul outlined
three good reasons for steering clear of legalism: first, it generates division; second, it fails to
develop true maturity; and, third, Jesus alone can instill Christians with maturity.
I.

Steer clear of legalism because it may generate division. 1,2
Finally, my brothers, rejoice in the Lord! It is no trouble for me to write the same things
to you again, and it is a safeguard for you. Watch out for those dogs, those men who do
evil, those mutilators of the flesh.

Comment: Before we tackle the application of this passage, let's look at a couple of technical
issues. First, some believe Paul's' statement, rejoice in the Lord, is simply a repeat of his earlier
exhortations in the letter (i.e. 1:18,26; and 2:18). However, it seems wiser to be taken as looking
forward to the following context. Verses two through eleven deal with legalism. Paul prefaced
that discussion by stating the obvious—Jesus must be what we rejoice in, not our own status,
ability, or accomplishments. Second, what exactly did Paul have in mind when he wrote it is no
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trouble for me to write the same things to you again? At least five alternatives have been
suggested.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The same things refer to verbal instructions from Paul while he was in Philippi.
The same things refer to written instructions in some other correspondence (now not
available to us).
The same things refer to the continued exhortation to rejoice.
The same things are impossible to discern, because verses one through nineteen are
actually part of a different letter.
The same things refer to the major theme of unity while making application in a
specifically new area.

Since any other letters from Paul to the Philippians are speculative at best, it is wise for us to
derive our answer from the context of what is actually before us. Thus, alternatives 2 and 4 may
be excluded. Alternative #1 would require a description of the verbal instructions being
speculated upon. This seems unlikely. Alternative #3 also appears unlikely since the phrase
rejoice in the Lord (as mentioned earlier) can best be understood as the positive exhortation to
grow in Christ as opposed to the legalism discussed in verses two through eleven.
We are left with alternative #5. This choice maintains contextual integrity as well as avoiding
secondary assumptions such as lost letters and digressions. J.B. Lightfoot agreed when he wrote,
"...an evil existed in the dissensions among the Philippians. This topic either directly or indirectly
has occupied a very considerable portion of the letter hitherto; and it appears again more than
once before the close...The Apostle therefore would naturally lay stress on this point here,
intending, as he appears to have done, to bring his letter to a speedy close."1
So, with this behind us, why did Paul write finally, my brothers, rejoice in the Lord! It is no
trouble for me to write the same things to you again, and it is a safeguard for you. Watch out for
those dogs, those men who do evil, those mutilators of the flesh? It was his intention to continue
helping believers to discern what is best (1:10). He wanted them to remain united. And he knew
that wherever legalism reared its ugly head, division would follow. In fact, its power to divide
almost broke the early church as evidenced by the upheaval between some in the Church of
Jerusalem and those in the Church of Antioch (Acts 15). For this reason he used very strong
language: those dogs, those men who do evil, those mutilators of the flesh. You see, the
Judaizers, themselves, derogatively considered everyone outside their ritualism to be no better
than dogs. They considered all others as evil. And they believed themselves to be ultimately
superior because they circumcised themselves (the covenant of Israel; Genesis 17). What they
failed to realize was that it was not the physical circumcision itself that made them close to God.
Circumcision was supposed to be a sign that they were already close to God. And closeness to
God should have been a matter of the heart. So, Paul, according to Vincent, used a play upon the
word circumcision when he said they were mutilators of the flesh.2 Paul described these people
as having cut themselves up, rather than simply having been related to God through a covenant
relationship. They had a frightful misunderstanding concerning the comprehensive work of Jesus
Christ. In effect, they had mutilated the truth. This kind of legalism tears churches apart and Paul
wanted none of it for the Church in Philippi.
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II.

Steer clear of legalism because it fails to develop any semblance of true maturity. 3-6
For it is we who are the circumcision, we who worship by the Spirit of God

Comment: Paul then pointed to believers in Christ Jesus—who live by faith, not by law, works,
or ritualism—as those who truly possess a covenant with God by writing for it is we who are the
circumcision. He then added who worship by the Spirit of God. He was making the point that
while the Judaizers claim spiritual maturity comes about as the result of their particular rules it in
fact does no such thing. Instead, it is Paul and Timothy and Epaphroditus and the believers in
Philippi—who all live by faith—who are the ones who really have great relationships with God.
The natural extension of eternal life received by faith in Jesus Christ is to worship by the Spirit of
God not the physical act of circumcision. The heart of true worship is derived from God and
returned to God. It is not assisted in any way by our flesh—our vain attempts at self produced
righteousness. To live out a life of faith in Christ is to worship in the Spirit. To live out a life of
ritualism is to worship the ritualism itself. The former grows us up. The latter beats us up. Faith
produces maturity. Legalism fails to develop any semblance of maturity.
Paul then pointed out two crucial items connected with the true faith of Christianity. By pointing
these out, Paul continued to demonstrate what is involved with growing up spiritually. By way of
contrast they expose the deficiencies of legalism.
A.

Legalism fails to develop maturity since it misses the focus of true worship—
Jesus.
For it is we who are the circumcision, we who worship by the Spirit of God, who
glory in Christ Jesus

Comment: Those who will grow in their relationship with God are those who revel in their
relationship with Jesus. Those who will grow in their relationship with God are those who put
their mind and heart on Christ and not on things associated with rituals. Those who glory in
Christ Jesus, rather than their own legalistic tendencies, are the ones who are really progressing
spiritually. Those who are, as Paul put it, really of the circumcision give Jesus all the credit and
honor. Our own efforts, our own works deserve no credit in salvation or sanctification. This does
not imply cheap grace. We are not saved only to remain carnal. Instead, we must realize that
salvation and sanctification (holiness, Christian maturity) are possible only in and through Jesus
Christ. They are the result of becoming fully and deeply devoted to Jesus.
Legalism misses this. Legalism misses the focus of true worship. Legalists are not in love with
the Prince of Peace. Instead, they are enamored with the publicity of their performance.
B.

Legalism fails to develop maturity because it emphasizes independence rather
than dependence on Christ.
For it is we who are the circumcision, we who worship by the Spirit of God, who
glory in Christ Jesus, and who put no confidence in the flesh—though I myself
have reasons for such confidence.
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Comment: Again, by way of contrast, Paul pointed to another of the failings of legalism. The
legalist is self-sufficient. The Christian who lives by faith finds Christ to be totally sufficient.
The legalist has all of his or her confidence in the flesh. The word flesh was Paul's usual term for
self-reliance. R.P. Martin described flesh like this: "another way of expressing the innate
tendency on the part of the religious man to obtain a standing before God and to secure, by his
own effort, approval and acceptance with him.3
If anyone could have accomplished righteousness through the flesh, it would have been Paul. In
fact, he utilizes his own ascribed and achieved status symbols to point this out. He also uses them
to point out what an emphasis on independence from Christ might look like.
1.

We emphasize independence when we rely upon our ascribed status.
If anyone else thinks he has reasons to put confidence in the flesh, I have
more: circumcised on the eighth day, of the people of Israel, of the tribe of
Benjamin, a Hebrew of Hebrews

Comment: An ascribed status is one that is bequeathed to us. We do nothing to earn it, but,
nonetheless, we take great pride in it. For Paul it was the fact that he belonged to the Hebrew
nation—the chosen people of God. He pointed to four of these ascribed status symbols:
Circumcised on the eighth day: he was accounted special among the Hebrews by virtue of his
parents' religious piety He was marked by the covenant from infancy. He was not a convert to
Judaism at some later date.
Of the people of Israel: He was also accounted special because he was actually descended from
Israeli ancestry. This indicates that his parents were also Israeli. They too were not converts.
Of the tribe of Benjamin: His particular brand of ascribed status was further boosted since he was
descended from the tribe of Benjamin. Of all the Hebrew tribes, the tribe of Benjamin received
the highest honor. It had always been faithful. It was great in the defense of the nation. It was
home to the nation's first king. And Paul could trace his heritage from among the Benjamites.
A Hebrew of Hebrews: It was impressive enough to be able to list the above status symbols, but
within the ranks of first century Israelism to claim an even more significant measure of purity
one could inform others that their family even conversed in the mother language—Hebrew. The
phrase a Hebrew of Hebrews was tantamount to saying the Hebrew son of Hebrew parents and
lets us know that the very language his parents used while raising him was the ancestral language
of his race. This, as Martin points out, "was a mark of faithfulness to the old culture, and
commanded special attention."4
These first four marks of importance were ascribed to Paul. He was not responsible for them. He
had received them by virtue of his birth and family position.
This is often true of us as well. As Christians, we too have items in our arsenal that we depend
upon. In our independence we tend to rely on ascribed status symbols like:
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"I've been going to church since my Momma first held me in her arms."
"Of course I'm a spiritual Christian. My Daddy is an elder in the church."
"Don't talk to me about Scripture. I've been quoting John 3:16 since Grandma first took
me to Vacation Bible School."
Non-Christians do the same thing. They may be self-reliant because they come from a wealthy
and important family. Perhaps they were born with tremendous physical beauty, athletic ability,
or mental genius.
In either case, dependence on these (and a thousand other) ascribed marks of status to please God
will leave anyone gasping for spiritual survival.
2.

We emphasize independence when we rely upon our achieved status.
in regard to the law, a Pharisee; as for zeal, persecuting the church; as
for legalistic righteousness, faultless.

Comment: We also emphasize independence when we rely upon achieved status. An achieved
status symbol is one that we earn. Paul referred to three of them where he was concerned.
In regard to the law, a Pharisee: The Israeli rightly regarded the Law of the Old Testament very
highly. Paul had become a Pharisee with respect to his education in the Law. The Pharisees were
the religious rulers of Judaism. They surpassed everyone in knowledge. Yet, Paul knew that even
the strictest adherence to the Law was not enough, because if someone transgressed a portion of
the Law he or she transgressed the whole of the Law (Galatians 3:10-14).
As for zeal, persecuting the church: Paul also remembered his personal history. Before he met
Christ, Paul had greatly hurt the very first Christians. During that period of his life he truly
believed he was serving God. To him, that young group was a blight. The early Church
threatened the status quo of Pharisaical Judaism. From Paul's point of view back then, those
Christians were the worst heretics on record. He zealously hunted them down.
As for legalistic righteousness, faultless: In view of the Judaistic understanding of righteousness
by way of following the law, Paul was, in his own thinking, in a position of not being faulted by
others. He did not say he was without blemish. He said he was above the reproach of others. If
one could be righteous in the eyes of others by following the law, it would have been Paul. He
was not telling the Philippians that he was faultless, but if anyone could appear to be so, it would
be him.
As with ascribed status, we, like Paul, have achieved status symbols. It may be our theological
depth. It may be our riches. It may be our educational degrees. It may be our political clout. It
may be our religious devotion. Whatever it is, it is not enough to earn standing with God. Christ
alone gains that standing for us.
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III.

Steer clear of legalism simply because Jesus alone can begin, continue, and complete our
spiritual growth. 7
But whatever was to my profit I now consider loss for the sake of Christ.

Comment: As Paul wrapped up this passage, he pointed the Philippians to the ultimate reason for
steering clear of legalism—it is simply useless. In fact, Paul wrote that all those ascribed and
achieved status symbols (what he once believed to be profitable), were now to be considered a
loss for the sake of Christ. In light of Christ's ministry in our lives, why would anyone depend on
anything else. In fact, anything and everything that could conceivably be counted on to help us
out before God should be tossed aside that we might cling ever more tightly to our Savior. When
we become more infatuated with the things of Christ than we are devoted to Christ, we begin to
atrophy. We become legalists. It just won't do. Likewise, when we become more devoted to
Christ than we are infatuated with the things of Christ, we begin to grow. We become people of
faith. Now that's the ticket.

Action Steps
1.
Reading Step: Read through Philippians again. Now re-read 3:1 – 4:1 several more times.
Notice the emphasis on Christian growth (verses 8,9,12,13,17,20,21).
2.
Thinking Step: As we have seen, in this section Paul turned his attention to the issue of
growing up in Christ. He wanted the Philippian believers to be united against legalism and in
support of faith in Christ for both salvation and sanctification. Is this exhortation necessary in
your life? Are you more concerned with the form of your religious service then the function it
should serve? Have you become more concerned about the style of the pews than you are about
the person sitting in them? Does performance based on some cultural rules within your church or
family occupy your thinking more than your longing for the Savior? If so, then get real serious
about the Moving Out Step.
3.

Moving Out Step: Ask yourself some more questions...

Does my walk with Jesus reflect a list of religious codes or does it reflect a vital, personal
relationship with the Living God?
Do I spend more time bickering about methods than I do praying?
Do I find more fault than I do good in others?
Do I criticize more than encourage?
Have I ever questioned another's salvation based upon their end-time theology, their stand on
spiritual gifts, their style of dress, their taste in music, etc?
Do I pray eloquently in public, but seldom in private?
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Have I got an opinion on every subject brought up in Sunday School, Bible Study, or Small
Group, but fail to study the Bible regularly?
Well, you get the picture. Make your own application. And, hey, enjoy the growth.

_________________________
1.
Lightfoot, J.B. St. Paul's Epistle to the Philippians. Zondervan Pub. House: Grand Rapids, MI; 1976,
p.126.
2.

Vincent M.R.
885.

Word Studies in the New Testament. MacDonald Pub. Co: MacDill AFB, FL; pp. 884,

3.

Martin R.P.
139, 140

The Epistle of Paul to the Philippians. Eerdmans Pub. Co: Grand Rapids, MI; 1959, pp.

4.

ibid

p. 142
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Chapter Thirteen
Faith: Ritual or Relationship?
Philippians 3:8-11

What is more, I consider everything a loss compared to the surpassing greatness of knowing
Christ Jesus my Lord, for whose sake I have lost all things. I consider them rubbish, that I may
gain Christ and be found in him, not having a righteousness of my own that comes from the law,
but that which is through faith in Christ—the righteousness that comes from God and is by faith.
I want to know Christ and the power of his resurrection and the fellowship of sharing in his
sufferings, becoming like him in his death, and so, somehow,
to attain to the resurrection from the dead.
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Theme: Should we long for Christian maturity we must walk by faith.
Comment: In 3:1-7, Paul demonstrated the inadequacies of legalism. In 3:8-11, he points out the
strength of faith. Read the following out-loud and just listen to what Paul said:
What is more, I consider everything a loss compared to the surpassing greatness of knowing
Christ Jesus my Lord, for whose sake I have lost all things. I consider them rubbish, that I may
gain Christ and be found in him, not having a righteousness of my own that comes from the law,
but that which is through faith in Christ—the righteousness that comes from God and is by faith.
All those important status symbols, all that self-made righteousness, and all that ability to look
good in front of others failed miserably compared to simply knowing Christ. Faith in Christ for
salvation and faith in Christ for daily needs—both physical and spiritual—fosters a personal
relationship with him. Depending on all that ritualistic stuff fosters stale religion. Relationships
are real. Rituals are somewhat artificial. Paul believed in the vitality of his relationship with
Jesus Christ through faith. We should too.
So, let’s break it down…
I.

Walking by faith steers us toward an ever closer walk with Jesus. 8a,b,c
What is more, I consider everything a loss compared to the surpassing greatness of
knowing Christ Jesus my Lord, for whose sake I have lost all things.

Comment: Nothing else counted for Paul if he could just grow and grow in his relationship with
Jesus. He acknowledged this by compounding his words: the surpassing greatness of knowing
Christ Jesus my Lord. Paul wanted more than to simply know about the Savior. He wanted the
surpassing greatness of knowing Christ as the Lord of his life. This is more than knowing about
God or even receiving knowledge from God. Paul meant he wanted a close and genuine
friendship with his Savior. Everything that he had and all that he was in his personal past were
lost in his pursuit to know Jesus. Think about it. The same Savior who would be our King will
also be our friend. Amazing.
II.

Walking by faith requires that we rid ourselves of any baggage labeled self-reliance.
8d,e-9
I consider them rubbish, that I may gain Christ and be found in him, not having a
righteousness of my own that comes from the law, but that which is through faith in
Christ—the righteousness that comes from God and is by faith

Comment: What did Paul consider rubbish? The things he considered rubbish were those
ascribed and achieved status symbols. He considered rubbish any self-made righteousness. He
considered rubbish any ability to look good in front of others. He considered rubbish all those
things he mentioned in 3:1-7. Any legalistic, self-imposed or self-embracing tendencies that
people would usually admire and that people would usually consider contributors in one's
standing before God were nothing more than rubbish to the apostle.
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The word translated as rubbish refers to either human body waste or left over table scraps. R.P.
Martin prefers the translation "dirty muck."1 He writes, "Such is God's estimate of all religious
observance and practice which is not rooted in Christ and his atoning merit."2 This is fairly
strong language concerning the stuff from which we produce self-reliance. However, when we
stop to remember just how compelling self-reliance can be, we can understand why God moved
the apostle to use such vivid language. "Making it on our own" is a human mantra. It riddles our
work ethic. It inhabits our music. It contributes to the stories of heroes and legends—as it should
if we're only talking about earthly endeavors. Yet, what speaks volumes in building a great city,
running a successful business, or leading a victorious army is muted as a method of securing
salvation and/or Christian maturity. God produces godliness. Christ produces Christ-likeness.
Paul strengthens this argument by providing four very helpful points:
A.

Ridding ourselves of self-reliance enables us to load up with Jesus.
that I may gain Christ

Comment: The phrase that I may gain Christ referred to Paul’s most basic goal. It would be the
much desired result of tossing out every earthly advantage. Dr. John G. Mitchell, of Multnomah
School of the Bible, would tell his students, "You've got to fall more in love with the Savior."
His rich, old world accent dripped with devotion for Jesus. You could see it in his eyes. You felt
it in his presence. He, like Paul, wanted Christ more than anything. It is not a magic formula for
success. Instead it is the natural conclusion to a relationship.
B.

Ridding ourselves of self-reliance identifies us with Jesus.
and be found in him

Comment: The phrase and be found in him describes the public dimension of Paul’s desire to
know his Savior deeply. It is the natural outcome of wanting to load up on Jesus. Paul would be
"discovered" abiding in Christ.
When we rid ourselves of self-reliance and fill ourselves with Jesus we develop a new identity.
When we are found in him we are no longer found in ourselves.
C.

Ridding ourselves of self-reliance frees us from the road-blocks of pride.
not having a righteousness of my own that comes from the law

Comment: The phrase not having a righteousness of my own that comes from the law is Paul’s
way of saying, “There will be no pride generated from my righteousness, because I never earned
righteousness by following the Law. I received it by knowing Jesus.” If one could follow the law
perfectly, he or she would, theoretically, be entirely righteous. Of course, Paul knew this was a
pipe-dream and would only lead to pride, because the person attaining to anything close to selfmade righteousness would view that righteousness as his or her own doing. Such pride, in and of
itself, is a detriment to spiritual well being. It will always come between us and God.
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D.

Ridding ourselves of self-reliance gives Jesus the honor for our righteousness.
but that which is through faith in Christ—the righteousness that comes from God
and is by faith

Comment: Now notice the fourth part: but that which is through faith in Christ—the
righteousness that comes from God and is by faith. This gives honor to where honor is due –
Jesus. You see, faith in Christ means giving up all trust in ourselves and trusting only in his
perfect person and work. There simply can be no other way.
Likewise, it is important to note that faith itself is not the source of our right-standing before
God. It is who we have faith in that is of paramount importance. Even in our act of faith there is
no hint of self-righteousness. Jesus Christ alone deserves the honor. This truth can be observed in
the phrase the righteousness that comes from God and is by faith. Both the instigation and the
fulfillment of faith begin and end with God. In another letter, Paul wrote it this way: For it is by
grace you have been saved, through faith—and this not of yourselves, it is the gift of God—not
by works, so that no man can boast (Ephesians 2:8).
III.

Walking by faith will alone carry us toward our desired destination. 10,11
I want to know Christ and the power of his resurrection and the fellowship of sharing in
his sufferings, becoming like him in his death, and so, somehow, to attain to the
resurrection from the dead

Comment: Christians, like the Apostle Paul, should desire one all consuming destination—a
closeness to Jesus Christ that encompasses the heights and depths of his power and glory and his
pain and trials. This destination will bring us so close that we will actually begin to appropriate
the Lord's character. There is no hint here that we will become little gods—that is heresy. When
Paul said he wanted to know Christ and the power of his resurrection and the fellowship of
sharing in his sufferings he meant that he wanted to experience the implications of the Lord's
resurrection and suffering.
The power of his resurrection is the assurance of eternal and abundant life. It is the promise of
victory over death. It is the hope of a new humanity—one no longer marred by the weakness of
our present bodies. To know the power of his resurrection then is to cash in our fleshly weakness
for the experience of his life and power for moral health.
The fellowship of sharing in his sufferings implies a willingness to endure hardship even as Jesus
did. Becoming like him in his death implies a willingness to agonize over the sorry state of affairs
the human race has gotten itself into. One should recall some of our Lord's words during the
crucifixion. Even during those awful moments he was able and willing to say, Father, forgive
them, for they do not know what they are doing (Luke 23:34a). To know the fellowship of
sharing in his sufferings and becoming like him in his death then is to give up the self-centered,
ambitious, legalistic tendencies of personal aggrandizement for a deep compassion and love for
others characterized by a willingness to sacrifice everything.
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Finally, to attain to the resurrection from the dead naturally points to our final destination—to be
glorified with Christ. Paul recognized that while he remained on earth the power of his
resurrection and the fellowship of sharing in his sufferings would be necessary if he was to
progress moment by moment in holiness and usefulness. He also recognized that a great reward
awaited him later—the resurrection from the dead. So to attain to the resurrection from the dead
is to gain the ultimate destination for living by faith in Christ Jesus. From beginning to end
Christian maturity comes as we travel on a road called faith. Any detour down paths of our own
making decreases the effectiveness of our journey. They will always lead to road blocks. They
will always impede our progress. Yet, every step we take by faith draws us closer and closer to
Jesus Christ. And as we get closer and closer to Jesus we grow more and more in his image.

Action Steps
1.

Reading Step: Read through Philippians again. Now re-read 3:1 – 4:1 several more times.

2.
Thinking Step: If we cannot trust ourselves for the maturing of our Christian lives, who
do we trust? As we've just seen, it's Jesus Christ. Such is the essence of faith: to put the full
weight of our entire lives into the safe-keeping of Jesus. Such faith, though intensely personal,
exhibits itself publicly in the reality of an intimate relationship with him. It means that we abide
in him at all times.
Thus, Paul drew a distinction between the mere practice of religion and the presence of a
relationship. The former majors on the forms of our rituals. The latter majors on the function of
the relationship. This has always been the way of those who draw close to God.
Take Moses for example. Hebrews 11:23-29 tells us he lived by faith. And Exodus 33:13 tells us
that Moses could even be heard saying, If you are pleased with me, teach me your ways so I may
know you. Moses desired to have his knowledge of God expanded that his fellowship with God
might be deepened. As we have seen, Paul wanted the same thing. The only question remaining
is "How about us?"
3.
Moving Out Step: Searching through the rooms, corridors, and closets of your life, make
an inventory of your baggage. Will any of it be labeled "self-reliance?" Who are you depending
on most for your family, your growth, your ministry, your work? Is it you or is it Jesus?
Utilize the chart on the following page. In the large column labeled "LIFE" fill in all those parts
of you that are most important: i.e. salvation, spouse, children, church, work, ministry, friends,
etc. Now seriously consider whether you or Jesus sit behind the steering wheel. For each specific
area indicate who is driving by placing a mark in the appropriate column.
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Life

Me

Jesus

Well, if you've taken the time to complete your inventory, you must be serious about traveling on
a road called faith. Perhaps your next step is prayer: "Lord, there remain areas of my life that
reside in the dwelling of my own confidence. Here they are, Lord, I offer them to you. I pray that
daily, just as you are faithful to care for them, I will faithfully depend on you for the strength and
godliness I will need to allow my faith in Christ to lead me rather than my natural inclinations."

_________________________
1.
Martin R.P.
The Epistle of Paul to the Philippians. Eerdmans Pub. Co: Grand Rapids,
MI; 1959, p. 147.
2.

ibid

p. 147
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Chapter Fourteen
Perfection: Present or Future?
Philippians 3:12-16

Not that I have already obtained all this, or have already been made perfect, but I press on to
take hold of that for which Christ Jesus took hold of me. Brothers, I do not consider myself yet to
have taken hold of it. But one thing I do: Forgetting what is behind and straining toward what is
ahead, I press on toward the goal to win the prize for which God
has called me heavenward in Christ Jesus.
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Theme: Should we long for Christian maturity we must focus our attention on what we will
become.
Comment: Paul continues to press his point: the Church must possess agenda harmony in how it
approaches Christian maturity. On the one hand, it must avoid using legalism as a means to
maturity (vss. 1-7). On the other hand, it must use faith (vss. 8-11). Both of these earlier sections
helped the Philippian Church (as well as us) to see that Christian growth is a process
fundamental to and subsequent to one’s salvation. Let there be no mistake, once saved a believer
is expected to grow in and through his or her faith.
In 3:12-16, Paul shifted his emphasis, but not his subject. He still addressed Christian maturity,
but he added yet another facet to the process. What we learn is this: Christian maturity does not
happen in a moment of time. It does not even happen in a portion of one’s life. Instead, it
continues throughout life. Through Paul, God wants us to see that final maturity—what
theologians call glorification—still awaits us. So he inspired the Apostle to move from those
things counted as loss and those things presently desired to those things yet future. In doing so,
God gave us four more principles...
I.

Focus your attention on what you will become since you have not come close to peaking.
12a,b
Not that I have already obtained all this, or have already been made perfect

Comment: While the apostle’s great desire was to fully experience the power of the Lord’s
resurrection and the fellowship of sharing in the Lord’s sufferings, he clearly understood his
present condition: he was still in the process. He had not yet arrived. That is why he wrote not
that I have already obtained all this, or have already been made perfect.
Paul wanted the Philippian Christians to truly grasp what he was saying. It’s as though, in these
opening phrases of verse eleven, he wanted to pause, to linger. We might paraphrase his
comments like this: “Don’t get me wrong. I have high hopes and expectations, but believe me,
I’m not there yet. Salvation did not give me instant perfection. Neither has my faith and desire.”
Paul knew that he had not yet peaked. Sure he could stand tall among his peers. Yes he was
ahead of many others in his knowledge and devotion. However, he hardly felt assured
concerning his overall spiritual condition. Neither should we.
We must be every bit as careful concerning our spiritual condition. Like Paul, we must never
consider ourselves finished. While athletes may talk about reaching peak performance—a state
of physical and mental conditioning in which they are at their very best—we cannot. We must
always press ahead. We must always reach a bit further.
II.

Focus your attention on what you will become since Jesus himself is your coach. 12c
but I press on to take hold of that for which Christ Jesus took hold of me
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Comment: Let’s continue seeing these principles through an athletic motif. Paul has already
indicated peak performance does not occur when one accepts salvation. Neither does it occur in
our present condition. This being the case, we are faced with a simple question. What then
should we do? Paul indicated that we should keep on keeping on. Continuing to use himself as an
example, he said, (once again paraphrasing) “Maybe I have not yet reached my peak spiritual
condition, but neither am I slacking.” Quite the contrary, Paul had every intention of claiming a
victory. Or, in his own words, I press on to take hold of that for which Christ Jesus took hold of
me. The New Century Version renders his words like this: but I continue trying to reach it and
to make it mine. Christ wants me to do that, which is the reason he made me his.
The imagery here is very clear. The phrase I press on translates a word that brings to mind a
picture of a marathon runner pursuing the finish line. It is an active, earnest, driving pursuit. The
Apostle realizes how far short of perfection he still is and, thus, is determined to chase hard after
that goal—to become the person God desires him to be.
However, notice Paul is not in this race all by himself. Paul wanted to take hold (appropriate,
capture, win, “reach it and to make it mine”) of something for which Christ Jesus took hold of
me. Paul realized that Jesus himself initiated his fulfillment as a person. He knew Jesus drafted
him into the race. He knew Jesus would continue to coach him throughout the race.
This, again, is one of those all-important issues we who believe must be united upon. We must
fully appreciate how our maturity is ultimately in the hands of Jesus Christ. If we do, then, like
Paul, we can encourage one another in the proper methods of spiritual growth rather than, like
the legalists, resorting to ritualism.
III.

Focus your attention on what you will become because God has drafted you for the race.
13,14
Brothers, I do not consider myself yet to have taken hold of it. But one thing I do:
Forgetting what is behind and straining toward what is ahead, I press on toward the goal
to win the prize for which God has called me heavenward in Christ Jesus

Comment: Now the Apostle Paul adds emphasis to what he has already stated:
He is not yet perfect.
He does not count on the past.
He wholeheartedly pursues God’s design for him.
However, we might ask, “Just what is it that Paul wanted to take hold of?” What should we
desire so much that we cease relying on ourselves, our credentials, or our abilities? What is the
prize for which God has called me heavenward? More than likely it is the cover statement found
back in verse eight: What is more, I consider everything a loss compared to the surpassing
greatness of knowing Christ Jesus my Lord, for whose sake I have lost all things…
At the very heart of our Christian experience is the simple privilege of knowing the Savior. Paul
knew that his relationship with Jesus could grow deeper moment by moment. What was a
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mountain-top experience could become an earth-moving experience. What is an earth-moving
experience can become a heavenly experience. It gets better and better. In fact, back in our Bible
school days, we were honored to hear Dr. John G. Mitchell say, “I’ve been sixty years teaching
people about Jesus, and I’m just now beginning to understand the marvel of who he is.” How
awesome is that? We can spend a life-time getting to know our Savior and still savor the
anticipation of knowing him yet more and more as time passes into eternity.
In the end, we cannot say for absolute certainty what Paul had in mind when he used the phrase,
I press on toward the goal to win the prize for which God has called me heavenward in Christ
Jesus. We know generally the prize will be in the realm of Christ’s influence. However, the
particulars are left undefined. Still we cannot miss the sense of urgency, excitement, and
expectation dripping from Paul’s words.
Jesus spoke with Paul.
Paul saw him.
Paul heard him.
Jesus delivered Paul.
Poisonous snakes did not harm Paul.
Shipwrecks did not drown Paul.
Prisons did not keep Paul.
Jesus used Paul.
Paul healed the sick.
Paul delivered the possessed.
Paul preached the gospel.
One pastor was heard saying, “Paul was the greatest Christian who ever lived!” Yet, Paul looked
forward to the future like a schoolboy looks forward to summer. He yearned for more like a child
yearns for Christmas. He knew the wonder of this thing that God had drafted him into—and he
wanted it all.
He wanted all of the benefits of salvation.
He wanted all of the rewards of service.
He wanted all of the perfection of heaven.
He wanted all of the presence of Christ.
Think about that…
What does it matter if we receive compliments and applause
when we can have the very presence of God?
What does it matter if our rights are not completely vindicated
when we can have the very presence of God?
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What does it matter if we do not have all our so-called needs met
when we can have the very presence of God?
What does it matter if we are not treated right by others
when we can have the very presence of God?
IV.

Focus your attention on what you will become because present perfection is a pipedream. 15,16
All of us who are mature should take such a view of things. And if on some point you
think differently, that too God will make clear to you. Only let us live up to what we have
already attained.

Comment: Here we can see the Apostle Paul continuing to insist on agenda harmony regarding
how believers are to go about growing in their faith. Having pointed out that complete perfection
in Christ is a process, he here calls on those who are mature to agree with him. Apparently, there
were some who disagreed. They taught otherwise. In fact, they more than likely announced their
own perfection. This is what Paul had in mind when he wrote and if on some point you think
differently.
Rather than recognizing, as Paul did, that true perfection awaits heaven, some seemed to believe
that present perfection was their lot. Of course, this must be tied to what has gone before in 3:111 where, as you will recall, Paul contrasted legalism with faith as means to spiritual maturity. It
is probable that he still had in mind those who believed they were better than others because of
their strict (and, most likely, public) adherence to rules and ritualism. If this is the case, then the
phrase all of us who are mature is a stab in their direction. It’s as if the apostle were saying,
“Okay, since you are so perfect, it should be easy for you to accept this simple premise.” This
was such an important truth that Paul followed the first stab with a second when he wrote and if
on some point you think differently, that too God will make clear to you. Some of the Philippian
church members may have thought themselves ultra-wise and superior, but Paul thought
differently. How could it be otherwise? His confidence was in the Lord. We must not forget that
Paul’s words were actually God’s words. If, like the misguided legalists of the Philippian
Church, we possess over-inflated egos concerning our walk with Christ we need to remember
that present perfection is a pipe-dream.
On the other hand, we should also consider this truth if we are on the opposite end of this issue.
Maybe, instead of superiority, inferiority is what haunts you. Perhaps others have downloaded
their legalism to you. Perhaps you have been told you are not really saved since certain behaviors
are not present in your life. If this is the case…relax. The Apostle Paul made it clear: perfection
awaits us in heaven. Our response in the here and now is to be authentic in our walk with Christ.
Once we have accepted Jesus Christ as our Savior we should learn and apply the Bible as quickly
and as deeply as possible—but we need not feel guilty if we do not measure up to another’s
arbitrary legalism. Instead, as Paul put it, we should simply live up to what we have already
attained.
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Action Steps
1.
Reading Step: Read through Philippians again. Now again, please read 3:1 – 4:1 several
more times.
2.
Thinking Step: While in pursuit of Olympic gold an athlete will methodically train both
mind and body. Ever before her looms the ultimate goal. She thinks it. She dreams it. She lives
it. “Someday,” she assures herself, “I will stand high on that center platform. As I bend over, the
judge will place the gold medal and ribbon around my neck. And then, as I stand up to the roar of
the crowd, I will remember the pain of this training. Then I will count it worthwhile. Then, and
only then, I will rest.”
The athlete understands what it means to grind through the grueling process of a regimented
training schedule. She understands, because she thinks ahead. The future, not the present, holds
her prize…
The Apostle Paul understood this truth also. It had vivid implications for the Christian life. Using
this motif, he was able to recognize how far short he still stood from the ultimate goal of his
pursuit. Someday he would kneel at the feet of Jesus…someday his earthly body would give way
to a heavenly body…someday he would be free from the power and presence of sin…someday
the prize of the upward call of God in Christ Jesus would be his. Someday, but, for Paul, not the
day he wrote to the Philippian believers. Someday…just not an earthly day.
On this side of eternity we still live with the ugly implications of sin. The fall of Adam
implicated all of us in the quagmire of human futility. Apart from Christ we are dormant. In
Christ we are growing. And when he brings us to his Father’s house we will be complete. The
whole process of sanctification will find its fulfillment in glorification. That is the goal. For now,
however, the race is still on. Run it well.
3.

Moving Out Step: Ask yourself some questions:

Have I pulled up lame while the race is just beginning?
Have I started resting before the race is over?
Have I become satisfied with spiritual lethargy?
Or does training and running for the gold still create excitement and expectation deep in my
soul?
Now turn to Galatians 5:22,23. There you will find a short list of Spirit controlled qualities. In
fact, these are marks of spiritual fitness. Choose one you feel could use some conditioning in
your life. Write it down on a three by five card and keep it with you. Pray often about this quality
and seek opportunities to exercise it.
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Chapter Fifteen
The Unbridled Appetite: A Little g God
Philippians 3:17 – 4:1

Join with others in following my example, brothers, and take note of those who live according to
the pattern we gave you. For, as I have often told you before and now say again even with tears,
many live as enemies of the cross of Christ. Their destiny is destruction, their god is their
stomach, and their glory is in their shame. Their mind is on earthly things. But our citizenship is
in heaven. And we eagerly await a Savior from there, the Lord Jesus Christ, who, by the power
that enables him to bring everything under his control, will transform our lowly bodies so that
they will be like his glorious body. Therefore, my brothers, you whom I love and long for, my joy
and crown, that is how you should stand firm in the Lord, dear friends!
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Theme: Should we long for Christian maturity we must guard ourselves against unbridled
appetites.
Comment: What do we mean by the phrase “unbridled appetites?” An unbridled appetite is the
unrestrained pursuit of our earthly desires. It is the fulfillment of the old philosophy known as
hedonism: any and every attempt to seek life satisfaction through self-indulgence, lust, pleasure,
entertainment, gluttony, or vice. Christians pursuing this course must by necessity take
advantage of God’s grace. They end up treating God’s grace as a cheap commodity to be had and
handled with indifference. Instead of godliness through faith in Christ they choose shallowness
through indulging the flesh. It is the opposite of legalism, yet every bit as destructive. We call it
libertinism. In effect, it makes a god of our appetites.
It’s exactly what Paul had in mind when he wrote
as I have often told you before and now say again even with tears, many live as enemies of the
cross of Christ. Their destiny is destruction, their god is their stomach, and their glory is in their
shame. Their mind is on earthly things.
Having already pointed out the dangers of pursuing maturity through legalism rather than faith
(3:1-16), he turned his attention to this other end of the spectrum. Christians in the Philippian
Church needed to guard not only against legalism, but also the notion that as long as we know
Christ it really does not matter how we go about living our lives.
So, let’s turn our attention to the key principles Paul offered the Philippian Church that help us
guard against unbridled appetites. The first is…
I.

If we want to guard ourselves against unbridled appetites we should pattern our lives after
Christ-like individuals. 17
Join with others in following my example, brothers, and take note of those who live
according to the pattern we gave you

Comment: When Paul wrote join with others in following my example, what example was he
referencing? The obvious answer is the previous sixteen verses. Paul was intentional about his
pursuit of godliness. It was his intention to know Christ deeply and to express the life of Christ
through his daily actions. Neither legalism nor laziness would interfere.
The Apostle Paul also knew that he was not alone in this endeavor. Men like Timothy and
Epaphroditus were well known to the Philippian Church, so Paul asked the Philppians to take
note of such people. The New American Standard Bible renders take note as observe. The King
James Bible translates this term as mark. If we run these together it looks like this…join with
others in following my example, brothers, observe, mark, and take note of those who live
according to the pattern we gave you. This is not simply a plea for watching and admiring. Paul
wanted the Philippian believers to keenly analyze the nature of mature Christian living and then
imitate it.
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This must be true for us as well. If we sincerely want to guard ourselves against unbridled
appetites we will need to pattern our lives after Christ-like individuals. We will first need to
know what to look for, and, second, we will need to carefully observe and follow once we see it.
Much of knowing what to look for is found within the words of this letter. So, if we want to
follow Paul’s admonition to pattern our lives after godly people, one way to measure maturity is
to know well the principles of this letter to the Philippian Church.
II.

If we want to guard ourselves against unbridled appetites we must resist the influence of
those taking license with the grace of God. 18,19
For, as I have often told you before and now say again even with tears, many live as
enemies of the cross of Christ. Their destiny is destruction, their God is their stomach,
and their glory is in their shame. Their mind is on earthly things.

Comment: While it is true that we must follow the example of those who are truly walking in
Christ, it is also true that we must avoid following those who may want to accept God’s grace
but not his transforming power. In these few phrases the Apostle Paul shifted his emphasis from
the positive to the negative. The contrast between himself and those who find fulfillment in
themselves is every bit as compelling as the contrast between those who live by faith and those
who live by legalism. In Paul’s previous argument (3:1-16), legalistic tendencies were in direct
opposition to an authentic life of faith in Jesus Christ. In this context, self-indulgent tendencies
are shown to be in direct opposition to an authentic life in Christ.
Apparently, Paul had stressed this truth on more than one occasion. In fact, it was such an
important part of Christian discipleship that Paul found himself moved to tears. When he wrote
as I have often told you before and now say again even with tears, many live as enemies of the
cross of Christ he had powerful images in his mind. They were images of people saying yes to
God…people saying yes to his grace…but then abusing that grace. One might recall how he put
it in Romans 6:1-2, What shall we say, then? Shall we go on sinning so that grace may increase?
By no means! We died to sin; how can we live in it any longer? There were then (and there are
now) folks who seemed to think that since salvation was the result of God’s grace they did not
have to worry about pursuing a new and holy life. Paul described them this way: Their destiny is
destruction, their God is their stomach, and their glory is in their shame. Their mind is on
earthly things.
A powerful illustration of this tragedy can be seen in 1 Corinthians 5:1,2. There we read: It is
actually reported that there is sexual immorality among you, and of a kind that does not occur
even among pagans: A man has his father’s wife. And you are proud! Shouldn’t you rather have
been filled with grief and have put out of your fellowship the man who did this? This is precisely
what we mean by unbridled appetites. Not only was there a believer who felt perfectly okay
about committing sexual immorality with his stepmother, but there was also an entire church that
saw nothing wrong with it! Paul made it perfectly clear this is way out of line. It was then. It is
now.
So, who, specifically, did Paul have in mind in our present context? Well, we know they were
probably professed believers since Paul addressed them in such a way as to indicate they were
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among the Philippian fellowship. If they were of a Jewish background, then the phrases, their
destiny is destruction, their God is their stomach, and their glory is in their shame, their mind is
on earthly things more than likely refer to Jewish religious practices concerning clean and
unclean foods. If Paul had Gentiles in mind then these phrases referred to gluttony. Either way
the focus was on self, not the Savior. Either way they had exchanged the beauty of worshipping
Christ for the degradation of worshipping a little g god.
III.

If we want to guard ourselves against unbridled appetites we need to fulfill the role of
"Ambassador from Heaven." 3:20 – 4:1
But our citizenship is in heaven. And we eagerly await a Savior from there, the Lord
Jesus Christ, who, by the power that enables him to bring everything under his control,
will transform our lowly bodies so that they will be like his glorious body. Therefore, my
brothers, you whom I love and long for, my joy and crown, that is how you should stand
firm in the Lord, dear friends!

Comment: The Philippian believers could easily relate to this statement since they too were
citizens of a far away place—Rome. You may recall from the introduction (p. 12) that the city of
Philippi was actually a colony of Rome. The citizens of a Roman colony enjoyed the privileges
of Roman citizenship and were expected to represent Rome as ambassadors within a foreign
land. Paul could use this background to help the Church at Philippi understand their place and
role in the greater Philippian community.
We could paraphrase Paul’s statement like this: we have our true home in heaven with God; and
here on earth we are a colony of heaven’s citizens. Therefore, the morals, attitudes and behaviors
of believers on earth should represent the morals, attitudes, and behaviors found in heaven. We
are ambassadors, not immigrants. Ambassadors represent the country from which they come.
Immigrants become indistinguishable from the inhabitants of the country to which they move.
A.

In order to fulfill the role of “Ambassador from Heaven” we must remain loyal to
the Heavenly King.
And we eagerly await a Savior from there, the Lord Jesus Christ

Comment: In contrast to those Paul just warned about (i.e. their destiny is destruction, their God
is their stomach, and their glory is in their shame. Their mind is on earthly things), godly
believers have a Messianic expectation. Paul put it this way: we eagerly await a Savior from
there, the Lord Jesus Christ. Our destiny, our worship, our daily pursuit should be Jesus, not our
earthly pleasures or needs.
1.

We ought to remain loyal to the Heavenly King since he alone can ensure
our glorification.
who, by the power that enables him to bring everything under his control

Comment: As if simply stating the truth about expecting the Savior was not enough, Paul went
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on to describe why we should have a Messianic expectation—because Jesus Christ is the second
person of the Trinity. He is God. For eternity he has possessed the power to bring all things into
his sphere of influence and control. We may not have the power to transform ourselves, but he
sure does.
2.

We ought to remain loyal to the Heavenly King since his desire is to make
us like himself.
will transform our lowly bodies so that they will be like his glorious body

Comment: And, as if that also was not enough, Paul made his case even stronger. Again, in
contrast to fulfillment through self-indulgence, it is the Lord who produces all good things. In
describing the Lord Jesus Christ and what he plans to do for believers, Paul wrote who, by the
power that enables him to bring everything under his control, will transform our lowly bodies so
that they will be like his glorious body. Humans simply cannot find fulfillment in or through selfindulgence. It never works. The person who attempts this through legalistic ritualism eventually
runs into disaster. The person who attempts this through hedonistic libertinism also runs into
disaster. The flesh will always let us down, but Jesus will not. Salvation came by way of Christ
and it will be fulfilled by way of Christ. It is his intention to see every believer transformed into
his image.
B.

In order to fulfill the role of “Ambassador from Heaven” we should never swerve
from a Christ-centered position.
Therefore, my brothers, you whom I love and long for, my joy and crown, that is
how you should stand firm in the Lord, dear friends!

Comment: It was fitting that Paul concluded this section with these words. Within this entire
section, from 3:1 to 4:1, Paul dealt with Christian maturity. He demonstrated that it does not
come through legalism or libertinism. Neither religious ritualism nor religious laziness will do
the trick. It can, however, come about through pure faith in Jesus Christ. We must remember,
then, to never get the cart before the horse. We must always keep our eyes on Jesus. We must
always look to heaven. We must always find our fulfillment in our relationship to God. When we
worship the Savior before our stuff we place ourselves in position to receive his transforming
power. We become more like him, because we see, hear, and feel what he is like…that’s what it
means to stand firm in the Lord.

Action Steps:
1.
Reading Step: Read through Philippians again. Now reread 3:1 – 4:1 several more times.
Notice again the emphasis on Christian growth.
2.
Thinking Step: Recently we read a newspaper story in which the sad news concerned the
Federal Communication Commission’s decision to allow indecent television broadcasting during
the hours of 12am and six am. Basically this means that during these hours anything goes.
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Meditating over this issue, our memory of childhood television viewing received a boost. Our
nation has come a long way since then: all the way from Roy Rogers, Bugs Bunny, and Red
Skelton, to who knows what…maybe “Fast Women Meet Fast Men In The Fast Lane.”
Sad, how sad. Look around and you will see people scurrying off in every direction to some dark
little corner to indulge their over-active appetites. Of course, this is not so new so much as it has
become the accepted standard. “Fill me up” has become the rallying banner at the end of one
millennium and the beginning of a new millennium. Food, sex, pleasure, vanity, and power have
replaced charity, marriage, conviction, humility, and self-control. The gods of this age are
many…and many are the fools who bow before them…in the Church as well as out.
The Apostle Paul perceived the same dilemma. Apparently there were some in and around the
local church of Philippi who, rather than trusting fully in Christ, trusted their fulfillment to the
wanton indulgence of their sensual appetites. Perhaps the Greek school of Epicureanism
influenced these folks. Epicurus had taught that death was the end—there awaited nothing
beyond the grave. So, go ahead, indulge your appetites, for tomorrow you may die.
Unfortunately, the part about indulgence all too easily found acceptance. In fact, such thinking
served as quite the bait for catching weak little humans swimming in an ocean of sin anyway.
But, the really sad portion of the whole story centers in the fact that Christians too may fall prey
to such backward thinking. The heresy generated internal problems for the Church of Philippi
back then and the heresy generates internal problems for every local church today. This just will
not do!
Thought: An idol is anything that we desire so much that it inhibits our walk with God.
3.

Moving Out Step:

A.
Consider principle number I. from above. Have you seriously looked for a Christlike individual to follow? Try it. We can always find someone more like Jesus than ourselves.
B.
Think over some areas of your life in which you have resisted change. Is it
possible that these next statements describe your attitude on some of these things: “Well, I have a
right! Why should I deny myself this small pleasure?” Think it over. Remember… “An idol is
anything we desire so much that it inhibits our walk with God.”
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Part Four of the Body
Agenda Harmony In How We Conduct Church Ministries
Creates A Beautiful Church
4:2-9
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Chapter Sixteen
Cohesive Ministry: One Minded Labor
Philippians 4:2-7

I plead with Euodia and I plead with Syntyche to agree with each other in the Lord. Yes, and I
ask you, loyal yokefellow, help these women who have contended at my side in the cause of the
gospel, along with Clement and the rest of my fellow workers, whose names are in the book of
life. Rejoice in the Lord always. I will say it again: Rejoice! Let your gentleness be evident to all.
The Lord is near. Do not be anxious about anything, but in everything, by prayer and petition,
with thanksgiving, present your requests to God. And the peace of God, which transcends all
understanding, will guard your hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus.
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Theme: In order to conduct our ministries effectively our behavior must rise above our personal
differences.
Comment: As we pass into part four of the body of Paul's Letter to the Philippians (4:2-9), we
also pass into a new train of thought. After discussing issues surrounding Christian Maturity
(3:1-4:1), Paul turned his attention to the heart of the conflict within the Philippian Church—two
ladies (Euodia and Syntyche). These ladies had worked side by side one another and alongside
Paul in the ministry of the gospel. Unfortunately, those harmony days had passed. As a result, the
cohesiveness of the Philippian ministry was in danger. So, Paul had to ask them to turn away
from division in their ministry so as to rediscover one-minded labor.
This kind of business brings up a very important point: Agenda Harmony in the conduct of our
ministries is also necessary if we intend to create something beautiful. Euodia and Syntyche
should have known better. Paul said of their dilemma, I plead with Euodia and I plead with
Syntyche to agree with each other in the Lord. Yes, and I ask you, loyal yokefellow, help these
women who have contended at my side in the cause of the gospel, along with Clement and the
rest of my fellow workers, whose names are in the book of life. At one time they worked together.
Yet, at the time of Paul’s writing, he considered their new found discord to be a problem worthy
of direct intervention. Little problems can become big problems. The trouble with Euodia and
Syntyche could easily have become trouble for the whole church. That simply would not do. The
cause of the gospel cannot afford to have its messengers at odds with one another. Preventing
this from happening is of vital importance. It requires that we bump our behavior up above
personal differences.
Raising our behavior above our personal differences is not easy. In fact, very little of what is
truly important will ever be easy to accomplish. However, it is also not unreasonable to believe
we can succeed in this area. To assist us the Holy Spirit saw fit to include Paul's instructions to
these two ladies so that we might follow the same advice. From his instructions we can develop
five simple principles. Here they come...
I.

If behavior is to rise above personal differences we must forget pride while remembering
love. 2
I plead with Euodia and I plead with Syntyche to agree with each other in the Lord.

Comment: Not much is really known about Euodia and Syntyche. What we know of them is
found in this passage. As mentioned earlier, not only had they worked together, they had also
worked with Paul…and they had fallen into disagreement. Apparently the disagreement was so
strong it merited personal attention from Paul.
Usually, personal differences in how we go about our business are of no consequence. Many
different methods may very well be utilized to accomplish similar goals. However, sometimes
our differences become personal—as was the case with Euodia and Syntyche. The problem
belonged to both of them. We can see this in how Paul addressed them: he repeated his plea
when he wrote I plead with Euodia and I plead with Syntyche. Apparently, he did not see any
need for arbitration over their differences. Instead, he just wanted them to find common ground.
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Where was this common ground to be found? In the Lord Jesus, of course. The little phrase
agree with each other in the Lord is translated by J.B. Phillips in The New Testament in Modern
English as to make up your differences as Christians should. This really captures the essence of
Paul's plea. Of course, it should come as no surprise. The entire letter up to this point has been
filled with similar appeals to the entire church (esp. 1:27-30 and 2:1-11).
If Euodia and Syntyche were to reestablish themselves as true co-laborers they would have to put
their individual differences aside for the sake of their love and devotion to the Lord Jesus. This
requires emptying oneself of pride. It requires of a believer to live according to his or her new
identity in Christ. For Euodia and Syntyche, it would require that they actually put into practice
everything Paul had written in this letter…like…
Solid relationships and servant-like attitudes form the basis through
which the gospel advances during hard circumstances (1:1a).
Our relationship to Jesus, not our public position, makes us saints (1:1b,c).
Our relationship to God is His free gift of spiritual life to us (1:2).
The advance of the gospel depends largely upon the unity of Christians (1:3-8).
The advance of the gospel will be greatly enhanced if we
pursue the development of a more mature love (1:9-11).
Agenda harmony in advancing the gospel creates a beautiful church (1:12-30).
Agenda harmony in building solid Christian friendships creates a beautiful church (2:1-30).
Agenda harmony in how we approach Christian maturity creates a beautiful church (3:1-4:1).
and, of course, all the supporting principles that enhance each of the above.
If this was true for Euodia and Syntyche, it is true also for every other believer.
II.

If behavior is to rise above personal differences we must be willing to initiate
reconciliation between disputing Christians. 3
Yes, and I ask you, loyal yokefellow, help these women who have contended at my side in
the cause of the gospel, along with Clement and the rest of my fellow workers, whose
names are in the book of life

Comment: Paul not only pled his case directly to Euodia and Syntyche, but he also pled his case
with someone he referred to as loyal yokefellow. Again, we cannot be sure of this person’s
identity. Some have suggested others who were known to work with Paul like Barnabas, Luke,
Timothy, or even Epaphroditus. Some have suggested that the words translated as loyal
yokefellow or true companion actually refer to the person by name, i.e. loyal or true Syzygus. If
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this is true then Paul might actually have been creating a play on words: in essence saying
something like Syzygus (yokefellow/companion) be true to your name. In the end, we simply
cannot be sure—nor do we need to be since the point is not the person’s identity, but the person’s
task.
Paul asked of this person—help these women who have contended at my side in the cause of the
gospel. The principle for us to follow is quite simple: If behavior is to rise above personal
differences we must be willing to initiate reconciliation between disputing Christians.
Remember Paul’s train of thought…


These were all people who had been vitally involved with the ministry of the gospel.



Euodia and Syntyche, because of their personal differences, were putting that work in
jeopardy.



Paul pled with each of them to lay aside their pride and rise above those differences.



However, that would not be enough. As is so often the case, they would probably need
some outside help and motivation.



Paul desired that this help and motivation come through the assistance of the person he
referred to as loyal yokefellow.

Now, if we are to apply this message to our own lives, we must be willing to both receive help
from others when attempting any reconciliation and initiate help for others when they are
attempting any reconciliation.
III.

If behavior is to rise above personal differences we should remember that Jesus has
brought us together. 4
Rejoice in the Lord always. I will say it again: Rejoice!

Comment: Smack dab in the middle of this recommendation for reconciliation on behalf of those
who should have been together in their ministries, Paul took the time to remind everyone about
their roots. Perhaps they were in no mood to rejoice in one another, but they could rejoice in the
Lord. They could remember they were involved with someone far greater than themselves. They
could remember his cause was far greater than their differences. They could remember that it
should come as no surprise they were experiencing tension and conflict—they were sinners after
all. Euodia, Syntyche, and the others needed this reminder: remember, you who were fallen and
far from God, you who were saved from your sins, you who were once depraved in your
thoughts and actions, you are now equal at the foot of the cross. Jesus is the one who deserves
the applause and preeminence…not any of you.
One can only hope that we too will heed this great reminder. Think of the impact it could have.
A husband and wife could stop fighting simply because they remember to thank God for the
many blessings they have in Christ. An employee could learn to relax concerning the tension she
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has been feeling toward her supervisor simply because she once again remembers to delight in
her salvation. A pastor could decide to stay the course rather than resign simply because he
comes to grips with the clear idea that Jesus is greater than the squabbles within his Deacon
Board. Church hoppers could resist the urge to change churches simply because they recall that
no matter where they go they will find imperfections among believers because those who are
saved still carry some baggage.
IV.

If behavior is to rise above personal differences graciousness should envelope our
attitudes. 5
Let your gentleness be known to all men. The Lord is at hand.

Comment: All too often this little section, like the one before, gets yanked from its context. It is
then most often used as a general truth. Of course, the general truth of letting your gentleness be
known to all is a good thing, but it fails to make the point Paul made: i.e. if two people are to
rediscover agenda harmony they will need to exhibit gentleness.
In order to better understand what this means it will do us well to recognize that the term
translated as gentleness can also be translated as forbearance, fairness, or graciousness. J.B.
Lightfoot makes the case that it can best be understood by exposing its opposite. He said that
gentleness is “the opposite to a spirit of contention and self-seeking.”* Other translations have
rendered the term as considerateness or magnanimity.
Webster’s defines these terms like this:
Considerateness: thoughtfulness concerning the rights and feelings of others
Magnanimity: loftiness of spirit enabling one to bear trouble calmly, to disdain meanness
and revenge, and to make sacrifices for worthy ends
The direct application from this context, then, is wonderful. For Euodia and Syntyche—as well
as the whole Philippian Church—the point could not be more clear: “Hey ya’ll, quit being so
contentious toward one another. Instead, how about each of you taking the first step back from
your anger, frustration, pride or whatever it is that is maintaining the heat of your conflict. Relax.
Mellow out. Euodia be gracious where Syntyche is concerned. Syntyche be gracious where
Euodia is concerned.”
And the reason we should behave like this? Paul said: The Lord is at hand. The Lord’s second
coming is imminent. It could literally happen at any given moment. The question, then, that we
might want to ask ourselves is this: If the Lord should come in the next few moments, do we
want him to find us fighting or being gracious with others? When put in such simple terms the
choice seems pretty easy, huh? So, why do you suppose so many of us fail to follow this simple
logic?
_________________________
*
Lightfoot J.B.
MI; 1953, p. 160.

St. Paul’s Epistle to the Philippians. Zondervan Publishing House: Grand Rapids,
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V.

If behavior is to rise above personal differences we need to trust God in every
circumstance. 6,7
Do not be anxious about anything, but in everything, by prayer and petition, with
thanksgiving, present your requests to God. And the peace of God, which transcends all
understanding, will guard your hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus.

Comment: The phrase do not be anxious about anything is not a suggestion, but a command. The
Apostle Paul was not asking Euodia and Syntyche to ignore their anxiousness. Neither was he
merely glossing over their anxiety. Instead, he literally told them to stop being anxious. Now if
you are thinking this through, you are probably wondering: “How can someone be instructed to
forego anxiety? After all, is not anxiety an emotion? We can’t just shrug it off, can we?”
The answer is found in what Paul said next: but in everything, by prayer and petition, with
thanksgiving, present your requests to God. Paul new that God himself would still their anxious
hearts. He could give such a command, because its implementation was not to be found in
positive thinking, but in one’s immediate access to God through prayer. This is not religious talk,
but down-right, in-your-face, daily reality. A conversation with God is the levee in a flood of
worries.
The four terms given as elements of our communication with God are:
Prayer: a general term for simply expressing ourselves to God
Petition: a general term for asking something of God
Thanksgiving: that which demonstrates our awareness of and gratefulness for God’s love, faith,
and good-will toward us
Requests: the specific items of our petitions.
This is complete prayer. It is not boorish repetition. It is not greedy name-it and claim-it wishing.
Rather, it is the honest out pouring of our desires to God.
Yet, once again, we want to consider the context. What is this anxiousness about? As in the last
section, the hot-spot under consideration is Euodia and Syntyche. So what would be the primary
focus of these prayer efforts? The answer is simple. Euodia, instead of being anxious about
Syntyche, needed to pray about her situation with Syntyche…and Syntyche needed to do the
same on behalf of Euodia.
Think about it. Conflict has a way of going mellow when people determine that praying for
others is far better than protesting against their opinions. How much more quickly could we get
back on track with others if we talked with God about them before we talked to others about
them? And, if we break this down even further, how much better would agenda harmony be if
we went even deeper in our prayers and began to thank God for the good things we know to be
true about others before we began fixating on their problems?
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Well, Paul tells us just how much better it can be. His next sentence was: And the peace of God,
which transcends all understanding, will guard your hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus.
Where trouble existed between two gospel-servants, there could be peace. Where anxiousness
ruled their hearts and minds, there could be the peace of God to guard their hearts and minds.
Peace in a relationship is the absence of insecurities. Peace in a relationship is having the
comfort of trust and loyalty. Differences may exist, but they do not destroy a relationship
centered in God’s love, focused on God’s glory, determined by God’s mission, instructed by
God’s word, and kept through prayer.

Action Steps
1.
Reading Step: Read through Philippians again. Now please re-read 4:2-9 several more
times.
2.
Thinking Step: Some wag once said, “Everything accomplishable is accomplished best
by a committee; and the best committee is a committee of one.” One of our Dad’s used to say (in
exasperation), “Well, if this job is going to get done, I guess I’d best do it myself.” Both
statements are often true in practice. However, what is often true in practice is also often times
opposed to what ought to be.
In the body of Christ the job should be accomplished by the body for the body. In Paul’s letter
this stands out—especially in this section. In Euodia and Syntyche the message of unity and
agenda harmony met its bull’s-eye. To these two faithful ladies the message of unity was simple:
if unity is anything it is basic, it is a matter of fact, it is bottom line, it is the least you should
have. Whatever their differences, Paul was calling them back to harmony in their working
relationship.
This calling is no less important today than it was for the Philippians. Ministry in God’s kingdom
will find many expressions. Yet, they must all have a common purpose. Every endeavor ought to
be united under the Lord’s person and work. Our ministries must not exist as an end, but as a
means to an end. Bob Rayburn, of Village Missions, USA (and now with the Lord), once said to
us that we function in ministry to encourage believers, restore back-sliders, and convert sinners.
There are no other ministries. They all come under Christ’s headship. We have no right to pull
them apart. When our personal differences become obstacles to agenda harmony in ministry
we’d best slow down long enough to check our administrative blood-pressure.
Sure, unity at the expense of truth is also deadly, but that was not Paul’s focus in this section.
These differences more than likely had to do with style, method, and personal preferences. It is
very much the same today. The lack of agenda harmony and unity, more often than not, results
not from doctrinal differences but from administrative differences. Deacon John prefers
“tradition.” Deacon Bob prefers “progressive thinking.” Soon every decision grows cloudy by
the red pall of anger and resentment. Teammates are then secretly selected. Teams grow into
armies. Battle lines are drawn. Disinformation begins to travel freely upon the grapevine. Verbal
cannon shots get launched in every direction. The battle begins to rage. Left in its wicked path
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lays the once beautiful and proud work of XYZ Church or ABC Ministries. The light shines but
dimly and XYZ Church or ABC Ministries limps into the next decade a broken battalion. Their
banner may yet wave, but it remains torn, shredded, and dirty.
Thought: “He who establishes his argument by noise and command shows that his reason is
weak.”

3.
Moving Out Step: When was the last time you asked another person for their perspective
and then listened without interrupting to voice your own? Could it just be possible that another
servant has a better answer for some situation than you do? Could it even be possible that your
idea is better, but not so much better that you need to drive home the point?
The next time you find yourself in a family, church, work, or community situation in which you
disagree with another over the best way to accomplish something, try relaxing. Try letting the
situation go their way. Of course, we’re not referring to any situation involving sin—just those
situations in which opinions differ over non-essential items. The Apostle Paul said, “let your
gentleness be known to all.” It may not be the assertive behavior advocated by our contemporary
society, but it is godly behavior. Give it a try.
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Chapter Seventeen
Cohesive Ministry: Thinking Well of One Another
Philippians 4:8,9

Finally, brothers, whatever is true, whatever is noble, whatever is right, whatever is pure,
whatever is lovely, whatever is admirable—if anything is excellent or praiseworthy—think about
such things. Whatever you have learned or received or heard from me, or seen in me—put it into
practice. And the God of peace will be with you.
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Theme: In order to conduct our ministries effectively our thinking should dwell upon the
excellent things in life.
Comment: Well, while the Euodia and Syntyche issue teaches us that cohesive ministry requires
individual believers to rise above their personal differences, these up-coming verses teach us that
cohesive ministry also requires a change in the nature of our thinking. While being judgmental
and self-centered tends to be our leaning, we instead need a whole new way of considering
others. Notice what Paul wrote directly on the heels of dealing with Euodia and Syntyche:
Finally, brothers, whatever is true, whatever is noble, whatever is right, whatever is pure,
whatever is lovely, whatever is admirable—if anything is excellent or praiseworthy—
think about such things. Whatever you have learned or received or heard from me, or
seen in me—put it into practice. And the God of peace will be with you.
Now many have memorized this brief passage in order to apply it to their lives in a general
sense. They recognize the benefit of simply keeping a positive outlook on life—and this isn’t a
bad thing. However, the application of this passage is far more meaningful than simply imploring
us to positive thinking. It is directly related to the problem faced by Euodia and Syntyche, and,
subsequently, the Philippian Church. Rather than thinking well of one another, Euodia and
Syntyche had fallen into thinking the worst of one another. Rather than focusing on their past
victories, their common cause, and their shared Christ-like qualities, apparently they had become
critical of one another. How can ministry progress so long as the ministers only find fault in one
another? It cannot. How can any relationship prosper so long as individuals fail to think well of
one another? It cannot. A far more healthy and far more productive approach is for people—in
any kind of relationship—to think positively about one another.
The Apostle Paul knew this had to be the case for Euodia and Syntyche if the Philippian Church
was to avoid meltdown. It’s also the case for us…so let’s see how the Holy Spirit moved Paul to
flesh this concept out.
I.

In order to dwell upon the excellent things of life sharpen your focus on thinking
positively about others. 8
Finally, brothers, whatever is true, whatever is noble, whatever is right, whatever is pure,
whatever is lovely, whatever is admirable—if anything is excellent or praiseworth—think
about such things.

Comment: Remember…these words are not found in a vacuum. They came right after Paul had
pled with Euodia and Syntyche to get their act back together. You should recall that Paul
indicated in verses four through six that they should rejoice (rather than bicker?), be gentle
(rather than aggressive?), be anxious about nothing (rather than fret about one another?), and that
they should pray about and give thanks for one another (rather than talk about one another?). In
verse seven, Paul indicated that, should they choose this way rather than the negative way, the
peace of God would guard their hearts. Now, in verse eight, he gives them the specifics on how
to think well of one another. With six words, Paul taught Euodia and Syntyche just what it takes
to think positively about others. Here they are: true, noble, right, pure, lovely, admirable.
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So, let’s see if we can apply them as Paul seemed to be applying them…
When we are falling out of harmony, how can we begin to get back on track? We can begin by
focusing on what is good about the ones with whom we are experiencing conflict.
First, we must be sure to focus on only that which is true. Too often, when conflict occurs, words
and issues become distorted. We begin to focus on half-truths and imaginations.
 We take someone’s words out of context.
 We assign attitudes to someone’s demeanor without solid reasons for doing so.
 We presume to know the heart of what someone is thinking by reading between the
lines of his or her words.
 We accept, without verification, what others say about certain individuals.
 We accept the rumor and, without verification, take up the offense.
 We fail to see the other person through their grid. Instead, we evaluate them through
our own.
When we fall into this self-protection mode, we see others through a distorted filter. What we
end up thinking about them simply is not accurate. When this happens we are on the road to
relational failure because the other person will always resist being misunderstood. He or she will
always resist being perceived in a negative and unrealistic light. He or she will always resist
being treated in a fashion that does not flow with what they know to be true about themselves.
Second, we must be sure to focus on that which is noble. Something noble is also honorable. It is
dignified. Now once again put this in its proper context. Rather than dwelling on what is wrong
in another person, we should dwell on that which has dignity and honor. Sure, people have flaws.
And, sure, we sometimes need to deal with them. However, when people tend only to focus on
the flaws they become hypocritically judgmental. It’s an approach that only increases the
negative consequences of conflict.
God’s method is different. He knows there is nobility in every human being…afterall, he created
them. So there just has to be much more about every person than simply his or her faults. We
need to find it and focus on it. We need to find that which is noble in the person with whom we
disagree. Yes, maybe he or she rubs us wrong, but he or she is still God’s child. He still does
many things right. She still possesses God given skills. He does exhibit kindness, generosity, or
honesty—sooner or later. In fact, there will always be something honorable and noble in another
person…no matter how badly he or she may have caused us to feel.
Third, we must be sure to focus on that which is right. Anything right is also fair. It is just. It is
equitable. Any person who is right, fair, and just considers all the evidence (and all means all and
that’s all that all means) and responds equitably to the whole story rather than reacting to only
that which upsets him or her. When we focus on whatever is right in a conflict situation, we
avoid the pitfalls that always come with an unbalanced, slanted, or jaded perspective. It’s not too
difficult, then, to see how focusing on that which is right will assist us in maintaining agenda
harmony and cohesive ministry.
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Fourth, we must be sure to focus on that which is pure. Something that is pure is also innocent. It
is modest. It is free from corruption. Now, once again, think about how this applies to
maintaining relationships…
The fact that someone we may be fighting with is less than pure is no big surprise. Of course he
or she has a dark side. So do you and so do we. Focusing on it doesn’t help. Instead, we need to
look for the spark of godliness in that person. We need to get past our anger and frustration in
order that we might remember that the other person also has some innocence. He or she also has
many pure motives. In fact, it may even be true that while his or her actions or words may have
caused distress, under the surface his or her motives may have been very innocent. If we
concentrate on the pure, we might avoid lingering on the surface.
Fifth, we must be sure to focus on that which is lovely. Now Paul is asking his reader to focus on
whatever is virtuous about others. He wants us to see the “touch of class” in others. He wants
believers to seriously remember the things about others that are authentically pleasing.
Okay, maybe Mr. Conflict has some ragged edges. On the other hand, he also has a touch of
class. Perhaps he raises his voice too often, but maybe it’s because he cares so deeply. Perhaps
he talks too much, but maybe it’s because he is very friendly. Perhaps he seems a bit too bossy,
but maybe it’s because he just knows how to get things done.
Sixth, we must be sure to focus on that which is admirable. When something is admirable about
another person it speaks well of him or her. It edifies. It compliments. It gives praise. In an old
classroom setting it would result in a gold star. In a corporate setting it would lead to an excellent
performance evaluation. In a home it would prompt an “attaboy.”
Once again, Paul asked Euodia and Syntyche to consider this approach when considering one
another. Surely there was something about Euodia that Syntyche could admire and compliment.
Surely Syntyche must have possessed a quality or performed an action that Euodia could admire
and praise. And surely there will always be something admirable in those we serve with and
interact with that we can focus on.
Well, you get the point: building and maintaining cohesive ministry has every bit as much to do
with how we choose to see one another as it does with our actions toward one another. In fact,
Paul drove this point home when he included a summary phrase. Look again at verse eight:
Finally, brothers, whatever is true, whatever is noble, whatever is right, whatever is pure,
whatever is lovely, whatever is admirable—if anything is excellent or praiseworthy—
think about such things.
Not only did he include the six words we’ve already discussed, he wrapped the whole idea with a
final exhortation: if there is anything whatsoever that is excellent or praiseworthy about another
person think about it. Focus on it.
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II.
In order to dwell upon the excellent things of life don’t hesitate to follow the example of
someone who is already doing it. 9
Whatever you have learned or received or heard from me, or seen in me—put it into
practice. And the God of peace will be with you.
Comment: At first glance this might seem a bit egotistic, but it is not. Paul had that problem back
when he was still Saul. Back before coming to Christ, Paul appeared to be full of himself.
However, all that changed when Jesus called him to salvation and spreading salvation’s message.
In fact, the Philippians own experience with Paul would easily allow them to see this. They could
recall how Paul had treated the man who held the keys to his own imprisonment while in the City
of Philippi. The events were recorded in Acts 16:16-34
Once when we were going to the place of prayer, we were met by a slave girl who had a
spirit by which she predicted the future. She earned a great deal of money for her owners by
fortune-telling. This girl followed Paul and the rest of us, shouting, "These men are servants of
the Most High God, who are telling you the way to be saved." She kept this up for many days.
Finally Paul became so troubled that he turned around and said to the spirit, "In the name of
Jesus Christ I command you to come out of her!" At that moment the spirit left her.
When the owners of the slave girl realized that their hope of making money was gone,
they seized Paul and Silas and dragged them into the marketplace to face the authorities. They
brought them before the magistrates and said, "These men are Jews, and are throwing our city
into an uproar by advocating customs unlawful for us Romans to accept or practice." The crowd
joined in the attack against Paul and Silas, and the magistrates ordered them to be stripped and
beaten. After they had been severely flogged, they were thrown into prison, and the jailer was
commanded to guard them carefully. Upon receiving such orders, he put them in the inner cell
and fastened their feet in the stocks.
About midnight Paul and Silas were praying and singing hymns to God, and the other
prisoners were listening to them. Suddenly there was such a violent earthquake that the
foundations of the prison were shaken. At once all the prison doors flew open, and everybody's
chains came loose. The jailer woke up, and when he saw the prison doors open, he drew his
sword and was about to kill himself because he thought the prisoners had escaped. But Paul
shouted, "Don't harm yourself! We are all here!" The jailer called for lights, rushed in and fell
trembling before Paul and Silas. He then brought them out and asked, "Sirs, what must I do to be
saved?"
They replied, "Believe in the Lord Jesus, and you will be saved—you and your
household." Then they spoke the word of the Lord to him and to all the others in his house. At
that hour of the night the jailer took them and washed their wounds; then immediately he and all
his family were baptized. The jailer brought them into his house and set a meal before them; he
was filled with joy because he had come to believe in God—he and his whole family.
Now Paul (and Silas) could easily have focused on only the negative things. He could have
remained silent. He could have thought, “Yeah, it serves you right,” while he witnessed the jailer
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commit suicide. Why not? He had been treated very unfairly. There was nothing right or noble
about how he and Silas had been placed in chains. However, that was not how Jesus Christ
would be honored. Instead, because Paul had been transformed, he saw the need of the Philippian
jailer. He saw the potential in the Philippian jailer. He saw the dignity in a man who might have
been lost, but who had been created to find himself in Christ. By focusing on the positive rather
than the negative, Paul not only resolved the conflict between he and the jailer, but also the
conflict between the jailer and God.
It’s a fitting illustration, not only because of the personal connection between Paul and the
Philippians, but because of where it ends…the God of peace bringing peace to the jailer and his
family. It is the same conclusion Paul came to in this section:
Whatever you have learned or received or heard from me, or seen in me—put it into
practice. And the God of peace will be with you.
In the previous section (4:2-7), Paul said, that when you rejoice, remain gentle, stay calm, pray,
and give thanks to God the peace of God, which transcends all understanding, will guard your
hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus. In other words, act right and the peace of God will wash
over you.
In this section, (4:8,9), Paul said that when you think about whatever is true, noble, right, pure,
lovely, or admirable about those with whom you experience conflict the God of peace will be
with you. In other words, think right and the God of peace will wash over you.
In the previous section we are taught that right actions help us to feel the peace of God. In this
section we are taught that right thinking is possible because the God of peace will always be with
us.
In the previous section we learned that…
In order to conduct our ministries effectively our behavior must rise above our
personal differences. 4:2-7
In this section we learned that…
In order to conduct our ministries effectively our thinking should dwell upon the
excellent things of life. 4:8,9
Together these sections demonstrated Paul’s fourth main point in the body of his letter…
Agenda harmony in how we conduct church ministries creates a beautiful church. 4:2-9
One simply cannot say just how important agenda harmony and unity are in establishing and
keeping a great church or powerful ministry!
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Action Steps
1.
Reading Step: Read through Philippians again. Now please read 4:2-9 several more
times.
2.
Thinking Step: Perhaps you have heard just about all you can stand concerning Positive
Thinking. Perhaps you are thinking, “No way am I going to read one more line about keeping my
thoughts accentuated with positive vibrations.” Well, if you are, we don’t blame you. In fact,
we’d join you in the sentiment if we were speaking about the positive thinking of today’s
foolishness. You know…all that stuff about visualization and what-not. Sure, there is some truth
to the notion that positive thinking in general can help make a person better, but the present day
focus upon imaging, visualization, naming it and claiming it, and so on and so on is, rather
frankly, just so much shallow drivel.
Why? Because found in such a system of thought remains the age old dilemma of the ego—me,
myself, and I. Self is the apex and focal point of such success oriented philosophies and
methodologies. It’s not what we need.
However, that is not the kind of positive thinking we find in Philippians 4:8,9. Paul wasn’t
advocating positive thinking in general. He advocated thinking positively about others. In effect,
he simply said, “Quit looking at the speck in your neighbor’s eye and see the great building he
just constructed.”
Dietrich Bonhoeffer wrote, concerning the church, “They wander on earth and live in heaven,
and although they are weak, they protect the world; they taste of peace in the midst of turmoil;
they are poor, and yet they have all they want. They stand in suffering and remain in joy, they
appear dead to all outward sense and lead a life of faith within.”* His idea speaks of a people
who forget personal fancies and get on with the risk of living for others. Like Jesus, the church
should think sacrificially: “What best meets the need and call of the whole?” Positive thinking
then, in this sense, surges far ahead of mere mental exercises to the restructuring of our attitudes
and behaviors toward others.
What will be the result? It will be the peace of God flooding over us and the God of peace
watching over us.
3.
Moving Out Step: When your thoughts next lean to the negative, what will you do?
Perhaps the following exercise will help. Apply these six questions to your thoughts:
Is what I’m thinking taking into consideration…
…the whole truth about this person?
…the noble and honorable qualities about this person?
________________________
*
Bonhoeffer, Dietrich..
The Cost of Discipleship. The MacMillan Co.: New York, Paperback Edition,
1963; eighth printing 1966; p. 304.
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…the fair, right, and just circumstances surrounding my situation with this person?
…the pure and innocent things about this person?
…the virtuous and classy things about this person?
…the admirable things to be complimented about this person?
Finally, if ill thoughts have plagued your mind lately, consider some time for more prayer. Ask
God to help you refocus your thoughts. Push yourself to see things like Paul saw them. There
will be something praiseworthy in the make-up of the other person for you to reflect on.
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Conclusion
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Chapter Eighteen
Paul’s Closing Comments and Missionary Appeals
4:10-23

I rejoice greatly in the Lord that at last you have renewed your concern for me. Indeed, you have
been concerned, but you had no opportunity to show it. I am not saying this because I am in
need, for I have learned to be content whatever the circumstances. I know what it is to be in
need, and I know what it is to have plenty. I have learned the secret of being content in any and
every situation, whether well fed or hungry, whether living in plenty or in want. I can do
everything through him who gives me strength. Yet it was good of you to share in my troubles.
Moreover, as you Philippians know, in the early days of your acquaintance with the gospel,
when I set out from Macedonia, not one church shared with me in the matter of giving and
receiving, except you only; for even when I was in Thessalonica, you sent me aid again and
again when I was in need. Not that I am looking for a gift, but I am looking for what may be
credited to your account. I have received full payment and even more; I am amply supplied, now
that I have received from Epaphroditus the gifts you sent. They are a fragrant offering, an
acceptable sacrifice, pleasing to God. And my God will meet all your needs according to his
glorious riches in Christ Jesus. To our God and Father be glory for ever and ever. Amen. Greet
all the saints in Christ Jesus. The brothers who are with me send greetings.
All the saints send you greetings, especially those who belong to Caesar's household.
The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ be with your spirit. Amen
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I.

Paul’s example to the Philippians (4:10-13)

As the Apostle Paul began to draw his correspondence to a close, he took the opportunity to
address a few more very important issues…most of which had to do with the partnership he
shared with them concerning the spreading of the gospel. He was, in essence, wanting to say
“thank-you” for their new-found ability to support his missionary endeavors (4:10). You see, the
Philippian Church had been the only church that financially assisted Paul’s missionary team as
he and others began to proclaim the life and work of Jesus Christ (4:15). Somewhere along the
line their ability to give had been interrupted (4:10). Their desire remained intact, but their means
of reaching him had somehow come to an end. Now, presumably because of the correspondence
that could travel back and forth by means of Epaphroditus (2:25), their ability had been restored
(4:10).
With the opportunity to say thank-you also came the opportunity to exhort them even further. We
can learn a great deal from these closing appeals. The first is based on Paul’s example. Here’s
what he wrote (4:10-13):
I rejoice greatly in the Lord that at last you have renewed your concern for me. Indeed, you have
been concerned, but you had no opportunity to show it. I am not saying this because I am in
need, for I have learned to be content whatever the circumstances. I know what it is to be in
need, and I know what it is to have plenty. I have learned the secret of being content in any and
every situation, whether well fed or hungry, whether living in plenty or in want. I can do
everything through him who gives me strength.
His example was two-fold.
First, he was willing to receive help.
Notice how unashamed he was concerning their financial care for he and his team. In verse ten
he wrote, I rejoice greatly in the Lord that at last you have renewed your concern for me. He was
not only thankful and grateful, he actually rejoiced. Paul suffered no delusions of selfsufficiency. He depended on God and God’s people. That is how missionary endeavors survive.
Some go and some send. There is no reason whatsoever for a missionary to be apologetic about
his or her need for financial backing. Notice we did not write “financial assistance.” Instead we
wrote “financial backing.” Missionaries are not welfare recipients living off the kindness of their
brothers and sisters in Christ. They are God’s emissaries serving on the frontlines as their
brothers and sisters create rear-echelon support systems to keep them in the field.
Second, he was content with or without the help.
However, we also need to notice how Paul jumped back from giving any hint that he was
demanding or needy. The Philippian investment was a God-send, but it was not his salvation.
Rather, Christ alone was his sole source of contentment—whether physically, emotionally, or
spiritually. Paul put it this way (4:11-13):
I am not saying this because I am in need, for I have learned to be content whatever the
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circumstances. I know what it is to be in need, and I know what it is to have plenty. I have
learned the secret of being content in any and every situation, whether well fed or hungry,
whether living in plenty or in want. I can do everything through him who gives me strength.
Now some have taken that last statement—I can do everything through him (Christ) who gives
me strength—out of its context. They have claimed it as a promise for all sorts of misguided
endeavors.
We have seen people claim this as a promise as they started new
businesses. They believed sincerely that God promised them financial
success through their new enterprise based on Philippians 4:13.
We have seen parents claim this in their response to their children while
ignoring direct Scriptural teaching concerning child-rearing. They
believed sincerely that God promised them success if they just “let go and
let God” based on Philippians 4:13.
We have even seen individuals claim this as a promise as they disavowed
their marriage promises. They believed sincerely that Philippians 4:13
even covered their divorce.
Christians can rationalize almost anything by taking Philippians 4:13 out of context. This is
clearly not what Paul had in mind. Within the context, all he was saying is something like this:
With regards to your help in our missionary enterprise, your investment is very much
appreciated and very helpful. However, please remember that we will be fine with or without it—
because Christ is our all-sufficient one. He will see us through our mission. So, whatever you
do, please do not think that we are in dire straights or that we believe you must support us.
So, what do you think…is there a principle here? We think so. Here it is:
When Christ rules every portion of our lives
we learn to be content in every situation.

II.

Paul’s appreciation for the Philippians (4:14-19)

Paul not only wanted the Philippian Church to understand his example, he truly wanted them to
know how much he appreciated their love for he and his team. In fact, it seems he went to great
lengths to make the point. Here’s what he wrote (4:14-19):
Yet it was good of you to share in my troubles. Moreover, as you Philippians know, in the early
days of your acquaintance with the gospel, when I set out from Macedonia, not one church
shared with me in the matter of giving and receiving, except you only; for even when I was in
Thessalonica, you sent me aid again and again when I was in need. Not that I am looking for a
gift, but I am looking for what may be credited to your account. I have received full payment and
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even more; I am amply supplied, now that I have received from Epaphroditus the gifts you sent.
They are a fragrant offering, an acceptable sacrifice, pleasing to God. And my God will meet all
your needs according to his glorious riches in Christ Jesus.
Notice a few of things he pointed out:
They shared in his troubles (vs. 14)
They were the only ones to do so (vs. 15)
Their gift will be accredited to their account (vs. 17)
Their gift was more than generous; it amply supplied Paul (vs. 18)
Their gift was a fragrant offering (vs. 18)
Their gift was an acceptable sacrifice (vs. 18)
Their gift was pleasing to God (vs. 18)
Wow! We don’t know about anyone else, but we would love to have someone speak so highly of
us. This is serious appreciation. So, let’s break it down and understand it.
First, he appreciated their partnership in the ministry of the gospel.
In verse fourteen he wrote: Yet it was good of you to share in my troubles. How does this relate
to the missionary work of spreading the life-changing news concerning Jesus Christ? Just like
this…
Wherever Paul (and his team) went they met opposition (see His Circumstances, page 10). They
would tell others about the Savior, witness miracles in his power, and ask nothing of their
audience. Yet, they were beaten, stoned, shipwrecked, and jailed (2 Corinthians 11:16-28). When
Paul wrote about his troubles this is what he had in mind. When Paul wrote it was good of you to
share in my troubles he was indicating that their generosity eased the burden of his distress.
Think about it. How would you feel if while you were emotionally and physically burdened,
under lock and key, and uncertain about your future, a spokesman from your past showed up
bearing great words of encouragement, finances, and, perhaps, other sources of help? How
appreciative would you be? Wouldn’t you feel that you had someone on your side? Wouldn’t
you be eased and encouraged with the knowledge of their concern for you and their partnership
in your cause? We think so.
Second, he appreciated their desire to stand firm in their commitment.
In verses fifteen and sixteen he wrote: Moreover, as you Philippians know, in the early days of
your acquaintance with the gospel, when I set out from Macedonia, not one church shared with
me in the matter of giving and receiving, except you only; for even when I was in Thessalonica,
you sent me aid again and again when I was in need.
The commitment demonstrated by the believers in Philippi lasted. It was not a one-time burst of
emotion. Paul loved the fact that they cared for both he and his mission—a clear indicator of
their devotion to Christ—from the start, to the time of his writing, with no wavering in between.
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Paul’s missionary travels were extensive.* He and his team led many to the Lord in many
different cities. Of these cities he had many fine things to say, but only the Philippians received a
thank-you note for their financial investment. Why? Apparently they and they alone were so
committed that they stood out from among the rest. Look again at verse sixteen: for even when I
was in Thessalonica, you sent me aid again and again when I was in need. The distance between
Philippi and Thessalonica was about 100 miles—by foot or by horse this was no small
undertaking. Yet, the Church of Philippi repeatedly sent someone to Thessalonica in order to
deliver support to Paul and his team. His reflection on this past describes their level of
involvement and his vivid appreciation for that involvement.
Third, he appreciated their position in God.
In verses seventeen and eighteen he wrote: Not that I am looking for a gift, but I am looking for
what may be credited to your account. I have received full payment and even more; I am amply
supplied, now that I have received from Epaphroditus the gifts you sent. They are a fragrant
offering, an acceptable sacrifice, pleasing to God.
While Paul truly appreciated their financial investment, his focus was not the money. Rather than
the gift, Paul’s desire was to see the Philippians reap the dividends of their commitment. Moffit
makes this a bit more clear in his translation: It is not money I am anxious for; what I am anxious
for is the interest that accumulates in this way to your divine credit! Paul understood that the
Philippian believers, like himself, were involved in a global—even heavenly—work. Helping
Paul advance the gospel fulfilled God’s will. Their every plan and every activity on behalf of the
Great Commission (Matthew 28:16-20) grew out of the simple fact that God had saved them
from their sins through the person and work of Jesus Christ. Their identity was not only brand
new, but eternal. So, Paul clearly saw a connection between the service of the Philippians on
earth (gifts given to him) and rewards to be received by the Philippians in heaven. He looked
forward to a time in heaven when the Philippians would be recognized for their commitments.
He knew the Lord was pleased with their efforts. That is why he referred to their gift as a
fragrant offering, an acceptable sacrifice, pleasing to God. The New King James Version
renders a fragrant offering as a sweet smelling aroma. In using this phrase, Paul was pulling
imagery from the Old Testament. For example, when the rains and floods finally subsided, Noah
built an altar to the Lord. On that altar he offered a sacrifice of worship (Genesis 8:20). In the
next verse, the Bible reads: The LORD smelled the pleasing aroma and said in his heart: “Never
again will I curse the ground because of man, even though every inclination of his heart is evil
from childhood. And never again will I destroy all living creatures, as I have done.” Paul wanted
them to know their support of his ministry brought joy not only to him, but God also.
Fourth, he appreciated their willingness to not only help, but sacrifice.
In verse nineteen he wrote: And my God will meet all your needs according to his glorious riches
in Christ Jesus.

_________________________
*

Read chapters nine through twenty-eight in the Book of Acts for Paul’s missionary travels.
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If they were willing to give so freely, why do you suppose Paul inserted this encouragement as if
they were in want? The passage suggests they had given to Paul in such a way as to create need
in their own households. This is more than likely why he used the word sacrifice in verse
eighteen.
Isn’t this an amazing thing? The believers in Philippi must have been very grateful for their
salvation…
…so much so that they wanted Paul to lead many others to Christ as well.
…so much so that they were willing to impoverish themselves to help Paul lead others to
Christ.
Yet notice the consolation: God will meet all your needs. Paul spoke with a faith anchored in his
own experience with God. If God would take care of Paul and his team, would he not also take
care of the Philippians? Of course, he would.
There is a great lesson here: sacrifice for the sake of God’s purposes will never harm us; it will
only pave the way for us to see God at work on our behalf. We have often been asked, “How do
you survive on your small missionary income?” Our answer is simple, “We don’t; we survive on
God.” Now we do not mean that disrespectfully or arrogantly, but actually. When people give
themselves to God sacrificially, he cares for their needs. Rich Christians may not ever receive a
“free” car, place to live, or even a new shirt from God, but then they don’t need to receive such
gifts from God. They can buy them. Missionaries often receive such things…in the nick of time,
when the need is greatest, and when they have no one else to turn to and no where else to go. It’s
a simple fact: you cannot out give God.
As we wrap this segment up, again we should ask…is there a principle in all of this? As you
might expect, we think so. Here it is:
Our testimony for God will flow as we become a people
who share both our goods and needs.
Both Paul and the Philippians had great testimonies…and it all stemmed from a commitment to
get beyond self on behalf of others. Now that is not hard to appreciate at all.

III.

Paul’s closing words to the Philippians (4:20-23)

Having used ever opportunity to teach important principles as he wrote of his thankfulness for
the Philippian believers, Paul finally turned to the task of saying good-bye (4:20-23). And even
here, in this fond farewell, the word of God is instructive. This is what he wrote:
To our God and Father be glory for ever and ever. Amen. Greet all the saints in Christ Jesus.
The brothers who are with me send greetings. All the saints send you greetings, especially those
who belong to Caesar's household. The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ be with your spirit. Amen
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The first part of Paul’s salutation—To our God and Father be glory for ever and ever. Amen
—gushed out like a sudden exclamation of joy. It came in response to the joy Paul experienced
because of how the Philippians loved him. He knew their love and concern for him came about
from God’s work in their lives. In fact, as we have attempted to make vividly clear throughout
this work, that’s the main thing...not self, not stuff, nor any other substitute…just the Lord. As in
the whole of the letter, Paul wanted to finish with the main thing. And remember, the main thing
is not us, it’s not our relationships, it’s not our ministries, it’s not our careers, it’s God.
Paul could have simply concluded by writing, “Good-bye,” or “Sincerely,” or some other generic
finish. Instead he wrote To our God and Father be glory for ever and ever. It’s fitting since the
sum of his entire discussion is the glory of God. So, we might ask ourselves, “Do we return glory
to the Lord when we consider all that he is and all that he does?” Of course, to do so implies far
more than a hymn or praise chorus on Sunday morning. It is an attitude that should pervade all
that we are and all that we do. It would seem that for the Apostle Paul it was second nature. For
us…?
The second part of Paul’s salutation is a simple exchange of greetings: Greet all the saints in
Christ Jesus. The brothers who are with me send greetings. All the saints send you greetings,
especially those who belong to Caesar’s household.
There is never any sense of exclusivity with the Apostle Paul. He always seemed to be very
careful to include as many as possible. God used Paul to teach us directly (Galatians 3:26-28;
Colossians 3:11) and indirectly (in the opening and closing words of his letters…as here) that we
are all equal at the foot of the cross. Once again, this is very much in keeping with the entire
sweep of this Letter to the Church at Philippi. The spotlight does not belong to Euodia. It does
not belong to Syntyche. It does not belong to the church leaders. Neither does the spotlight
belong to difficult circumstances: not imprisonment, as was the case for Paul; not true selfsacrifice, as was the case with Timothy and Epaphroditus; not one-upmanship, as was the case
with those who wanted to follow the letter of the law. The spotlight belongs to God alone:
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Believers bow in the shadow of the Father’s sovereignty, the Son’s
cross, and the Spirit’s filling. We bow equally. We bow deeply.
The final part of Paul’s salutation is a concluding benediction: The grace of the Lord Jesus
Christ be with your spirit. Amen.
A benediction is an expression of blessing. It is a prayer that all will be well with those who
receive the benediction. In this case, the benediction caps the entire letter. It is as if Paul were
saying, “Okay, after all that I have had to say concerning agenda harmony, I pray that the grace
of the Lord Jesus Christ—whom we all worship and serve—will be with you all. Through his
grace and his grace alone you will succeed.
And now, after all is said and done, let’s ask ourselves one more time…is there a principle to be
found in Paul’s final greetings? You bet. So, here it is:
True beauty in the Church begins and ends with the saints
acknowledging and praising their gracious God.
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A Final Note
Two things: first, here’s hoping this study has been fun and stretching; and, second, will you
allow us a final exhortation? Here it is…
Can you count the times (other than in a church service) you have really lifted your voice in
praise to God over the past few weeks. Are you praising him every day? Are you praising him in
all things? Or could it be that your desire to praise him has grown lukewarm or even cold? Oh,
not that you mean to neglect him, but simply you’ve allowed too many other things to crowd
your mind. Perhaps a reminder from Thomas a Kempis will help:
O everlasting Light, surpassing all created luminaries, ‘cast forth Thy lightning’
from above, piercing all the most inward parts of my heart. Make clean, make
glad, make bright, and make alive my spirit, with all the powers thereof, that I
may cleave unto Thee in ecstasies of joy. When will that blessed and desired hour
come that Thou mayest satisfy me with Thy presence, and be unto me all in all! So
long as this is not granted me I shall not have full joy.
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A List of Books
that will further assist you if you are interested in more of the grammatical and
historical information concerning Paul’s Letter to the Philippians
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publication.
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and inexperienced Bible students.
3.
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embedded within the text or given as endnotes.
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About Sound Communication
Jesus said fields all across the world are ready for the harvest. He wants as many as possible to
hear his life-changing message...
...and, at Sound Communication, we can think of no greater privilege than being a part of a team
that delivers that message. Believers since the first century have dedicated themselves to this
task. The times in which we live are no different. Faithful messengers still proclaim God's great
message of salvation through Jesus Christ… Ricki Lee Brooks is one of them.
Many years ago, Ricki and his wife, Vanita, wrote down their mission statement for life. Here it
is...Our mission in life is to love our Lord, one another, and our children more and more every
day and to help as many as possible to do the same thing.
Since then much has changed. The children are grown and growing. Many people have heard
the life-changing news of Jesus Christ and are falling more in love with the Savior. And, sadly,
yet triumphantly, Vanita is now with the Lord. One might think the passing of Ricki's beloved
would change the mission statement. It has not.
Ricki remembers the morning Vanita met him at college with a smile as wide as life. She said, "I
get it and I did it!"
"What," he asked.
"Last night," she went on, "I read Revelation 3:20. Jesus said, 'Here I am! I stand at the door and
knock. If anyone hears my voice and opens the door, I will come in and eat with him, and he with
me.' So, I took him at his word and asked him to be my Savior!"
In that very moment the seeds of their mission statement were planted. Through courtship,
engagement and marriage the mission prospered. As their love and friendship with one another
and their Lord grew, their capacity for including others multiplied. After losing Vanita at the
hands of a drunk driver, Ricki has often said, "Without her, I feel less effective, but not less
impassioned. Helping people love the Lord is the greatest privilege on earth, because, in the end,
our purpose was never just about us...it was and is all about Jesus.
Now, in addition to his role in his local church, Ricki continues looking forward to opportunities
that allow him to help others fall more in love with the Savior. This might mean face to face
encounters on behalf of the gospel, one on one coaching assignments with a believer in jeopardy,
consulting appointments with a family, church, or para-church organization, or speaking
engagements in schools or churches and at retreats or conferences.
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You can contact Ricki by writing to
Sound Communication
A Division of West Sound Community Church
PO Box 4016
Silverdale, WA 98383
ricki@westsound.org

or calling at
360.779.9996
360.362.6686

or visiting the Web at
rickileebrooks.com
https://www.facebook.com/SoundCommunications
westsound.org
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